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SEXTION A 
SUMMARY REPORT 
L 
This section provides a br ief  suaunary report of the work accolnplished 
under the "Study of Communications .Data Compression Methods", under NASA 
contract NAS 2-9703. The results are f u l l y  explained i n  subsequent sections 
on video canpression, Landsat image processipa, and s a t e l l i t e  commnications . 
The first task  of contract NAS 2-9703 w a s  t o  extend a simple monochrome 
conditional replenishment system t o  higher compression and t o  higher motion 
levels, by incorporating spatially adaptive quantizers and field repeating. 
Conditional replenishment combines intraframe and interframe compression, and 
bath areas were t o  be investigated. The gain of conditional replenishment 
depends on the  f ract ion of the  image changing, since only changed parts of 
the image need t o  be transmitted. If the transmission ra te  is se t  so t ha t  
only one-fourth of the  image can be transmitted i n  each f i e l d ,  greater change 
fractions w i l l  overload the system. 
To accomplish task I, a computer simulation was prepared which incorporated 
1 )  f i e ld  repeat of changes, 2) a variable change threshold, 3) frame repeat for  
high change, and 4) two mcde, variable r a t e  Hadamard intraframe quantizers. 
field repeat gives 2 :1 coupresaion i n  m o v i n g  areas without noticeable degradation. 
Variable change threshold a l l a s  some f l ex ib i l i t y  i n  dealing with varying change 
rates, but the threshold variation must be limited for  acceptable performance. 
2: l  frame repeat provides 15 frames per second, and is acceptable, but  L : 1  repeat 
is objectionably degraded. 
picture element (bpp) edge subpicture quantizer and a 1 bpp f l a t  subpicture 
quantizer. 
1.25 bpp is comparible t o  single mode performance a t  2 bp?, but  the gains depend 
on the fract ion of changed blocks using each mode. 
The 
The two mode Hadammd quantizers use a 2 b i t  per 
For the Reasoner image, the two mode variable r a t e  performance a t  
The goal of task I was t o  achieve performance free of a r t i f ac t s  a t  1/4 bpp. 
The simulated systeln achieves th i s ,  for  scenes with less than 50 percent motion. 
The different compression ra t ios  for changed parts of the image are  2 : l  fo r  
conditional replenishment, 2:l for  f i e ld  repeat, 2 : l  for  frame repeat, and b : l  
for intraframe Hadamard compression (all edge mcde). The t o t a l  com5ined comp- 
ression r a t i o  is 32:l, which 
fraction changing exceeds 50 
l i m i t  of 4:1 for  100 percent 
reduces the.origina1 3 bpp t o  1/4 bpp. 
percent, additional frame repeats occur, with a 
chawe. 
If the 
1 
Task If of the statement of workwas t o  extend conditional replenishment 
t o  color video. This was accomplished by modrpYing the monochrome simulation 
program t o  process both monochrome and color. The I and Q color signals are  
quantized using 1/4 bpp i n  the edge mode, and 1/'8 bpp in the  f la t  mode, so tha t  
color transmission requires 25 percent higher transmission r a t e  than monochrome. 
Changes and modes a re  detecfed using only the I or monochrome signal, which 
introduces some ar t i fac ts .  
Certain related aspects of video compression were investigated i n  conjunc- 
t i on  w i t h  these tasks. Frame interlace is a compression method which has some 
aspects of intraframe compression, and some aspects of interframe compression. 
Using previously available data, a report was prepared t o  compare the hardware 
requirements and performance of f i e ld  and frame compression. It was concluded 
tha t  the frame interlace gains about 1/2 bpp i n  compression, a t  a cost  of 4 
or 7 bit-frames of memory, depending on implementation. 
I). Hein and N. Abmed, under a grant from NASA-ARC, recently developed a 
method for  deriving the discrete cosine transform from the Hadamard transforn. 
This method is  being implemented a t  NASA-ARC. 
transforms intermediate between the discrete cosine and Hadamard transforn i n  
complexity and performance were devised and investigated. 
experimental resul ts  shav tha t  transforms with simplified implementation can 
provide part  of the gains of the discrete cosine transform over the Hadamrd. 
In  cooperation with D. Hein, 
Theoretical and 
Monochrome and color conditional replenishment using several frame repeats 
was processed using frame averaging. 
frames, formed by averaging the two transmitted frames closest  i n  sequence. 
averaging makes a small improvement i n  material using three frame repeats, or 10 
frames per second, b u t  introduces strange blurring and shape changing i n  material 
using f ive repeats, or 6 frames per second. 
Repeated franes were replaced by composite 
Frame 
Task I11 of the contract was t o  investigate image compression for  the trans- 
mission of Landsat images, with emphasis on using spectral  correlation. The pro- 
posal noted that  c luster  coding was a sucessful compression method using spectral  
correlation, bu t  had high complexity. 
was simulated. 
transmitter and receiver . laen the inage element t o  be transmitted is w i t h i n  
A new method, "picture element replication", 
A table of previously transmitted elements is maintained a t  the 
I 
i .- 
f .  , .I - 
a small error distance of an element i n  the table ,  the location of t he  tab le  
elemeut is transmitted, instead of the  element value. 
replaces the original element i n  the image. 
. similar t o  the elemezlt t o  be transmitted, the exact element value is transmitted, 
and inserted in  the table. Transmission rate is reduced because the number of 
table  elements is much smaller the number of a l l  possible elements. 
The table  element 
When no tablebelement is suff ic ient ly  
Picture element replication was analized theoretically. The expected e r ror  
is a hmn fraction of the error  bound used t o  se lec t  table elements. If the 
table s ize  is suff ic ient ly  large, the transmission rate is only one or two bpp 
mare than required t o  transmit a table  entry. 
error and increases r a t e  i n  a known wqy. 
by using a one b i t  word for  a replicated element. 
Increasing tab le  size reduces 
Additional compression can be gained 
Picture element replication was simulated, and tested with two images 
used i n  other work done for  NASA-ARC. The new method was found superior t o  
the previous spatial compression methods, and comparable t o  c luster  coding. 
Picture element replication is auch sircpler i n  implementation than cluster  
coding, and is suitable for  the transuission of stored data v ia  s a t e l l i t e  t o  
a remote site. 
In  conjunction with t h i s  task, a survey of Landsat c lass i f icat ion metbods 
was made* 
l i te ra ture .  
can reduce the human int  ;-vention required by normal distribution, maximum 
liklihood classif iers .  
images similar t o  those produced by hmsn image interpreters.  
There are  several potentially useful techniques reported i n  the 
Methods of nonparametric c lass i f icat ion,  including nearest neighbor, 
Spatial-spectral c lass i f ie rs  can produce classif ied 
Task IV of the statenent of work was t o  investigate s ignal  processing, 
channel geometry, and demand assignment for  s a t e l l i t e  communication. 
proposal stated the intention t o  re-giew operational systems, and t o  evaluate 
a technique t o  improve the bandwidth efficiency of s a t e l l i t e  comunicat ions. 
The technique selected for  study, which is mentioned i n  the recent l i t e ra ture ,  
is four dimensional signal design. 
eff ic ient  modulation reviews the advantages of higher dimensional signal design, 
compared t o  conventional multi-level amplitude phase sh i f t  keying. 
gain of four dimensional signal design is es t imted  using the capacity bound. 
The 
The report on four dimensional bandwidth 
The potential  
3 
Two new classes uf signal designs are introduced, which counter the disadvantages 
of amplitude phase shift keying. 
four dimensional l a t t i c e ,  and is c&ectured t o  approach the optimum desigls. 
A t  transmission rates needed far bandwidth e f f ic ien t  modulation, 2 t o  3 bits 
per dimension, the new designs increase r a t e  0.6 bits per dimension a t  fixed ' 
signal  t o  noise, or allow 2 t o  4 dl3 signal reduction a t  fixed rate.  The four 
dimensional receivers a re  not much more complex than conventional receivers. 
One class of designs is based on the densest 
In the review of' systems, the T R W  "Mobile Multiple Access Study" was 
examhed. 
was nearly competitive with frequency modulation (M). 
on s a t e l l i t e  communication, as:! several p a i r  budgets, were reviewed. It seems 
generally accepted that frequency division multiple access (FDMA) provides more 
channels i n  a given bandwidth than t i n e  division or code division. 
ment of channels by a central  s t a t ion  can achieve 100 percent useage, while 
contention systems are  limited t o  lower efficiency. 
two Comsat papers. 
and FT.1 have similar performance for  single channel per car r ie r  voice channels. 
Welti and Kwan a lso  found d i g i t a l  cmpet i t ive,  and considered some four dimen- 
s ional  methods i n  the i r  comparison. 
The study observed that continuously variable slope del ta  mod'ilation 
Several other papers 
Demand assign- 
O f  special  in te res t  were 
Campanella and others concluded that  d i g i t a l  voice uodulation 
Some resu l t s  of t h i s  study w i l l  be published. The operation of an ea r l i e r  
conditional replenishment system was described i n  two papers given a t  the August 
1977 SPIE convention and a t  the The study of frame 
and f ie ld  compression, appendix A of section B belm, w i l l  be presented a t  SPIE 
i n  August 1977. 
form, appendix B of section B be lw ,  has been accepted for the ITC meeting i n  
Nuvember 1978. 
belm, w i l l  be published i n  the IEEE Transactions on Communications i f  cer ta in  
required revisions are  made. 
decernber 1977 PI%C meeting. 
The investigation of transform derived v ia  the Hadamard t r am-  
The report on Landsat element replication compression, section C 
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SECTION B 
VIDEO CCPIIPRESSION 
MONOCHROME ANIj COLOR 
CONDITIONAL REpLENISHMl%NT 
i 
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COrxrExrs 
MONOCHROME AND COLOR cornmom REPLFNISHMENT 
APPEXDM A 
APPENDIX B 
APPENDIX c 
APPENDIX D 
COMPARISON OF' VIDEO FRAMES AND FIELDS 
FOR TRANSFORM COMPRESSION 
THE K-L, DCT, AND RELATED TRAPPjFORlS 
OBTAINED V I A  THE HADAMARD "SFORM 
FRAME AVERAGING 
COMPUTER PROGWlG AND S D ~ I O N S  
1-12 
1-24 
. _. 
i -- 
1-28 
1-6 
1-5 
This report describes the newly developed conditional replenhhment system. 
The conditional replenishment simulation program has been modified t o  have the 
f ollcwing features : 
forced field repeat of changed subpictures 
a range of thresholds differ ing by one fo r  a l l  vectors tes ted;  the  
threshold used is the  l m e s t  t ha t  does not give excessive changes 
frame repeat, when the number of changes is excessive 
detection threshold is a t  its upper limit 
two mode replacement of changed Hadamard subpictures, 
f l a t  and edge quantizers with fixed rste 
a farced refresh option, i n  addition t o  refresh using 
needed for  update of changed subpictures. 
and the change 
using optimized 
any r a t e  not 
The forced f ie ld  repeet of changes, with r a t e  buffering wer a frame, reduces 
the transmission ra te  required fo r  changes by 2:l.  
of motion rendition quali ty,  b u t  there is a reduction i n  ver t ica l  resolution which 
is acceptable i n  moving areas. 
the number of changes for  the current frame, rather than for  past numbers of changes, 
elimiaates threshold caused high change problems and is needed t o  allaw the use of 
optimized fixed r a t e  quantizers. Frable repeat is sometimes better d u r i n g  high changes 
than replacing only the larger changes by increasing the change detection threshold, 
which causes a panned scene t o  break up in to  subpictures. 
and a two mode intraframe compression reduces the average r s t e  required t o  replace 
a changed subpicture, as  further discussed belcw. The refresh is used both t o  
repair  transmission errors and t o  bring unchanging subpictures t o  the f u l l  3 bpp 
resolution in  both video f ie lds .  
This causes no apparent loss 
Selecting the change detection threshold based on 
Using optimized quantizers 
The compression rat ios  of the various techniques used i n  replaciug changed 
subpictures a re  shown i n  Table I, for operation a t  an average rate  of :/l6 bpp wer 
a frame. 
compression is  estimated t o  be 1 l/2 bpp. 
can operate a t  fractions of change up t o  1/4 without frame repeat. 
a complete change, the frame ra t e  drops t o  1/4, or 7.5 frames per second. 
T?lc average r a t e  required t o  replace a changed subpicture using two mode 
With forced f ie ld  repeat, the configuration 
I n  the case of 
Forced 
f 
4 
1 
ORIGINAL PA= Is 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Tatle I: Compression techniques and ratios far change replacemat. 
Method Compress ion ratios 
1. Intraframe, two mode 
2. Conditional replenishment 4:l 2 : l  4/3:1 1:l 
8:l  1/2 (or 5 1/3:1) 
3. Forced f i e l d  repeat 2 : l  
4. F'rame repeat, as needed 1:l 2 : l  3:1 4 : i  
. .  
I 
? 
Total compression r a t i o  42 213 :1 
Acceptable change fraction U / 4  U/2 <3/4 - U 
Frame rate, per second 30 1 5  10 7 1/2 
i 
I 
2 
refresh could require another Vl6 bpp, fo r  
in 48 frames or 1 1/2 seconda. The change 
1 subpicture, or 1/64 bpp. The flat/edge mode indicator overhead is another 1 b i t  
far each changed subpicture, or 1/64 bpp which can be included i n  the 1 1/2 bpp 
for changed subpictures. The t o t a l  everage r a t e  is 3/36 + 1/16 + 1/64, or 17/64 
bpp, for  monochrome. 
A block diagram of the simulated system is given i n  f igme 1. 
are  a t  3 bpp, and use the organization of the 3 bpp l is t  quantizations. 
quantization is obtained by rounding and truncating the transform coefficients,  
without using read-only memories. The receiver memories often actually contain 
l m e r  quality descriptions of the subpictures, because of the use of lower r a t e  
quantizations based on read-only memories for  changed subpicture replacement. 
system can probably be implemented with a two frame delay, exclusive of repeats. 
During the f i r s t  frame time, the f i r s t  f i e l d  of the frame is transform. 
then change detected and flat/edge mode detected, and the change infc- 
i n  the transmitter buffer. 
information is transmitted t o  the receiver buffer. 
the receiver buffer is used t o  update the receiver memory and t o  form the display, 
in conjunction with the memory. I n  the repeat mode, the disF. :y * Cormed 
ent i re ly  from memory, and the changl information data is stored i r  % r: -.epeat 
memory un t i l  the  new frame is complete. 
All memorieR 
"he 3 bpp 
The 
1 truncated, 
on placed 
During the second frame time, the change and refresh 
During the th i rd  frame time, 
We further consider the optimized, fixed r a t e  quantizations used t o  replace 
changed subpictures. 
fo r  the transformed vector memory, as does the rev'sed system. 
is divided in to  twenty-four l ists  of vectors, each l i s t  a t  1/8 bpF, for  use i n  
variable r a t e  change replacement, memory completicn, and refresh. While the revised 
system retains the 3 bpp quantizetion and l i s t s  for  memory organization and refresh, 
the changed subpictures a re  replaced using two-mode, optimized, fixed r a t e  quantizers, 
and there is no mer --; completion. &hcr t3an that prcvided hy the refresh. 
The previous system used a high quality, 3 bpp, quantization 
The quantization 
The pwpose of tdo mode, optimized, fixed r a t e  luantizers is t o  reduce Lke r a t e  
complete replacement of both fields 
indicator overhead is 1 b i t  for' each 
* 
, .  
'L. 
3 
Irput 
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.. 
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Figure 1: Conditional replenishment system block diagram. 
4 
t 
required to replace a changed subpicture, while retaining the required quality. 
piSne 2 shars the mean square error for various intra frame quantizers, far the 
Ramam bmge processed in the field. The previous system attempted t o  use a t  
least sixteen lists, ar 2 bpp, t o  replace subpictures. The earlier and 
%8gu-med fixed rate, single laode -,uantizers for l. I./? bpp have about the  same 
m square errm as the list quantizer at  2 bpp. 
rode q&izers, a gain of 1/2 bpp can be made. 
uhich are not based 0 ~ 1  the mxxy quantization lists, is that caupleting changed 
sdqiktures becaaes much mom ccaplicated. 
ria, if the initial replacement qua l iw  is reasonably high, and i f  the refresh 
rate is sufficient t o  srrpply full quality i n  a reasone5le time. 
W using fixed ra te ,  single 
'l'he'penalty for uing quantizers 
This memory coaqpletion can be dispensed 
A further reduction i n  the rate t o  replace a changed sabpicture can be made 
up- tu0 W e ,  variable rate intraframe cappressioa. 
subpictures can easib be used, because a cooditiaaal repleziishment system allocates 
rate 01;- a fm. 
a m  aLc @*-en in f-e 2. 
icant adfitiasal rate rekcticin. 
eQe &e sad .- 1 bpp flat  -e. 
rith the 
'Ett F F ~  
af de*a i l  h wing or c h a ~ h g  a-Tas. 
A variable r a t e  for replaced 
&an sputre results i w  '3mze tw-aode, variable r a t e  methods 
90 =de, variable rate quactization prwides signif- 
The data pcint a t  about 1.1 bpp uses a 1 1/2 bpp 
3 e  points a t  about 11r4 bpp use 8 2 bpp edge node 
1 bpp f l a t  -e, and have two different change detection thresholds. 
required to repiace changed zubpictues depeds on the amount 
*hi=% ti b o  e t ,  rar iable  rate s y s t m  is an interesting probler~. .:ss*me 
a t  ut firJt Eecause h r g e ,  
aaticemkle trr0,C-C -s-aU~- occur a t  edges, a good subjective qm3tization is usually 
apr-er2 far elges. 
eY&ei mirg fewer  :%. 
an sccrpzeble yumtization a t  scme fixed rate. 
:-2.,~ sl;tpct;~'es are fht end feat-areless, ard could be trans- 
A flet szbpicture quant izat ia i  soah hwe narrar vector 
ar.5 s s i 2  +az:~=a:icc steps. In 3 'iuo node systes  , the original  acceptable 
3aam:ka:im :s s e i  ?ar efces, an5 vheneger a vector exte&s b e y d  the f l a t  quuent- 
iut fa 's  rcqe. >e k s t  %o =&e Sesiggi gi-Jes *the largest  ra te  reduction f r w  the 
erc4h; si&e znie 3 e ~ 5 ~ - .  T-e rate redzctica eysals the fraction cf subpictures 
As the -=* *&# fiat et, - AS :- *%e difference between &se an3 flat d e  rates.  
. 
5 
3 
+ 1 
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FiguFe2. 
.the R e a s o n e  image. 
Rate versus mean square error far 
* 
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rate of the f la t  mode is increased, its rate reducticn is reduced, but its vector 
ranges increase t o  cover a larger f ract ion of the  subpictures., Because of these 
compensating factors, the actual  choice is not too c r i t i ca l .  A 3/4 bpp f la t  mode 
was used far half the  subpictu-3s, for a r a t e  reduction of 1/2(2-3/4) = 5/8. A 
1 bpp flat design handled 3/4 of ;he sabpictures, for a reduction of ?/4(2-1) = 3/4. 
The 1 bpp f la t  design also had superior visual quality, and gave a m o r e  in tui t ively 
acceptable measure of the  portion of f la t  area i n  the Reasoner image. 
The DCT and two new transforms for  intraframe transform compression a r ~ !  described 
in Appendix B. Figure 8 of Appendix B gives single mode results,  a lso for  the 
Reasoner image, for the discrete cosine and B and C matrix transforms using the 
experimentally based quantizers designed for the Hadamard transform. 
resul ts  a re  compared i n  Table 2 belm,  fo r  a mean-square error of 1.0. 
J P 
Some of the 
i 
i 
i 
TABLE2 
METHOD RATE FOR IGE =1.0 
Hadamard, conditional rep lists 2 00 
single mode 1.6 
improved single mode 1.5 
1.4 
1.4 
n 
I1 
Cosine, single mode, hadamard design 
Hadamard, two mode, fixed ra te  
vari2ble r a t e  1.15 11 rr 
The t o t a l  range of transmission rates  is Z?.O:l . l5 or 1.74:l. 
replenishment l i s t s ,  which are  n w  used only f w  memory update, are eliminated, 
the range of rates is 1.6:1.15 or 1.39:l. 
using a Hadamard quantizer design, and another 0.1 or 0.2 should be obtainable by 
a design for  the cosine. 
If the conditional 
The cosine gains G.2 bi t s  per pel, even 
In the momchrome conditional replenishment, t e s t  runs ,  the Hadamard transform 
was used witb 3 bpp uemory quantization, 2 bpp edge mode, and 1 bpp f l a t  mode 
quantization. A tabulation of a l l  the simulations is given i n  Table 3, Appendix D. 
7 
Conditional replenishment test  runs have been made a t  1/4, 1/8, and 1/16 b i t s  
per sample, although only a few have been viewed on the Echo Science disc. 
per pel seems a reasonable ra te ,  as  outlined Is t ab l e  I above, for monochrome 
cortditional replenishment. The intrafram r a t e  is taken as  1.5 bpp, for a flat (1 bpp) 
and an edge (2 bpp) mode used equally. 
1/4, frame repeat is introduced. The sme table can be used t o  shaw haw operation 
a t  1/l6 b m  is possible. 
ment, 2:l for f i e l d  repeat, a frame repeat of 4:l is required. 
frames per second, noticably degraded m o t i o n .  
12O:l.  
3/J6 b i t s  
. '  As the f ract ion changing increases beyond 
Using 5 1/3:1 for intraframe, 4:l for conditional replenish- 
This gives 7 1/2 
The overall compression r a t i o  is 
4 
I 
I Color intraframe compressionwas examined as part  of an earlier contract, and a report was made i n  the winter of 1976-7. It w a s  noced tha t  the chrominace signals, 
! I& or R-Y, B-Y, are usuam fi l t e red  t o  0.5 MKz, while the luminance or Y component 1 
has a bandwidth of 4.5 M R Z .  
reduced 9:1, if  sui table  pre and post f i l t e r i n g  is used. 
one I or Q color sample be transmitted i n  each 4 by 4 samplc. b3.ock using 8 bi ts ,  fo r  
an average color r a t e  of 0.5 bpp. 
using the I and Q signals indicated tha t  the color camponents could be transmitted 
a t  l ess  thna 1 bpp. 
0.53 bpp for I and 0.29 bpp for  Q. 
This implies tha t  the horizontal sampling r a t e  can be 1 i 
I 
The report suggested tha t  
Publishcd work i n  intraframe transform compressioc 
P ra t t  used 0.75 bpp for  both color components, and Chen used 
Experimental work in color compression a t  ARC was reported by Jones on Aug.15, 
Hein, working i n  the frame, combined transformed 5u t  uncoEpressed Y (8 bpp) 1977. 
with transformed, compressed I and Q. The I and Q sigr.-& had the Hadamard HO0 , 
8 0  
Y H , and H represented using 8 b i t s  8 8 . Color performance was 
10 ll 
acceptable. 
2 bpp Y compression s i m i l a r  t o  that  described i n  the monochrome intraframe section 
above. 
t o t a l  color r a t e  was 1 bpp. The r a t e  was reduced t o  1/2 bpp using 4" 
I and Q vectors. 
smear of color a t  edges was unacceptable. 
because they provide a rars instance where experiment confirms theoret ical  prediction. 
Hawever, it should be noted tha t  only a few images were tested,  and only Hadamard, 
single mode quantizations were used. 
Jones repeated the above quantization i n  the f i e ld ,  and a l so  used 
Color perforniance was acceptable, bu t  since an 8 by 8 block was used, the 
b i t s  for  the 
8 0  
Reduction t o  a t o t a l  of 1/4 bpp using for  I and Q, but the  
The resul ts  of t h i s  work were gratifying, 
A 
8 
n 
i: 
x 
f -- 
I 
PA= 1s 
Investigation of' color conditional OF V rep e w was 
task 1I.D format tapes, in RGB, were converted t o  E, YIQ. 
t o  the monochrome conditional replenishment so that color 
first color program made two important choices: 
perfornkd as part  of 
Modifications were made 
could berm. ThLs 
. ,- -. . 
1) changes in time are  detected using Y o d y ,  and I nnd Q a re  updated when Y 
is updated. 
2) the I and Q signals, l i ke  the Y, have two update modes, flat and edge. 
If' these choices a re  acceptable, the complexity of a color conditional replenishment 
system is reduced. 
tha t  color usually changes only when luminance changes. 
(46 frames}. 
the intraframe bits given in table  3 
These choices a re  i n  accordance with Limb's idea (Plateau Coding) 
The two color files available a re  Wheel of Fortune (59 frames), and Water Skiers 
These have been run a t  1.0, 0.5,and 0.25total average bpp, using 
belaw. 
TABLE 3 
m, bm 
Memory Fla t  Edge 
Y 3 1 2 
I 1/4 1/8 1/4 
Q 1/4 1/8 1/4 
Total 3 1/2 . 1 1/4 2 1/2 
130 
The 1/4 bpp quantization for  I and Q is f !, the 1/8 bpp quantization is 0 0 . 
Wteel and Skiers  have average t o t a l  change percentages of 50$ and 65% a t  0.5 bpp, 
whe?e the threshold is high, and average change percentages of 75% and 96% a t  1 bpp, 
:rherc t?#-  change threshold is low. 
clre r-:5ably not typical of teleconference material. 
net-ly a l l  edge mode i n  Wheel, b u t  are  4K2-30c'p flet i n  Skiers, so that  the f l a t  moqe 
gives useful r a t e  reduction. 
These changes are the highest seen so f a r ,  and 
The changes a t  0.5 bpp arc  
Table 3, above, shms t h a t  the transmission of cclor 
changes requires a 25 percent higher r a t e  than monochrome changes. 
9 
Beatuse of the adaptive change detection threshold, che number of changes 
Hmever, f o r  l o w  ra tes  is a function of the fixed average transmission rate .  
the threshold reaches the l imiting value, and the minimum numb& of changes is 
detected. 
change8 fluctuates. Table 4 
gives the typical  change rates  for these f i l e s  compressed a t  average ra tes  of 
1.0, 0.5, and 0.25 bpp. 
The fixed r a t e  is achieved by frame repeats, and the number of 
This occured fo r  Skiers a t  the  r a t e  of' 0.25 bpp. 
Table 4 Typical change percentages 
Average r a t e  1.0 0.5 0.25 
Wheel 75 % 50 (5 50 (5 
Skiers 9 5  6 5 %  65-75 % 
These change rates are very large, and not typical  of teleconference material, 
bu t  they provide an interesting worst case tes t .  
A t  the highest ra te ,  1.0 bpp, the adaptive threshold drops t o  the minimum, 
increasing the number of changes. 
increases t o  the maximum, leas t  sensit ive sett ing.  
the Y, I, and Q siqnals were indicated i n  the previous report. 
repeats and the resultant frame rates  a re  given in  table  5.  
A t  0.5 and 0.25 bpp, the change detector 
The b i t  ra tes  and modes for  
The number of 
1 
Table 5 Number of repeats/frames per second 
Average r a t e  1.0 0.5 0.25 
Wheel 0/30 1/15 2/10 
Skiers 0/30 1/14 2-3/10- 7.5 
The number of repeats and the frame rates  are  determined by the average rate  
allowed and the ra te  needed t o  describe the detected changes, as computed from the 
number and mode of the changes. The number of repeats i s  much higher than for any 
of the monochrome r u n s  a t  the same everage rate ,  largelybecause of the higher changes 
i n  the two color t e s t  sequences. 
10 
The compressed test runs of Wheel .and Skiers nade a t  0.5 and 0.25 bpp were 
In general, the converted t o  RGB format and placed on the Echo Sciences disk. 
results were good, and color a r t i f a c t s  due t o  two mode intraframe aDd conditional 
replenishment compression were not detectable i n  r e a l  time. 
Several different  s o r t s  of a r t i f ac t s  were found, and these a re  described belm. 
Color quality. The colors in general were pale. 
and is due t o  the d i f f icu l ty  of synchronizing the Echo disk wnen saturated colors 
are recorded. 
i n to  the skadaw of the wheel, 
reason t o  suspect that the compression methods af fec t  color quality. 
This is also t r u e  of the original,  
t 
In Wheel, the g i r l ' s  face turns s l igh t ly  greenish when she moves 
This a l so  occurs i n  the ariginal. There is no 
Color modes. The f l a t  and edge modes were selected using only the Y component. 
This produced a blurring of the  purple s t r ipe  arround the door i n  Wheel, where 
Y levels a re  similar. The refresh impraved the definit ion rapidly a t  0.5 bpp. 
The edge/flat m o d e  detection can a l so  depend on I and &. 
Color chang;e detection. 
a re  manentarily rendered as blue, the cclor of the object formerly occupying the 
same image area. 
is not apparent i n  r e a l  time. 
Moviw edges. 
a busy edge. 
contrast edges. 
Field repeat. 
repeat. 
wbich are jagged. 
refresh/update i n  s t a t i c  areas. 
Motion a r t i fac ts .  
conditional replenishment material. 
sucessive frames, which use different heads. 
is rerecorded, as was done a t  0.25 bpp. 
recorded i n  randou ve r t i ca l  positions, causing brightness changes a t  the frame 
rate .  
In the Skiers sequence, parts of 8 red-orange ref lect ion 
Both colors have similar Y level,  and the change detection error 
The change detection can also depend on I and Q. 
In Wheel, the more noticeably moving part  of the girl's jeans has 
This is a familiar conditional replenishment a r t i f a c t  fo r  moring high 
In current simulations, a l l  moving areas are  sham using f i e l d  
This causes a resolution loss  most noticeable i n  the Skiers tav ropes, 
This is  typical  of f i e ld  repeat, and would be removed by the 
There is apparent f l i cker  i n  the real-time presentation of the 
Some of this is due t o  the imbalance between 
This can be Shawn when the same frame 
Some of the f l icker  is due t o  hum bars 
Finally, there is some jerkiness due t o  the frame repeats, which are  more 
. _. 
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apparent a t  0.25 bpp. 
Other ar t i fac ts .  In Skiers, some of the l e t te r ing  on the ramp is strangely 
interlaced, due t o  a f i lm interlace problem i n  the original. 
there a re  some white blocks which appear t o  anticipate the motion of the ramp, 
probably due t o  the same cause. 
in r e a l  time, and are  e i ther  present i n  the original scene or can be removed by 
tes t ing  I and Q for  changes and modes. 
Also in Skiers, 
In summary, the color a r t i f ac t s  observed in this material a re  not objectionable 
i 
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AFPENDIX A 
COMPARISON OF' VIDEO FRAMES AIVD FIELDS 
FOR TRANSFORM COMPRESSION 
i 
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This paper describes the results achieved, and the hardware required, for 
video compression using e i ther  f i e lds  or interlaced frames. 
video f ie lds ,  and the  inverse operation, requires substantial d i g i t a l  memory,. 
but  achieves a given compressed image quality using a lcnver transmission rate .  
Interlacing the  
Zn television transmission, the  scene is repeatedly scanned t o  f o r m  a f i e ld  
image of about 256 l ines .  
second l ine  i n  the f u l l  frame, and the alternating f ie lds  (represented by sol id  
or dashed l ines) are displaced ver t ica l ly  by one line. Two sucessive f ie lds  
form the full video frame of about 512 l ines.  Fields a re  transmitted a t  the  
r a t e  of sixty times per second, t o  avoid the objectionable f l icker  effect  which 
occurs a t  l w e r  ra tes ,  even though t h i r t y  or fewer inrages per second are  suffic- 
ient  for  motion representation (1). 
As sham i n  figure 1, each f i e l d  consists of every 
It is possible t o  transmit sampled images a t  reduced b i t  ra tes  because much 
of the information i n  samples taken a t  the Nyquist ra te  is redundant. The sucess- 
ive samples are  not independant, and the video process can be described by a first 
order Markov model (2). 
four test images used here, as Shawn i n  figure 2 for  the the image of nedscaster 
Harry Reasoner, and i n  tab le  I for  a l l  four t e s t  images. The image frames mual ly  have 
the highest correlation between adjacent samples i n  adjacent l ines  i n  a frame 
(different f ie lds) ,  the  next highest correlation between adjacent samples i n  the 
same l ine,  and the  lowest correlation is between corresponding samples i n  the clos- 
est l ines i n  a f i e l d  (separated by an al ternate  f ie ld  l ine) .  This is  as expect.ed, 
from the 4 t o  3 width t o  height aspect r a t i o  of the video frame, and from the f ac t  
tha t  the four t e s t  frames have l w  motion or change between f ie lds .  
This Narkov model f i t s  the measured correlation of the 
Because higher correlation allows more transmission r a t e  compression, the 
correlation values indicate tha t  it is most effective t o  use samples i n  the 
adjacent l ines  of a l ternate  f ie lds ,  next i n  effectiveness t o  use samples i n  the 
current l ine,  and l ea s t  effective t o  use samples i n  the closest  l ines  of the 
same f ie ld .  
Using samples i n  the  same l i n e  requires a few samples to a l i n e  of samples t o  be 
etored; using the closest  l ines  i n  the same f i e ld  requires several l ines of 
The cost  of using these samples i s  the memory required t o  s tore  them. 
I 
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Figure 1: The interlaced videa frame, w i t k l  the f i r s t  f i e l d  
given by solid lines and the second field given by dashed lines. 
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TABLE I 
e of the correlation parameter R for D equal k d 1  through 7, 
C is measured correlation and D i s  sample distance. 
Picture In-line Between lines Betstaea lines 
in f i e ld  in frame 
Assumed 95 
i n  design 
0 9 4  97 
5 
W 
L 
P 
1 
memory; and using samples i n  the adjacent l ines  of the al ternate  f i e l d  requires 
a full f i e l d  of memory. 
require much more memory than less  'efficient systems. 
apparent i n  conditional replenishment systems, which use tue cmrelat ion between 
sucessive frames in time.(3) (4) 
Obtaining the  lawest p a s i b l e  trammission rate cm 
This Effect is a lso  
TRAPSFORM COMPFZESSION SYSTES 
Computer simulations of video image compression systems were undertaken 
t o  compare the performance of f i e l d  and frame compression. 
involved single image compression of monochrome television images . 
images were obtained by sampling a standard NTSC baseband s ignal  a t  8.064 
megasamples per second. 
The v is ib le  area of the  images has 416 samples per l i ne  and 464 l ines  per frabe. 
The nominal 512 samples and 512 l ines  includes jamples i n  the horizontal retrace 
and l ines  i n  the ve r t i ca l  interval.  
as f ie lds  of 232 l ines  and as  interlaced frames of 464 l ines.  
All experiments 
Digitized 
Each sample was represented by a six b i t  integer. 
The television images were compressed both 
The compression experiments used Hadamrd transforms of eight by eight 
subpictures. 
represent the subpictures. 
i n  sequency order i n  f igure 3.  
white-black acd black-white t ransi t ions,  i n  the horizontal or ve r t i ca l  directions. 
If the Hadamard transform is cc t  nornalized, the vector cDefficlents have 3 
possible range of twelve b i t s ,  since each is the rer .It of 64 additions or 
subtractions of six b i t  numbers. The vector coefficients were f irst  rounded 
t o  the eight most significant b i t s ,  and then quantized t o  an eiglit b i t  inte, ,v.  
Transmission ra te  compression is achieved by using f w e r  than 64 
levels,  and indicating 
f i n a l  compressed picture, each sample is  represented using a six b i t  integer, as 
i n  the original image. 
The coefficients of the sixty-four Hadamard vectors are used to  
The eight by eight tladamard basis vectors are  sham 
Sequency is defined here as the tota' number of 
quantizer 
Lch using a code word shorter than six b i t s .  In  the 
Figure 4 shms the hardware organization of the independant fie;. transforn 
compressor. The input l ines  are  converted t o  d ig i t a l  samples, stored i n  E,A eight 
l i ne  memory, transformed i n  eight sample by eight l ine  blocks, and quantized. 
. 
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Figare 3: The sequeacy ordered 8 by 8 Hadamard vectors. 
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The quantized b i t  stream is transmitted, and the imrerse process is used t o  
generate analog viileo. 
samples in a li?? wd between the lines in a fieU. 
used, since each ei@t by eight subpicture is processed iudependantly. 
!&e field compressor uses the correlation betweer the 
Some carrelations are nct 
Figure 5 shows the interlaced fraole t raasfora  compressor, which performs .the 
same functions as the field processor. 
pictures are taken fiom an interlaced frame, rather tha:. one field. 
eight subEictures have one-half the height of f i e ld  subpicturca. 
interlace a frame, the f i r s t  f i e l d  is held i n  memory until U e  secord field is 
being generated. 
Irsfoimation on the two f ie lds  is partly transmitt& and part ly  stored during the 
second f i e ld  time, and the stored informtion -5 transait tet .  durlng the  next f i e l d  
tibe. 
as it was i n  the f i e l d  compressor. 
requires a compressed memory t.0 hold the frame i n  the trarsmitted form. 
memory is decoded twice, t o  provide the two fielGs. 
f i e l d  a t  e i&t  b i t s  and one-has Df a empressed f r a m  (pssuued t o  require 1 b i t  
per sarcple) a t  the encoder, and one cmpressed frame a t  the decoder (assumed t o  
require 2 b i t s  per sample), or the  equivalent of one frame a t  7 b i t s  (i.e., 7 b i t  
frames). 
frase,  rather than the  correlation between the closest l ines i n  a f ie ld .  
It differs because eight by ei&t sub- 
The eigbt by 
In order to 
The fiel6.s are then interlaced and the subpictures a re  transformed. 
The receiver out?ut display is not synchronizPd t o  the data transmission, 
T o  provide the correct dispiay, t he  receiver 
This  
The mertory required is one 
This is the  cost of using the correlation between adjacent l ines  i n  a 
Figure 6 s'ncws the  mean-square error results obtained ( i n  units of the leas t  
significant of the s i x  original b i t s )  
compressed using :heoretical compressicz iesigns . 
designs consist of the b i t  assignments and quantizers for  each of the 64 Hadarnard 
vector coefficients. The theoret ical  designs assumed the *irst order I-larkov 
correlation model ( w i t n  the "assumed i n  design" values of table I), an exponential 
dis t r ibut ion for  the transfora vector coeff i c i e r t s  , and the mean-square error 
measure. A t  the same rates ,  f i e ld  compression produces larger error than frame 
comgiessicn, or, equivalently, f i e ld  compression reqilires nore r a t e  for a given 
error .  Hcdever, there are two cases i n  ',he f i e ld  data, and one case i n  the frame 
da ta ,  where 1/2 a- i b i t  2er z - -  ;.*@e Lrzrezses in the t r ac sa i s s ion  r a t e  produce 
when the Harry Reasoner t e s t  image was 
The different  compression 
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Figure 6: Rate versus mean-square errm far the 
H a r r y  Reasoner image compressed using theoretical 
compression designs. 
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l i t t l e  or no red%Aion i n  error. 
make the best  possible &e of the transmission rate.  
The themet i ca l  designs obviously do not 
Figure 7 shms the  mean-square error  obtained when the  H a r r y  Reasoner 
t e s t  image was compressed using experimental compression designs. The curves 
are smoath, and added r a t e  always reduces error. 
give much lmer error than the  theoret ical  designs. 
curve for the experimental designs (figure 7) is nearly ident ical  t o  the frame 
c w e  for the theoret ical  designs (figure 6), from 4 b i t s  per sample darn t o  
one b i t  per sample. 
obtained by t r i a l  and error,  b u t  were generated using a formalized procedure 
based on the  requirement of good representationfor bath the edges and the  
low d e t a i l  areas i n  video images. 
experimental designs used, see reference 5. 
The experimental designs 
The f i e l d  compression 
The experimental designs used are similar t o  designs 
For a f u l l  discussion of the theoret ical  and 
Figure 7 shaws that, over most of the range of transmission rates ,  f i e l d  
compression requires a transmission r a t e  abcut f i f t y  percent greater than frame 
compression, for the same mean-square error. A t  the highest r a t e  shmn, 4 b i t s  
per sample, the mean-square error  is caused by rounding a l l  the  transforrcvectors 
t o  eight b i t s ,  and a l l  methods give about the same error. 
Figure 8 shms the rn2an-square error obtained using the  experimental 
compression designs on a l l  four t e s t  images, i n  both frame and f i e l d  canpression. 
Because of the wide range i n  the d e t a i l  and correlation of the test images, 
the mean-square error 3 t  each transmission r a t e  ranges aver an order of magnitude, 
and the the mean-square error is plotted on a log scale. Even though the t e s t  
images d i f fe r  greatly, the para l le l  curves of figure 8 s h w  tha t  the increased 
r a t e  required by f i e ld  compression is nearly constant, a t  about 1/2 b i t  per 
sample, for  these images i n  the range of transmission r a t s  between 1/2 and 2 
b i t s  per sample. It seem that  the frame or f i e ld  compressio 
be summarized as 7 b i t  frames of memory for  1/2 b i t  per sample i n  transmission 
rate .  
rade-off can % 
The subjective impressions of the compressed images agree i n  quali ty ranking 
with the rnean-sqcare error resul ts .  
Reascner, 
Figure 9 shcrws the or iginal  image of Harry 
Figure 10 chows t h i s  image compressed using l b i t  per sample i n  the 
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Figure 7: Rate versus'mean-square error fnr the 
Harry Reasoner image ccnnpressed using experimental 
compression designs. 
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Figure 8: Rate versus mean-square error for ;he 
four test images compressed using experimental 
compression designs. 
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Figure 10: The Reasoner image processed as an interlaced 
frame a t  1 bpp, usiw the experimental design. 
frame, and f igure 11 shows it compressed using 2 b i t s  per sample i n  the f ie ld .  
The compressed images exhibit edge degradation, especially a t  the shoulders, 
l i p s ,  col lar ,  and t ie.  
- higher quali ty than the  frame image a t  1 b i t  per sample, as indicated by the  
error  values of figures 7 and 8. 
i n  reference 6.) 
The field image a t  2 b i t s  per sample has somewhat 
(An original of the  band image is shmn 
TIME EFFECTS 
The above comparison of frame and f i e l d  video compression considered 
only the  quality of the  individual images, and ignored the  effects  of motion 
and the time sequence of images. 
one-sixtieth of a second apart i n  time, and motion tends t o  make the correl- 
ation between adjacent l ines  i n  a frame lower than  :he correlation between the  
closest l ines  i n  the same f ie ld .  A f i f t h  test image, of a blurred hand moving 
rapidly over a writing pad, was compressed i n  the same way as the four other 
t e s t  images. Because of the motion, the mean-square error was lower fo r  f i e l d  
compression. ( A n  original of the pad i.nage is shmn i n  reference 6. ) Transform 
compression, especially a t  l a o r  transmission rates  , tends t o  average adjacent 
samples and l ines.  
motion areas where the or iginal  f ie lds  d i f f e r  become blurred. 
pression of high motion scenes a t  l o w  transmission rates ,  the motion update 
r a t e  is  the frame ra te ,  t h i r t y  per second, rather than the f i e ld  ra te ,  s ixty 
per second. 
is not an impairment. 
The two f ie lds  i n  a frame a re  generated 
Two f ie lds  processed as a frame become similar, and high 
In frame com- 
Because the frame r a t e  is adequate for  representing motion, t h i s  
These observations suggest a th i rd  approach t o  video compression. Since 
frame processing tends t o  average the two f ie lds  a t  l w e r  transmission rates  
(which would reduce the ve r t i ca l  resolution and the motion update r a t e  tc one- 
half t he i r  original values), frane comFression is uore similar to f i e ld  repeat 
compression than t o  independant two f i e ld  processing. 
only one-half the f ie lds  are  transformed and transmitted, and each transmitt,ed 
f ie ld  is displayed twice a t  the decoder. Figure 12 shows the block diagram of 
a f i e ld  repeat conpre-sion system. 
In f i e id  repeat conpression, 
As the f i e ld  t o  be transmitted is generated, 
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Figure 11: 
using the experimental design. 
The Reasoner image processed as two f i e l d s  a t  2 bpl;, 
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naif the  cu2'renhfmmrtion is tra,mitted and half  is stored. The full c o ~ p .  
ressed f i e l d  is r e t a b e d  in the  decoder, fa. repeatrd display. The total 
memory requirement fo r  fleld repeat compression is 1 
than 7 b i t  frames f a r  frame cmpression. 
the Hadamarri transforn sild f i e l d  repeat has been previously described. (6) 
Since a single f i e l d  has only one-half of the samples i n  a frane, the 
same overall  transmission r a t e  is  obtainea when the  cumber of b i t s  per trans- 
mitted sample is doubled for f i e l d  repeat. The overall  r a t e  is the sumber of 
bits  per image multipLred ?IY the umber of images per second. 
compressior. t rammit ts  ouly one-half of the field imagec used in frane 3p: f i e ld  
compressiop, as discussed abwe. 
indicate the  performance of f i e ld  repeat, since ihe same error i n  each transmitted 
field is obtained if one or two independant f i e lds  are  transmitted. 
compression a t  2 b i t s  pcr sample has the  saae e c o r  as fieli! compression st 2 bits 
per sampie, bu t  the overall  transmission r a t e  for f i e ld  repest cccrespmds t o  
tha t  for  frame or f i e l d  conpression a t  l b i t  per sample. 
can be compared t o  frame or f i e l d  coypression i n  figures 6, 7, snd 8 by moving 
each point on the  f i e l d  compression curve t o  a poict having the, sae2 mean-square 
error and one-half the transmission rate .  This shms L h R t  %he error  is slightly 
lcwer for  f ie ld  repeat compression than for  frame cmpressicn, and. nu& lmer thar, 
far f i e ld  couprefision. 
1/2 b i t  frames, rather 
A r e a l  t i m e  hardware sys:em wing  . 
Field repea, 
The previous mean-square error resu l t s  a l so  
Fie.Ld re2eat 
Field repeat compression 
Figure 33 shows a f i e l d  repeat, iuage of the f irst  f i e ld  of f i g w e  ll. This 
f i e l d  repeat image requires the  same crrsrall transmission ra te  aa the frame 
processed image i n  f igure 10, having one f i e l d  .st 2 b i t s  per Rample rather than 
one frame a t  1 b i t  per sample, and the subjective quali ty is sidlar.  The f i e ld  
repeat image has laver qLitiiity than the f i e ld  compTessed image, but  tha t  image 
has two independant f i e lds  a t  2 b i t s  per sample, and reql;ires twice the ofera11 
transmission rete .  
i n  dethiled Rreas, and qEar-tization noise and contouring are  more apparent ir 
backg?.ourd areas. It should be reemphasized tha t  f i e l d  repeat compression is 
apprcpriate a t  the lower transmission ra tes ,  where it i s  not possible t o  provide 
the f u l l  potential  resolution of uncompressed video. 
In f i e ld  repeat, ve r t i ca l  retolution is noticeably reduced 
I !  
\ .  . .  
i 
20 
. 
a 
.l 
i 
. 
Figure 13: The Reasoner image using f ie ld repeat. The first 
field is  compressed using 2 bpp as I n  fighre 11, and the second 
fie13 is suppiied by repeating the f i r s t  f ie ld.  
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A 
E k p e r h e n t a l  simrllrrtions 
compression systems indicate 
of interlaced frame and indeppdark field 
that fbuue compressim can achieve a transmission 
ra te  about one-half h i t  per sample h e r  than f ie la  processing a t  a givea 
imago quaiity, with the added requiremerrt of 7 b i t  frames or' memozy. Eame 
transform compression can be used a t  lmer trtmsmission rates thaa f ie ld  
compressim, but replaces the two fields i n  the frame u i th  tuo s M k -  combir?ai;ions 
af the or igha l  fields.  
repeat canpression, performance similar to frame cJnpressian ai; low transmission 
rates can oe obtained using ~ n l y  1 1/2 %it frames of memory. 
replenishment compresscr, which uses the correlacion between sucess5ve frames, 
can be -hpi.emnted using 7 bit franes of nemory. (4) 
If it is decided so use cmly one f ie ld  in f ie ld  
A conditiarutl 
25 
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APPEM)IX B 
THE K-L, DCT, AI0l RELATED -FOR! 
I. II"!RODUCTION 
It is w e l l  knmn that the Karhunen-Lowe or eigenvector transformation . 
provides the maximum possible data compression, and also that the discrete 
cosine transform is a close approximation t o . t h e  Karhunen-Loeve transformation, 
f\m highly correlated data f i t t i n g  the first-order Markov model. 
correlated data, the  discrete cosine transform provides data compression nearly 
equal t o  tha t  of the Karhunen-Loeve tA-ansform, even though the  transforms differ .  
The Hadamard transform provides most of the potential  data compression, but it 
For less 
. 
i 
i 
i 
i 
2 
always provides less data compression than the discrete cosine transform for the 
first-order Markuv model. 
caputed via  the Hadamard transform, that  can be designed t o  approach the perform- 
ance of the Karhunen-Loeve transform, and a l so  t o  neet various restr ic t ions which 
simplify hardware implementation. 
There is a general class of transforms, which are  
I 
I 
I 
l 
1 
A . -*--- - -' _. -
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11. THE KARHUNEN-LOEXE TRANSFORM 
In the proof that ;he Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT) i s  the optimum 
. ur%honormal transformwith respect t o  the mean-square dis tor t ion measure, it 
is assumed tha t  dis tor t ion is introduced by neglectiwfiome to trans $the t lawer e n e r k  
transform coefficients. 
the t u t a l  energy of the neglected coefficients, is minimum for any number of 
neglected coefficients. 
f i n i t e  accuracy, the optimum coefficient b i t  assignment is w e l l  knwn. 
1 
The KLT is opt iam because the distortion, which is 
If the transmitted coefficients a r e  described with 
2 
= o  6' < d i -  
2 
@" 
of bits used t o  transmit the i t h  coefficient. bi is zero when the coefficient 
enerw i s  less than the distortion,d,allocated fo r  each vector. If M of the N 
vectors a re  transmitted, the dis tor t ion is 
is the energy of the i t h  transform vector coefficient, and bi is the number 
D = M d +  2 412 
i = M + l  
The t o t a l  b i t  r a t e  for  M transmitted vectors is 
. .- 
2 
A ,  
i c 
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Under the constraint t ha t  the energy of' the transmitted vectors is fixed, 
or that the dis tor t ion is fixedy:&bnt8ac"1 %k,B, i s  minimum for the KILT. Suppose 
that the transformvectors a re  ranked i n  order of decreasing energy, and that a 
suboptimal transform is med. 
from e' to ej . From equation 3, B is reduced by the suboptimal transform 
For some i less than j, the energy,e,is transferred 
2 2 
only if 
~ ~ e - 6 2 e - e ~  3 < o 
c2 < r 2  
1 3 
Since t h i s  implies t ha t  the subop"uma1 transform has 
c2 
3 
+ e  
m a r e  energy compaction than 
the  KLT, which is impossible, the r a t e  for  fixed dis tor t ion is minimized by the  KLT. 
.LI 
If f x  is the correlation matrix of the data sample vector, and K is the 
matrix of the KLT, the correlation matrix of the €LILT vectors is 
2 2 
X. 
is the diagonal matrix ( e, , b2 , . . , , 6 f, , where the vector eriergies 
.y 
are  the eigenvalues of 
3 
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c(0) c(1) c(2) ... c (N)  
~ ( 1 )  ~ ( 0 )  ~ ( 1 )  ... C(N-1) 
... 
, c(N) C(N-l)c(N-2) e . .  C ( 0 )  
111. THE KARHUNEN-LOEVE TFWEFORM OBTAINED V I A  THE HADAMARD =FORM 
& 
The eigenvectors, the  raws of K, are even and odd vectors which can be ob+yair;ed 
independantly from the odd and even Hadamard vectors. 
2 
af the KLT requires N multiplications. 
transf a r m  f ollmed by $ /2  multiplications. 
The general implementation 
These can be replaced by a Hadamard I 
The elements of zx are  the sample correlations, c ( x ~ , x - ~ ) ,  where i and j ,  
1s i , j  - a, indicate the sample lccations. Suppose the correiation is stationary, 
c(xi,xj) = c(li-jl). gx has the form 3, PlO9 . 
F* = 
c r l  
cr2 
! 
crN 
-
-. - 
Rm c r l  is the transpose of rcw crN nd r m  c r i  is the transpose of row cr(W1-i). 
efined for  N a power of 2. (*I The Walsh-Hadamrd t r a n s f o r m p  "he 'WHT is 
Y 
orthonormil. The raws and columns of the WHT matrix, H, a re  
the transform vectors, and have sample weighticg values of +1 and -1. 
vectors are  2ven and odd. H i s  writ ten as columns of orthonormal transform vectors 
The "T 
W T  
d 
H = I tcl I hc2 I . . . I hcN 
.I, 1 
We assume tha t  H is i n  b i t  reverse order 
vectors, and the second ;;/2 are  odd vectors. 
so tha t  the f i r s t  N/2 columns are  even 
We compute the KHT correlation r i t r i x ,  t o  shm that  the even and odd MiT 
vectors are  uncorreleted. 
4 
i 
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Because c r i  is the transpcse of cr(W1-i) ,  yji = c r i  hc j  = cr(Nt-1-i) hc j  = y 
whenever h c j  is aben, and y . .  = cr f  hcj  = - cr(l?+l-i) hc j  = - 
hc j  is odd. Writing Y i n  terms of colurzns 
j ,?i+l-i 
whenever y j  ,Wl-i k J 1  
IC 
yc i  is even i f  hc l  is even; yc i  is odd i f  hc i  i s  odd. 
sane as the columns of E. and since even and odd vectors are  orthogonal, it follws 
Since the rcws of H are  the 
rrc 
' -  
t ha t  half the elements of rH are  zero. 
The even WH" vecturs are uncDrrelated w i t h  the add vectors, and the 
completely uncorrelated KLT vectors can be obtained by operating independantly 
on the even and WHT vector sets. 
# 
c 
Since a l inear  combination of even/cdd vectors is even/odd, the  KLT vectors are  
even and odd. The iCLT can be obtained, f o l l m i n g  the HIT, by 2 (N/2)2 = ??/2 
multiplications. This matrix factor izat ion is the basis of implementation of 
approximations t o  the KLT described below. 
# Tine separation of vectors in to  even and odd groups occurs i n  the f i r s t  operation 
of the b i t  reverse WHT. 1, P I S  
6 
1 
Y 
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N. THE DISCRETE CCGINE TRANSFORM OBTAINED VIA THE HADAMARD TFUWSFORM . .  
The discrete cosine transform (DCT) a l so  has even and odd vectorsL'4, and 
Hein and Ahmed have shmn how the DCT vectors can be ootained by a sparse 
makix laultiplication on t he  WEIT vectors. Since the DCT, unlike the general 
KLT, has a constant vectcr and a shifted square wave vector i n  collpllon v i t h  the 
WEIT, the number of matrix multiplications is fewer than $/2. The 
(equation 4) which generates the DCT vectors for  N =8 f r o m  the WHT vectors 
is given by Hein and W e d ,  and i.9 reproduced here as figure 1. 
implementation of the DCT requires more operations for large Nthan the  most 
e f f ic ien t  DCT implementations 
mtrix 
While t h i s  
5 , it is very sat isfactcry fo r  smaller N. 
If a transform has evea and odd vectors and has t constant vector, as is 
m i c a l ,  it can be obtained v ia  the WHT i n  the saue way 8s the  DCT. 
transform is an example. 
is being ccnstructed a t  WA-Ames Research Center, using K = 8 and the matrix of 
figure 1. 
i n  inexpensive read-only mcmories, it w i l l  be possible t o  consider the real-time 
quantization design and evchat ion of a large class of transforms. 
with suboptimum performance are  acceptablz only i f  they can be implemented with 
reduced complexity. Transfmrn performance can be determined 5heoreticaUy from 
the vector energv compactioa, wk 
f rm the number and type of cperations added a f t e r  the WHT. 
The s lan t  
A hardware implementation 02 the DCT v ia  the WHT 7 1  
Since t h i s  implemenfetion contains the matrix multiplication factors 
Transforms 
-. the impleuentation complexity can be estimated 
- . -' 
7 
, .  
i 
c 
A =  
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0 
m 
Figure 1: The A matrix used t o  obtain the DCT from the WHT. 
8 
p 
1 
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V. 
It is g e n e r a w  accepted tha t . t he  sample-to-sample correlation of ax image 
CL-QAFtISON OF TRAISFORES USING THE i P S T  .. ORDER MARKOV CORRELATION POEL 
8 Line scan is approximated by the  first-order Markov model. 
. 
r is the  corelation 
images t o  0.80 fo r  h i& d e t a i l  images, w i t h  an average of aboxt 0.95. 
correlation matrix, zx, was generated using the first-order Markov model, fo r  
various r, and the corresponding E T ' S  and vector energies were numerically 
complited. ' 
vector energies and correlations for  the WHT, DCT, and other transforms, using 
equation 4 above. 
of adjacent s awles ,  and varies from 0.99 .or lm de ta i l  
The 
I n  addition, the m t r i x  E, was used t o  compute t h e  transforn 
i 
As is  w e l l  knclwn, the KLT vectors for  r = 0.95 are  very similar t o  the ECT 
vectors , and have nearly ident ical  vector er:ergies . 
difference between the DCT and tne KLT is tha t  the KLT vector corresponding t o  
the constant DCT vector hs not exactly constant, b u t  veigkts the central  samples 
i n  a fixed transform block more than samples near the edge of the block. 
approaches 1.00, t h i s  KLT vectcjr epprmches the constant vector, an? 5I.l the KLT 
vectors approach the corresponding DCT vectors. 
the  higher weighting cf the cent ra l  samples increases. 
and fourth s a q l e s ,  for  N =E,  are  given i n  tLble I. As the sample correlation 
decreases, the cent rs l  saEples provide a bet ter  e s t i a t e  of the average sample 
value thaq do the extreme samples. The vector energies of t'ie KLT and the DCT 
a re  nearly identical  for r gretiter t h m  0.90, and differ  only s l igh t ly  for  r 
greater than 0.50. 
plotted i n  figure 2. 
typical  r = 0.95. 
The most apperent 
i 
As r 
As r becomes less  chan 1.00, 
I 
The weights of the f i r s t  
m e  KLT and DCT vector energies for  N = 8 m? r d.50 a re  
The energy compaction a t  r = 0.5 is much less than a t  the 
10 # The analytic solution is h a m .  
9 
L A .- 
Table I.  The 
the 
Correlation 
F 
0,999 
0.99 
0.95 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
d.6 
0*5 
weights of the first and fourth ample8 Ln 
UT, for N = 8, and variour correlations 
Weight of 
the first 
sample 
0 3S3 
0 350 
0.333 
0.324 
0.2% 
0.272 
0.25@ 
0.230 
Weight of 
the fourth 
sample 
0 354 
0.356 
0.364 
0 374 
0.39 
0.407 
0.423 
0.430 
i 
I 
A9WN3 03ZIlWWUON 
!l!he rateCistorticm performance of a trensform depends on the transform energy 
compaction, as sham in equations 2 and 3. 
#. 
number of b i t s  required is 
Far s e l l  distortion, d is less than 
2 for a l l  i, and all N +kransfmmvectars are quantized and transmitted. me 
1 
The first term of B can be u s 4  as a figure & merit for a transform. 
I 
F is a negative number; the lsrger its magnitude, the =eater the r a t e  reduction 
achieved by the transform. Tablo I1 gives the r a t e  reduction factor,  F, for the 
KLT, DCT, 1iW3 and two sic5br transforas tha t  w i l l  be describcd b e l a .  
correlation r = 0.95, the  Z,T g&ns 0,014 bits uore thsa the DCT, and 1.183 b i t s  
more than the WHT. The !lI-FT achiwes m o s t  of the available data compression, and 
the 3CT achieves nearly a l l .  As t h i s  r a t e  reduction is obtained for all vectors, 
the increased compression or’ the  DCT m e r  the .N!T, for r = 0.95, is l.l69/’8, cr 
0.15 b i t s  per sample. 
A t  
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Table 11. The figure of Eerit, F = C lo%Ci, for different 
transforms at  N = 8 arid various correlations. 
Cmrel- 
ation, r 
0.39 
0.95 
0 -90 
0.80 
0.70 
0.50 
0.00 
Transform 
rr r )  
KLT DCT WHT Bmatrix C matrix 
-19.817 -19.n5 -18.489 -19.205 -19.597 
-11.743 -11.729 -10.560 -11.206 -11.558 
-8.379 -8.341 -7.311 -7.875 -8.180 
-5.162 -5.092 -4.317 -4.731 -4.954 
-3.402 -3.328 -2.765 -3.056 -3.214 
-1.453 -1.3% -1.1% -1.251 -1.333 
0.00 
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VI. (Yl'FER 'EWYSFOFUS OBTAINEI) VIA THE HADANARD TRANSFORM 
If a transformwith good performance .d simpler implementation than the  DCT 
is required, approximations t o  the DCT obtained v i a  the WHf can be conaidered. 
The matrix multiplication of the WZPT vectors which produces the  DCT for N = 8, 
first given by Xein and .egimed, is shown i n  figure 1 above. The sequency of' a 
transform vector is defineJ as the number of sign changes in the  vector. The 
vector sequencies of the vectors corresponding t o  the matrix of figure 1 lire in 
b i t  reverse order, as indicated (0,4,2,6,1,~,~,?). 
the WEf; an? ?T for  r = 0.95 and N = 8 is shown in figure 3. 
Prom KdT t o  WT, the two by two matrix cperation on vectors 2 and 6 t r sns 'e rs  
energy from 6 t o  2. 
1, 5, 3, and 7 reduces the e n e r a  of 3, 5 ,  and 7 and increases the energy of 1. 
These operations reuove most of the residual correlation of the tWT vectors. 
matrix mult',plication requires twenty multiplica+,ians , by t en  differed.  fzct-ors 
( f i f teen  factors inchding sign differences). 
The energy cmpact im of 
In the conversion 
The four by four matrix operation 011 the vectors of sequency 
The 
We first  Pansider a s iapl i f ied operation on the 2 and 6 and the 1 and 3 
';his operaticn consists of multiplying the 'AW vectors by sequency vectors. 
matrix B y  given i n  figure 4. 
correlation and t o  generate new transform vectors i n  a way somewhat similar t o  
the A matrix multiplication which produces the DCT. There are  two identical  
two by two operations, and a t o t a l  of eight multiplications by two different  
factors (three including sign). 
is shmn i n  f i g w e  3, with the enerkies of the hXT and DCT. 
transform vectors of sequency 0, 4, 5, and 7 are  identical  t o  the WHT vectors, 
they have identical  energy. 
2, 3, 4,  and 6 are identical  t o  the corresponding 3CT vectors (0, 4) or very 
similar. For example, the F matrix vector of sequency 1 is a slanted vector 
of s tep width 2 and s tep  s ize  2 (~,~,~,1,-1,-1,-~,-~). The per_".-:?!nce of the 
B matrix transform, i n  terms of the figure of merit, is given i n  table  I1 above. 
The B matrix transform has something more than one-half of the gain of the DCT 
over the WHT, w i t h  something less  than one-half the multiplications, and less  than 
one-fourth the hardware i f  the two by two transformer is used twice. 
This further transform is designed t o  reduce 
The energy compaction of the B matrix transform 
As the B matrix 
The B mqtrix transformvectors of sequencies 0, 1, 
14 
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Figure 3. The energy compaction of' the E, WHJ!, 
and B matrix transforms for N=8 and rd.95. 
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Figure 4. The B matr9. 
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As a second example, suppose tha t  it is desired t o  approximate the DCT by 
adding integer products of the Wl! vectors. Far small integers, t h i s  operation 
tan be implemented by d i g i t a l  shifts-and-adds, and required fewer significant 
b i t s  +,o be retained. 
matrix tha t  i s  similar t o  the DCT. 
vectors of sequency 2 and 6, i s  a specialization of the general two by two 
matrix having orthogonal rows with ident ical  factors. 
- 
The matrix C, given in figure 5 ,  is an orthonormal transform 
The two by two matrix, operating on the 
A B  
s B s2A 1 
s and s are  plus or minus one, and s = - s The four by four operation on 
the  vectors of add sequency is a specialization of the general f o u  by four 
matrix with orthogonal rms, ident ical  factors,  and the additional requirement 
of a positive diagonal. 
1 2 1 2' 
A B C D  
-B A s D s2C 
-C s2D A s1B 
-D s1C s B A 
1 
2 
1 = - s2' As before, s and s2 are  plus or minus ore, and s I 
The specializations of the genexal matrix were-made by requiring tha t  the 
two by two matrix integers have approximately the rat ios  found i n  the second (and 
third)  rws of the r u a t r i x ,  and tha t  the four by four matrix integers have 
approximately the rat ios  found i n  the f i f t h  (and elghth) raws of *he r m a t r i x .  
Since the rmtrix transform i s  the DCT, this insares tha t  the C transform vectors 
of sequency 2, 6 ,  1, and 7 w i l l  approxinate the corresponding DCT vectors. 
17 
C 
4 
C =  
c 
Figure 5 .  T - C matrix 
- -  
12 
0 
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- 4- 
-3 
I2 
0 
18 
The energy compaction resu l t s  of the C transform, with the results of the  WIPl 
and DCT, are  given i n  figure 6, for r = 0.95 and N = 8. The energy of the vectors 
of sequency 2, 6, 1, and 7 is very similar t o  the energy of the  DCT vectors, but  
the vectors of sequency 3 and 5 are  different.  The energy correspondence could 
be improved by matching the four by four matrix factors t o  the average cf the 
f i f t h  and sixth rms i n  the 'ii matrix, but there is l i t t l e  potential  data compression 
remaining. 
of merit, is given i n  table  11. The Fmtrix transform obtains nearly a l l  the 
gain of the DCT mer  the WHT. If the ra t iona l  f o r m ,  instead of the integer form, 
of the  C matrix transform were used, the computation would require sixteen multi- 
plications by four different  factors (seven factors including sign differences) . 
There is some reduction i n  complexity from the implementation 
c. 
The theoret ical  performance of the  C matrix, i n  terms of the figure 
Iy 
w 
matrix A. 
1 
> 
<3 
PE w 
2 
UI 
P 
Iu 
N z a z a 
0 
2 
.1 
Figure 6. The energy compaction of the WHT, DCT, 
and c matrix transforms far N& aM rto.95. U 
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VII. EXPERIMENTAL IMAGE Z-SION RESULTS 
Experimental resu l fs  were obtained fo r  two-dimensional, 8x8 saapie block 
implementatiom of t h e  t ransform considered abuve. 
Earry Reasoner, Two girls, Two men, and Band, were used i n  a l l  tests. 
Images have ccrrelat ion of 0 . 9  t o  0.9 between elements i n  the  scan l ine,  and 
f i t  the  f i r s t  order Markov mdel, except for  the very detailed Ban6 image, which 
deriates from the  Markov model and has an average in-line correlation of 0.85. 
Two different  caq res s ion  experiments were made. 
Four video t e s t  images, 
These 
u. 
The t e s t  iaages were f i r s t  compressed by representing ei ther  thirty-t;wo or 
sixteen of the sixty-four 8x8 transformvectors, using an eight b i t  uniform, f u l l  
range quantizer. The other vectors were neglemed. The patterns of the vec tws  
transnitted and neglected a re  given ir, f igure 7. 
order, with the lowest sequency average vector i n  the upper Left corner of the 
pattern. 
is given i n  tablo 111. 
WHT and DCT errors,  and the r m a t r i x  error- is very close t o  the DCT error. 
is consistant with the Narkov n d o l .  energy compaction resul ts  above. 
The vectors a re  i n  sequency 
The mean-square error for  t h i s  compression method and the four transform 
ly 
The B matrix transform error is intermediate between the 
This 
To obtain the greatest  transform compxsxi.cn, the transmitted b i t s  should be 
assigned t o  the vectors according t o  equation 1, and the coeiriclczt  quantizers 
should be designed f o r  minimum error given the ccefficient energy and amplitude 
distributions.  
the particular trcnsform used. 
l o w  contrast, high correlation background areas, and edges where correlation is 
low. 
model ignore t h i s  nons%ationarity, and designs which consider l o w  contrast areas 
and edges give impuved mean-square error and subjective performance. 
improved designs have been devised for  the W, and have been tested with the DCT, 
B matrix, and ?? matrix transforms. 
resul ts  are given i n  figure 8, for the t e s t  imges compressed i n  the video f ie ld .  
The DCT gives improved error performance, &nd the B and C matrFx trensforms are 
intermediate, bu t  the  B and C matrix resul ts  are  re ls t ively poorer than i n  table  111. 
The DCT gives more r a t e  reduction than the W, about 0.2 t o  O,5 b i t s  per sample. 
As a two dimensional transform has twice the galn of a one dimensiocal transform 
The Qptimum th to re t i ca l  b i t  assignments and quantizers depen2 3n 
The test images, and m o s t  typical  imges,  contain 
The b i t  assignment? and quantizer designs based on the stationary Markov 
Such 
*I 
The transmission r a t e  and mean-sqcare error 
4 d  
.3 .y 
2 , 
5 
r 
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32 vector pattern 16 vector pattern 
h 
Figure 7: Patterns of vector coefficients retained and neglected, 
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Table XI. The sean-square error for tae WHT, DC1, 9 matruc and C matrix 
transforms wit ;h  a subset of vectors retained., 
t .  
! :  
P 
i 
Mean-sqmre error for 32 vectors retained 
Reasoner l ~ o  girls Two men Band 
m 0.556 0,8c’6 1.694 3 0948 
B matrix 0.500 0.738 1.581 3.628 
?matrix 0.442 0.666 1.5% 3.310 
DCT 0.446 0.6t?O 1.535 3 -056 
Mean-square error for 16 vectors retained 
Reasoner Two girls  Two men Band 
WHT 1.619 2.2ub 4 .BO1 12 3 2 2  
B matrlx 1.507 2.093 4.557 E .056 
.v 
* r: matrix 1.427 2.029 4.447 11 w 7  
DCT 1.430 2.031 4.406 l l . & r j  
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the theoret ical  gain af the DCT aver the WfPT, for r = 0.95, should be *ice 
the 0.15 b i t s  per sample of table  XI, or 0.30 b i t s  per sample. 
lmer error of the DCT, B matrix,' and ?! matrix transfarms does indicate 
subjective improveamit in the compressed hges. This subjective imprcvemont ia 
larger a t  lmer total b i t  rates,  due t o  the relat ive increase of larger, more 
noticeable errors a t  the lawer rates, aarr due t o  the mare objectionable, b l o c 4  
Qature of large WtfT errors. The 
similar t o  the DCT errors than to w)IT errorb, because the higher energy v-tors 
epproximate the DCT vectors. 
0 .  
and ? matrix errors are subjectively more 
lt is not surprising tha t  a design optimized far the w)IT gives good results 
The L,ransform compression introduces errors for the DCT and similar transforms. 
i n  three ways; by neglecting vectors,by using too narrar quantizers, and by 
quantization errors within the quantizer ranges. 
.uperior energy compaction, reduces the first two sources of error. 
the  quantizers used a re  quasi-uniform, they do have smaller quantization steps for  la? 
coefficient values, so the th i rd  source of error  is also rcduced. 
design will give better perforlsance with the DCT. 
compac'uion, a good design for the WfT should be reasanably effective for  the DCT. 
Hcatwer, further performance gains can be made with the X T  by optimizing the 
ccnnpressian designs for the DCT. 
The DCT, because of its 
Although 
Any compression 
Fram the s imilar i ty  in  energy 
m e  error s t a t i s t i c s  s ! a r  tha t  the 1wer  mean-square error  of the DCT is 
due both t o  fewer large errors,  which nearQ- always occur a t  edges, and t o  
fewe? small errors ,  which occur At1 f l a t  areas 3 r d  edges. 
appearance of the compressed image confirms that  the DCT produces both srccmther 
lm contrast areas and l ess  distarted edges. Since the law contrast  areas have 
very high correlat .-an,  and since the ejges - though not noise l i ke  - can be 
apprcxxineted by a ldw correlation :.larkov model, the mean-square error and 
subjective resc l t s  agree with the  theoret ical  resu l t  t h a t  the K T  is superior 
t o  the WHT for 911 values of correlation (see table 11). 
The subjective 
! 
I 
1 
i 
VIIf. cmLIRS1015 
The bhunen-Loeve transfarm far data w i t h  stationary correlation and the 
dbcrete cosine transform are members of a general class of transforms that 
can be obtained by a matrix multiplication af the Hadaward vector coefficients. 
!!his implementation reduces the number of mltiplications required, If reduced 
Compression gain is allcaseid, the implementation camplexity can be further reduced. 
The theoreticalcata compressiofi seems to  be a reliable indicator of the differ- 
ential in experimectal performance of these transforms. 
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FRA?4E AVERAGING 
. 
This report discusses experiments made in frame averaging. As reported previously, 
frame repeat has been combined w i t h  conditional replenishment, t o  cope with high 
change rates.  
system is s e t  a t  a l a w  value, which would allow compression without repeats for 
typical  teleconference material, the changed frames i n  high x t i o n  scenes can not 
be fu l ly  transmitted i n  one frame period. Reducd resolution for the  changed frame, 
m updating the changed frame i n  segments, are less  desireable than frame repeat. 
If the fixed average transmission rate of a conditional replenishment 
1 
i 
Frame repeat requires an additional one-field memory a t  the receiver. 
The number of times a frame is displayed (the number of repeats plus one) is 
sham in Table I, for  color and monochrome t e s t  scenes processed a t  different  b i t  
rates. 
periods tha t  a re  required t o  transmit the  next changed frame. 
three times, a r a t e  of t en  frames per swond, is perceptably Jerky, b u t  not very 
objectionable. 
jeru, the effect  is not intolerable. 
on the kind of motion. 
changing speed and direction. 
motion i n  the f i r s t  part of the scene is smooth and continuous, and the frame 
repeat a t  l/l6 bpp remains smooth. 
The number of times a frame is displayed is equal t o  the number of frame 
Displaying a frame 
Although displaying a frame four t o  eight times is sometimes very 
The subjective effect  of frame repeat depends 
I n  :.Ian and Tool, the original motion is rapid and discontinuous, 
The frame repeat accentuates this .  In C a r s ,  the 
Frame averaging has been used a t  Bell labs, and was simulated because it was 
expected t o  reduce the jerkiness of frame repeat. 
mandatory when fraces of interlaced f ie lds  are  repeated, because the forward and 
reverse f i e ld  display order is otherwise very objectionable. In the  current 
Frame averaging is practically 
conditional replenishment simulation, changed regions use a f ie ld  repeat, so tha t  
frame zveraging is not i-equired. 
I n  the operation of conditional replenishment, a frame is repeated u n t i l  the 
next frame is fully transmitted. 
introductory section home. The number of displays of a frame depends on the 
amount of change i n  the next frame, but  the amount of change usually varLes slowly 
from frame t o  fraae. After 8ie l a s t  portion of a frame has been loaded in to  the 
transmitter output buffer, the next frame is i n p u t ,  transformed, end change detected 
dur ingthe  next frame period. 
See the diagram and discussion given i n  the 
The number of repeats of a frame can be transmitted 
1 
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Table I: The number of times a frame is displayed. 
* 
Rate, bpp 
1 1/2 1/4 
Scene 
Wheel of Fortune 1 2 3 
Water Skiers 1 2 3-4 ( 3 04) 
Man and Tool 1-23.2). 
Man and Book 
Three People 
Cars, part 1 
Cars, p r t  2 
1/16 
The nunber in brackets ( ) is the average. 
2 
A 
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as soon as the last par t  of that frame is transmitted. 
for  frame averaging. 
ious frame (A) and the  most recent frame (B). 
require four frame periods fo r  transmission. 
displayed i n  unmixed form. 
four times, mixtures of the previous (A) and aost  recent (B) frames w i l l  be displayeC 
fo r  three frames, then the  unmixed m o s t  recent frame (B). 
a l so  requires more than one frame period, t h i s  w i l l  be fol lmed by further mixed 
f rams. 
This information is required 
The simulated algorithm f o r  frame averaging uses a gradual mixture of the prev- 
Suppose that the next frame ( C )  w i l l  
The previous frame (A) has j u s t  been 
Instead of simply displaying the most recent frame (E) 
: If the next transmission 
Suppose tha t  a sequence of -*r.ames require four frame times fo r  transmission. 
Table II shows the  time sequence of input, transmitted, and displayed frames. 
expression (2:l,5) designates the mixture of frames 1 and 5 used t o  replace the 
untransmitted frame 2 in the display. It seems reasonable that  when a frame is 
closer i n  sequence t o  some displayed unmixed frame, it should have tiore of tha t  
frame i n  its composition. ?he fornula used t o  define the frame average (I:J,K) 
The 
is as follows: 
I, J, and K refer  t o  the frame order numbers, and - J and 
frame data. For example: 
refer  t o  the actual 
The frame displayed i n  place of the untransmitted frame 2 is an average made by 
adding 3/4 times frame 1 and 1/4 times frame 5 .  
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Table 11: The sequence of input, transmitted, and displayed frames. 
Frame order number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 13 14 
Frame input 1 5 9 13 
Frame repeat display 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 5 9  
Frame average display 
lt 
tt (4 :1,5) 5 
4 
i 
There are several hardware requirements i n  implementing frame averaging. 
Knmledge of the number of frame times for the next frame transmission was mentioned 
above. Frame averaging requires a th i rd  one-field remory a t  the receiver, t o  
hbld the previous frame during averaging. Circuitry t o  combine the  frames i n  
different  proportions is reqnired. 
domain, using d i g i t a l  c i rcui t ry .  
buffered, they could be combined using analog circuitry.  
The averaging can be done i n  the  transform 
I f  bo+h frames were inverse transformed and 
Frame averaging was tested using conditional replenishment compressed material, 
consisting of the scenes i n  table I (exzept Three People) compressed a t  the lmest 
rate shmn in  the table. The two color scenes, Wheel of Fortune and Water Skiers, 
were compressed t o  1/4 bpp and required three displays of each frame (except the 
ear ly  part of Mater Skiers,  which required four displays). 
saoother motion, and the detailed moving wheel was improved. 
were not objectionsble using f i e ld  repeat, they were bet ter  with frame averaging. 
The two averaged nonochrome scenes which have been displaved ir. r e a l  time are  
Frame averaging provided 
While these scenes 
Yind and Tool and Flan and Book, which were compressed t o  1/16 bpp and require an 
average of f ive d i s p l v s  per frame. These scenes are  very jerlqy using frame repeat, 
and are  not inprwed using frame averagirig. The moviqg objects - the  too l  and book- 
are  strangely blurred, and appear t o  expand and shrink i n  time. 
is apparentb due t o  both the I~JW frane r a t e  and t o  the different type of motion. 
As CCmFUted from Table I, the average frame ra te  fo r  these Scenes is s i x  per second, 
rather than  ten per second for  che color scenes, and the lowest r a t e  is  less  than 
four per second. 
and discontinuousQ- mer a featureless background, and frame averaging causes the 
shape changing a r t i f ac t  rnentioned above. The Cars scene was process i with frame 
averaaing, b u t  not displayed. 
average is expected t o  be good. 
frame average, as the number of repeats a t  1/16 bpp is very low.  
Because of the frame aversging a r t i f ac t  described above, the frame averaging 
This poor performance 
Both momchrome scenes have a well defined object moving rapidly 
Since the frame repeat scene is smooth, the frame 
The Three Feople scene was not processed us ing  
was mdif ied t o  l i m i t  t he  number of averaged frames, and t o  use repeat@$ frames t o  
f i l l  the remaining display periods. If N is the meximum number of averaged frames, 
5 
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the expression (I:J,K) is modified a6 follars: 
= K , for D W 2  - 
The previous example changes as  follows for  9s: 
After frame i3 received, t he  display consists of two averaged -;ames and two 
repeated frames. 
and the  remaining frames displayed are  repeats of the most recent frame. The ?iIan 
pad Tool, 1/16 bpp, t e s t  scene has been averaged with N equal t o  one and two, but  
has not been displayed i-i r e a l  time. It is expected tha t  l imi t ed  frame averaging 
w i l l  smooth scenes with nigher fraue rates ,  without adding noticeable a r t i f ac t s  
where l w e r  frame rates  are  used. While a sirigle averaged i r a e  probably gives 
minimal impravenent, i ts  iuplementation does not require the th i rd  memory uentioned 
above. 
For N equal t o  2, there a re  never more than two averaged frames, 
It appears tha t  frame averaging gives subjective improvement a t  moderate frame 
If th i s  is correct, frane averaging rates, bct can not cope w i t h  low frame rates .  
i s  not a highly effective investKent is hardware. 
as an improvement i n  the limiting mode of a sy,;em designed t o  operate a t  t e n  frames 
per second or more for  a l l  change lev?ls.  
aHe t o  interpolate between frames i n  a sophisticated way, b u t  would be much pore 
complex . 
firnever, it might be ju s t i f i ab le  
A system using motion tracking m i g h t  be 
6 
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C O W E R  PROGRAE 
AND sma10Ns 
F 
t 
This report describes the computer work perfmaed under contract W2-9702. 
This xork incluaes the generation of computer programs, the performance of cap- 
uter simulation t e s t  runs, and the transfer CK programy and'video data t n  the 
new SEL 32 computer. 
Table I lists the computes programs developed or transferred t o  the 8EL 32. 
N o t  a l l  the programs developed mder NAS2-Y(il3 hav? been transferred t o  tho new 
computer. 
ran, and can be easily transferred, but $he studies :>erformed using these programs 
have been completed, reported, and submitted for publication, so tha t  no further 
need fo r  these programs is  anticipated. 
intraframe transform compression. 
uses 840 machine language subroutines develapea bv David hei:i. S?SF simulates the 
l a t e s t  Conditional replenishment method, and FRAVG generates f'rrene we-.aged displays . 
Programs REFMT and ERFbr are derived from a program writ ten by Lariv Hofman, w h i c h  
displays on the SEX 32 the  8432 from& tapes writ ten on the SEL 840. 
grams convert the six b i t  video samples t o  the most significant six of 2ight b i t s ,  
while otherwise retaining the previous format . 
The fmct ion  of EWi2 is included i n  EWF. IREP and TCOR are a l l  Fort- 
T8X8 perforas cosine and quasi-cosine 
A cosine transform program is needed, tit T8X8 
These pro- 
I n  the second part  of table  I, the l is t  of Frogram transferred t: tat: SEL 
32 includes many frequcrtly used Service programs. 
p ropam t o  record images (currently impossible), t o  measure mean-square err  or 
(a transferred version of D D I F  needs debugging), or t o  create Dicomed foruat 
images from D or E format video tapes. 
Notable by the i r  absence are 
Table 11 lists tne origlnal video data f i l e s  transferred to the SE1 32. 
A few of' the f i l e s  i n  the sequences D i o l - D U Y  and D P j l - D l ' 7 O  are missing, b u t  a l l  
f i l e s  used i n  past studies are avsilable on the SEL 32. 
a - d  ETC5 are not trhnsferred because of poor video quality, but  ET06 m a y  be use- 
able. 
Sequences ETO2, ET@, 
A l l  sequences used i n  previous studies are available on tae SEL 32. 
Table 111 l i s t s  the conditional siniulaticln t e s t  runs made under t h i s  contract. 
Approximately t h i r t y  others w P r c  made under a previous contract, using an ear l ie r  
conditional replenishinent method. Many of tbese sirnulatiom were record:. ~ .-n the 
Echo Science disc,  for  real time display, b u t  most have been overwritten -r 'iafe 
been degraded by time. The Echo Science disc can be revlily overwritten frm the 
' I .  
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Table I. COMHPPER PROGRAbS 
Rograu! Fmctiw! SEX 840 Pram SEL 32 Name 
RGrams Develowii for NAS2-9703 
Revised %no-- rme Conditioml Replenishment E88E 
Landsat Elaneat Replication Compression IRE2 
Quasi Cosine Transform Correlatian TCOR 
Cosine/Quasi-Cosine Cmpessien TU8 
Frame Averaging FRAV 
Color/>fonochrome Conditioxxl R alenisnment E88F 
a32 D t o  SEL 32 
8 4 3  E to Sm 32 
Pr0gzan.i T--snsf erred for IW2-9703 
Intraframe Hadamard Cmpression 
Field to Fra~rie (D) 
F;me %o F i e l d  (D) 
Y I Q  ta  RGB 
?SB to Y I Q  
D t o  E 
E t o  D 
D C 3 p y  
E r~py- 
C 9isplay 
E Dispkyr 
Frame 1 Partial Test RamD 
Color Test Bars 
E a 8  
DIrn 
ETD 
EYER 
DY I& 
DT OE 
RTOP 
r7PY 
ECPY 
DDSP 
EDSP 
RAMP 
KCOL 
not transferred 
n 
P 
t) 
E8?6 
D E W  
DSTC 
JRAMP 
KCOL 
. 
2 
Files 
~101-~128 
D151-Dl70 
D201-D2W 
DCOl-DC24 
L s O l - I s 0 4  
ET01 
ET03 
Em6 
ET07 
Table 11. ORIGI-"SAL 'JIDEO FILES TRAlvsFERREIi 
F i l e  Description 
four frame sequence, nonochrome 
I1 I t  n rr 
si@e frame, mbnochrome . 
single frame, color - 
LandsaL frame, D formt 
Man ar,d Tod, 65 frame sequence, monochrome 
Cars, 
Man and Book, 
Three People, 
11 I1 I? I? 
u u It 
SI u U 
ECO9,EC1O,EL"ll 
EXX2,Ec13 Water Sking, 46 I? t I  
-&eel of Fortune, 5 9  frame sequence, color 
11 
i 
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Table 111. CONDITIONAL REPLENISHMENT SIMUMWXS 
Number Input File Rate, bits  per sample 
Monochrome S ieulations U: -ng Es8E 
El 
E 
E3 
E4 
E5 
E6 
E7 
E3 
E9 
E10 
Color S imda t io r s  Using EbSF ( Y I Q )  
ECOg 
ECop,10, 11 
l t  
E C l 2 , 1 3  
I? 
EC 09,10,11 
E C l 2 , l j  
RGB Version 
X 
X 
X 
X 
i 
c 
SEI, 32 or the SEL 840, but the simlllticm data has not been canverted t o  the 
SEL 32 format. 
sihrlf.ation programs have been converted. 
sirpulation requires about eight hours, while a color simulation requires about 
four hours per tape. 
computer time. 
per tape on each computer, far a t o t a l  of 25 hours if both computers a re  run 
simultaneously. 
computer center for about 25 dollars  each, a t o t a l  of 625 dollars. 
The original  video sequences, and the conditional replenishment 
A monochrome condi t iotal  replenishment 
The s i m h t i o n s  of table III required about 140 hours of 
Conversion farm the  SEL 840 t o  the SEL 32 requires about one how 
Alternately, the tapes of table  I11 could be converted a t  the 
Single compressed images too nwrierous t o  l i s t  were produced under this 
contract. 
b i t  assignments and quantizers, i n  the investigation of Landsat element replication 
cmpressian, and ir, the cmparison of Hadamrd, cosine, and quasi0cosine transforms. 
Because of the much smaller amount of data, these images could be reproduced or 
transferred more readily than the conditional replenishment f i l e s .  
?‘hey were generated i n  the design of monochrome and color coatpression 
It would be useful t o  have the SEL t40 available t o  display grevious resul ts ,  
generated i n  many past studies,  J u t  it is f a r  from necessary. A n  adequate h s i s  
far future work exis ts  on the SEL 32. 
. .  
.. 
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SECTION C 
LANDSAT IMAGE PROCESSING 
&EMWl! REPLICATION COMPRESSION - 
c 
ELEMEM! REPLICATION COMPRESSION 
l’2PENDIX A A BRIEF REVIEW OF LANDSAT IMAa 
CLASSIFICATIOX - 
1-36 
37-45 
. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Image transmission rate compression methods ei ther  fully preserve the original 
image information, or introduce errors t o  some degree. 
compression methods fo r  mdt i spec t r a l  images often compute the predicted value of 
the next image element spec t ra l  values, using previously transmitted informatian, 
and transmit entropy coded differences between the predicted and actualvalues .  
The transmission r a t e  can closely approach the actual  information content of 
the image. 
sham tha t  the transmission rate can be reduced from seven or eight b i t s  per 
element i n  each band t o  three or four b i t s  per element i n  each band. 
Because of the presence of f ine  spa t i a l  de ta i l ,  and because the two v is ib le  l i gh t  
bands have s m a l l  correlation w i t h  the two infrared bands, Landsat images have 
higher info! 
t o  an untra- ned observer. 
Information preserving 
(1)-( 3) 
Experiments w i t h  Landsat images, which have four spectral  bands, have 
(21, (3) 
?tion content than color television images, and may appear confused 
Non-infarmstion-preserving compression methods remove spa t i a l  and spectral  
information which ei ther  is not needed t o  preserve information or  is not useful 
enough t o  , s t i f 'y  the cost of transmission. 
compression techniques, and has c lassi f ied t h d e  which introduce error  as predictive, 
trariform, or clustering. (4)' ( 5 )  Predictive techniques can introduce error by 
transmitting w i t h  reduced accu r~cy ,  some of the possible differences be+deen an 
element and the predicted value of the element. Image basis vector transforms i n  
the spa t i a l  or spectral  domains introduce error i f  the transform coefficients are  
transmitted w i t h  less  than full range or accuracy. 
compression techniques 3re used c t  ra tes  less  than two b i t s  per element per band, 
Habibi has recently reviewed a3apr;ive 
When predictive and spatial transform 
f ine spa t i a l  de t a i l  is objectionably blurred. (51, ( 6 )  , (7) 
Clustering is a familiar nethod af multispectral data classification, an has 
$1, (10) , !G 
been combined with nul t ispectral  image compression fo r  transcission or storage. 
The image elements i n  3 region are grouped in to  four-dimensional spectral  clusters,  
and the four-dimensional centroids of the clusters and the cluster designation of 
each element - transmitted. Becsuse the errors are spat ia l ly  uncorrelated w i t h  
C' t'ncr: is no s p a t i a l  blurring i n  the conpressed image. Cluster coded 
C 
I 
images have laser  error and bet ter  subjective performance a t  l aw transmission rates  
than images compressed using predictive or transformtechniques. 
ca-' BS errors between the image elements and the centroids used t o  represent them, 
These errors are u s u a w  invisible i n  isolated elements, but  sometimes cause minor 
contouring when many adjacent elements have the same centroid. Cluster coding has 
two disadvantages. 
clusters,  and t o  define the centroids. 
untypical elements may be represented w i t h  large err&. 
Cluster coding 
Many computations are required t o  group the image elements into 
Because of the l imited number of clusters ,  
Picture element replication has been investigated, t o  develop a new method 
spectral ,  non-spatial, compression without the disadvantages L cluster  coding. 
In replication compression, a table of previously transmitted elements is maintained 
a t  both the transmitter and receiver. The distance from the current image elecient 
is computed. If a stored element is within the prescribed error  distance of the 
current element, the table  indication of that stored element is transmittei, and 
the current element is represented by the stored element i n  the receiver image. 
many imge elemelits are spectrally similar, the transmission r a t e  approaches the 
nuruber of b i t s  required t o  indicate a particular table  entry. 
is within the required distance, a special  indicator word and the t r u e  element 
value are  transoikted. 
I f  
If no stored element 
2 
i 
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Image compression by elemsnt reglication is similar t o  the method of random 
coding, which achieves the rate-distortion bound. (u)-(13' Prdofs of the rate- 
dis tor t ion theorem are  re la tee  t o  proofs of the channel capacity theorem. 
The rate-distortion proof shaws that ,  as the number of signal dimensions, n, becomes 
large, a random selection of M = 2 nR(d) representing elements w i n  have an element 
capable of representing any element t o  be transmitted with dis tor t ion less than d, 
with probability approaching unity. For mean-square error d i s tc r t ion  and i iependant  
gaussian random variables Df variance 6, d = 6 2 . Each transmitted element 
can be indicated by the coded designation of a representing element, a t  r a t e  R(d), 
with dis tor t ion less  than the bound, d. 
that  no possible source coding method improves performance. 
( 14) - ( 16) 
2 -2R(d) 
The proof of the converse theorem shms 
The resu l t  of the theorem, tha t  there is .  (with probability approaching one) 
a representing element w i t h  less  thin the required error,  i s  proved only for large n. 
Landsat image eleuents are described using four dimensions, and may have a t rue 
dimensionality of two, bu t  even a two diuiensional design has higher dimensionality 
than most designs, which are one dimensional pulse code mcdulation (RN) . 
compression uses actual elements, rather than r a n d o e  selected elements, as rep- 
resenting elenents. This is essential& equivalent t o  random coding, because the 
representing elements do not have a simple geometric structure.  Signal se t s  w i t h  
simply defined geometric structures are inefficient i n  approaching the random coding 
bound, because regions centered on such signals have systematic gaps and averlaps 
i n  the packing or covering of n dimensional space. ('7) New representing elements 
a re  added when there is  co element within the required cryor. This corrects for the 
effect  of small 9, a t  the cost of an increase i n  ra te ,  
is used, it is indicated by a coded derignation, using 4 h b i t s ,  of one of the Y = 2 
stored elements, where R is the r a t e  per dimension or spectral  band. 
Replication 
hrnen a representing eleuent 
4 R  
3 
i 
III. THE ERROR BOUND AM) THE EXPECTED 
I n  element repl icat ion compression, an 
previously transmitted element only when it 
ORIGINAL PAGE Is. 
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image element is represented by a 
is within a predetermined distance of 
that previous element. 
bound. 
ance, the expected mean-sqtiare error  (NE) is less 'than the IBE Loud. 
Suppose tha t  t he  distance boind i s  d. 
"he square of the distance bound is the  mean-square error 
Since some repl icat ing eleme9ts w i l l  be a t  less than the bomding d i s t -  
(I8, P138) , the  After Sommerville 
surface content or vol.ume of an n dimensional sphere is 
C is a kncwn functiorl of n. The volume of an  n dimensional sphere of radius d i s  
n 
n 
Vn = Kn d 
Kn is a l so  a knawn function of n. 
by integration over concentric n dimensionel scrfaces, -Sn , as follms; 
After Soauerville, the volume V can be obttiined n 
= n K  
'n n 
To cornptite the expected mean-square error ( b S E ) ,  we assume tha t  t he  elements 
represented by a stored element are uniformly d i s t r i b u t e d  
n dimensional sphere of radius d ,  having the representing 
E(bSE)  = E!r 2 ) = f d  (pdf of 
0 
mer the volume of an 
element as its center. 
n-1 r 2 C r  d r  
n 
,d' 
I* 
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2 E ( l 6 E )  = E(r ) = n n+2 
- d2 
E ( ~ E )  =
In  table  I, the S E  bound and experimental MSE are  shmn for two images, Salton 
Sea and Bald Knob. 
one-half, the calculated r a t i o  fo r  n = 2. 
mitted is also shown i n  the table,  and is usually a few percent. Direct transmission 
causes no error ,  and the r a t i o  of the experimental error t o  the bound is corrected 
acccrdingly. 
infrared bands are  h i  hly correlated, the t r u e  dimensionality of the data is more 
A t  small EBE, the dimensionali%y is higher, because the nearly two than four. 
representing elements h v e  neighbors i n  all. possible d i rec t i sm.  
The r a t i o  of the  experimental I S E  t o  the *E bomd is about 
The fract-ion of elements d i rec t ly  trans- 
Became the two v is ib le  bands a re  highly correlated and the two 
5 5 )  
The hSE can be further reduced bg using the closest  stvred elemerlt t o  represent 
the current elemnt,rather than the Tirst representing element within the required 
distance. The number af distance computations is approximately doubled. The 
expected ?SE can not be precisely determined, b u t  is estimate6 i n  the  appendix, under 
the  assumpticn that the number of alternate representing elements is such tha t  the 
volume gags between radius d spheres are  equal t o  the volume overlaps. 
ra t ios  of expected bBE t o  the bound ?.BE are  given i n  table 11, for  n = 1,2,3, ana 4. 
I n  t a b l e  111, the :.3E bound and experimental I b S E  are given for  the case where the . 
The resultant 
do: e s t  element i n  the table  is used t o  repres it. an elament 
w i t h i n  the bound). 
one-thkd of the E E  bound. 
close t o  the rat ios  expected for n = 2, the  approximate dimensionality of the imge  
data. 
correlation. 
( i f  the distance is 
The bBE is sig:ificantly reduced, from about one-half t o  about 
Tine rat ios  of experimental t o  bound bSE again are  
This result  shms tha t  replication compression is eff ic ient  i n  using spectral  
Because replication compression describes a picture element i n  a l l  spectral  bands, 
In  sections I1 and IT11 the ra te ,  3 ,  i s  given i n  b i t s  per element i n  tables I and 111. 
of th i s  p p e r ,  the r a t e  is given i n  b i t s  per element per spectral  band, i n  accordance 
with general usezge. For the Salton Sea image, the tabulated :13E is i-r. *ALtS cf the 
. .  
. 
i 
5 
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second least  significant b i t  of the original eight b t data. %r ;he Bal- Knob 
image, the data is i n  units of the least  significant b i t  of the original data. 
section VIII, the data plotted for both images is  i n  unit ; 01 'the l eas t  significant 
b i t  of the original data. 
In 
.. 
6 
c 
7 
I 
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Table I. 
(First Element at  Distance 5 d Used) 
Mean-Square Ekror and Error'Bounds. 
- 
Salton Sea linage 
Table Size MY3 Experimental Exp. =E Fraction Corrected Transmission 
i n  B i t s  Bound MSE MSE Bnd. Transmitted Ratio Rate, Two Methods 
6 5 2.60 52 .lo2 -58 9.05/8.33 
5 10 5.01 50 -053 .53 6.5415.37 
5 15 7.34 9 49 .018 50 5 5213 095 
5 20 9.03 -45 .ox? .46 5 03413 52 
4 33 12.88 43 .014 -44 4.0412.95 
4 40 16 .TO .42 .005 .44 4.1512.57 
3 60 24.47 .48 .021 .49 j 3612.47 
average 47 49 
Bald Knob Image 
Table Fio-e S E  Exaerimental Exp. NSE Fraction Corrzcted Trammission 
-. 
i n  B i t s  Bound b!SE LISE Pnd. Transmitted Ratio Rate, Two Methods 
3 
5 
10 
15 
20 
30 
40 
60 
80 
2.62 
5.74 
10.92 
15 -65 
8 .G1 
19 87 
31.94 
27.42 
52 
57 
57 
55 
52 
50 
.46 
.40 
,178 
.089 
.Ob2 
.051 
.ol8 
.034 
. O U  
.032 
.G3 
.63 
53 
58 
.53 
.52 
.47 
.41 
I 
aver age 5 1  9 55 
7 
i 
t 
i 
Table 11. Theoretical Ratios of Experimental MSE t o  hSE Bound. 
Dimension 
II 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Estimated Estimated 
Patio = n/(n+2) Change Ratio 
(F i rs t  'Element) Using Closest Using Cluses t . 
033 - .22 .u 
50 -.1g 31 
,60 - .18 .42 
.66 -.17 49 
i 
1 
1. 
1 
8 
! 
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Table 111, 
(.Closest el em en^ a t  Distance - C d Used) 
Mean-Square Error and Error Bounds. 
- 
e 
Salton Sea Image 
'nble S h e  B E  7qerimental  Exp. =E Fraction C o r r e c t e d  Transmission 
fa Bits Bound S E  S E  Bnd. T r a n s m i t t e d  Ratio Rate, Two Methods 
6 5 2-05 .41 *w .45 8.91/8.26 
5 10 3.84 38 .051 .40 6.47/5.39 
r I 15 5 -21 35 .017 9 3 6  5 50/4 07 
5 20 6.06 30 .ox2 831 5*%/3*n  
4 30 8.75 -29 .013 .30 4.3a12.97 
4 40 10.46 .26 .006 .26 4.1a12 .64 
3 60 18.48 31 .OS .3l 3.4212.29 
average 9 33 
Bald Knob Image 
34 
Table Size hE4E Experimental Exp. 1433 Fraction Corrected Transmission 
i n  B i t s  Bound b S E  bSE Bnd. Transmi'cted Ratio Rate, Two Xethods 
5 
10 
15 
20 
30 
40 
60 
80 
2 .oo 
4.12 
5.88 
7.17 
10.23 
11.88 
17 19 
22.63 
.40 
.41 
39 
36 
34 
30 
*29 
.28 
.171 
.085 
039 
.050 
.ol6 
0035 
.013 
.027 
.48 
045 
.41 
38 
35 
9 31 
-29 
029 
12.31/12.64 
a. 54/8 .41 
7.18/6.62 
6.44/5.89 
5.46/4.62 
4 97/4 19 
4 36/3 *23 
3.75/2 0 9 2  
average 35 37 
9 c -A- 
The n d e r  of bits  required t:, indkate one of the representing e lemnts  
stored in the t ab l e  is a lrver bound on the transmission rate per element. 
number of b i t s  used t o  indicate a table location i s  L, and if one location indicator 
is reserved t o  indicate direct  transmission of an element, the t ab le  size i s  2 -1. 
Suppose that the  f rac t ion  of elements direct ly  transmitted is f ( L )  , a function of L. 
If the number of bits needed t o  directly describe an e l e e n t  is K, and if each 
direct ly  transmitted element is inserted i n t a  the table a t  a location designated 
by L bi ts ,  the average transmission rate H(L) , i n  b i t s  per elemnt ,  is 
If the 
L 
R(L) = (1-f(L)) L + f(L) (2L+!4) 
= L + f ( L )  (bM) 
The average r a t e  is greater  than L by an alnclrnt depending on f(L;. 
table  s ize  increase, f ( L )  decrezses. 
depending on the image correlat ion and the XX bound. .The abcc-e eql;ation slims 
that if L is increased by one, r a t e  is r e  uced i f  f(L) (L+FI) is redwed  by =ore 
than one, or i f  f(L) is less by l/(L+X). 
As L and the 
The r a t e  is minixu zt, sane -:slue of L, 
The ninimun value of R can be found, i f  the function f(L) i3  knm-n. If L 
is zero, a l l  elements a r e  direct ly  tra?s@.itted: f(0) = 1. 
repeated transmission of s i d e r  elements is  avoided, b u t  sane minicum nurcber of 
elements must be transmitted to represent the data w i t h i n  the required error. 
As L becomes large, 
Suppose that  f ( L )  is i3rger than this zinimum, because of repeated transnissiors 
of s in i l a r  elements, If L is increased by one, twice a s  many of the required 
elements cer, be stored, and the number of repeated trarsuiissions of required ele- 
ments can be reduced by one-half. , for  f ( L )  greater 
than the minimum. 
The results, plotted i n  f igure 1,are  proportional t o  2 
aEd f ( L )  becomes small. 
table  management is not cptimum.) 
-L This i:&lies tha t  f ( L )  = 2 
f(L) was uieasured for  a wide range of L,  a t  two bSZ bounds. 
-L , u n t i l  L becomes large 
(The decrease i n  f i L )  for  Large L indicates tha t  the 
10 
- .. 
. 
The winiralla rate i s  faund by s e t t i n g  the derivative of' R(L) equal to zero. - = 0 = 1 - 2'L(lU 2) (UN) + 20L d L  
S L  + 1.5 
The first data given in the transmission rate column of tables I and III correspond t o  
the method described above. 
and R(L) ranges from L + 0.04 to L + 3.05, except for *-e cases mere L equals 7. 
The larger values of B - L occur f a  s- WE, where the minimum f ( L )  is relat ively 
large. 
than the valua for B 
Data is given only for the L g i v i n g  the minimum R(L), 
The table size  could be made adaptive, by increasing L when f ( L )  is larger 
given above. 
. 
r 
c 
The t ab le  size for minimum r a t e  increases as the error bound decreases. A 
given distance or mean-square error bound defines an n dimensional sphere, which 
contains those elements that can be represented by the sphere center. 
vhose centers a re  the directly transmitted elements contain a l l  the ar ig ina l  data 
elements. 
the eletnents t o  be transmitted u t  be w i t h i n  the error bmnd of a currently stored 
element. 
sphere is decreased by decreasing the K3E bound, the number of the spheres, and 
the number of centers stored, must be increased. 
The spheres 
For comporession a t  the  minimum transmission ra te ,  a large f ract ion of 
If a Z i x e d  volume must t e  filled by spheres, and i f  the vdume of each 
The volume of the region represented by a transmitted element -is 
V = C  K d n =  C K (&E e n n 
C is a c0ns';ant less thac one, which allows fo r  the overlap of spheres. For a 
table indexed using L b i t s ,  the t o t a l  volume represented by stored elements is 
Solving for L, 
2L = (Vt/C K,) (=E Bound) 4 2  
Since hSE is proportionai t o  the =E bound, 
L = -(n/2) log$SE + a constant 
If %E is reduced by 6 dB, t o  one-fourth its former value, L must increase n b i t s ,  
or one b i t  per aimension. I f  the effective dimezsionality of Landsat data is two, 
reducing bSE by one-half requires increasing by one. 
- * 
The values of L used in tables I and I11 were selected far minimum ra te  a t  each 
particular error bound. The data of these tables is plotted in figure 2, g i v m  7- 
c %ME versus L. The figure is complicated because the same L is optimum for 
several similar %E bounds. 
dashed l ines the lmer. 
Solid lines connect the upper points i n  each set, and 
The data are in good agreement w i t h  the relation found here. 
The B E  bound directly determines the %E, and influences the ra te  by determin- 
ing the table size and L for minimum rate,  t o  w i t h i n  a constant. 
14 
I I I 
c 
Some system must be used for deleting and entering new elements in the table  
of replicating elements. The simplest system iS t o  inser t  the f i r s t  transmitted . 
elements i n to  the tab le  i n  order of transmission, and t o  replace them in the s a  
order a f t e r  the table is f i l l ed .  
adopted was t o  record the number of uses of each tab le  element, and t o  replace the 
l ea s t  used elements f i r s t .  "he scan method transmit$ 
line in  order, then begins the next l ine .  
af ter  one-fourth of the tab le  has been replaced, and also a t  the end of each l i ne  
of elements. 
divided by two, t o  gradually eliminate elements no longer needed. 
tab le  elements according t o  useage, instead of i n  arbi t rary order, resu l t s  i n  small 
decreases 2-n transmission r a t e  and in  %E, both about t en  percent. 
Although t h i s  system is workable, the method 
the  elements of a 256 element 
The table is sorted according t o  useage 
After the sorting a t  the end of each l ine ,  the useage counts m e  
Replacing the 
In equation 2 of section N abave, 2 L + M bi ts  per element a re  used when an 
element is d i r e c t u  transmitted. 
be direct ly  transnitted,  2.1 bits describe the element, and a second L bits indicate 
the table  location where the transmitted element is t o  be stored. 
determining the table location is applied a t  the receiver as well as a t  the t rans-  
mitter, the L b i t s  defining the element t o  be replaced are not required, However, 
the average r a t e  is not much affected by th i s  change. 
L bits indicate tha t  the current element is t o  
If the  ahorithm 
Equation 2 becomes 
R(L) = L + f(L) M 
Equation 3 becweb 
The experimental ra tes  were obtained using 2 L + M direct  transmission bits, bu t  
the information i n  tables I and I11 i s  -u f f i c i en t  t o  a l l m  calculation of the r a t e  
for L + M d i rec t  transmission b i t s .  
P 
1 
It was noted in section IV that the decreasing f ( L )  far large L, sham in 
figure 1, indicates that  the table management is not optimum. 
2 -1 elements were ahays retained i n  the table, f(L) would @ways decrease as 
L increases. 
be needed t o  replicate future input elements. 
according t o  useage should be m r e  frequent for larger L. When table size is 
large, it may happen that  several stored elements are used t o  represent elements 
in a region that one element would represent i n  a small table. 
counts for the several elements are smaller, they a l l  may be replaced when one 
stored element w i t h  the to t a l  useage count would be retained. 
small for large L, l i t t l e  ra te  reduction can be gained by improving table management, 
and no further experiments were made. 
If the most useful 
L 
Hawever, it is d i f f icu l t  t o  select  correctly the elements that w i l l  
pahaps the ordering of elements 
As the useabe 
Since f ( L )  is quite 
! 
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Element replication compression is primarily spectral ,  b\;t the elements 
contained i n  the table  change as the imge is scsnned. 
similar elements increases the  probability tha t  a useable replication element will 
be i n  the table.  
b i t s ,  so t h a t  spatial correlationvould reduce the average transmission rate .  
simplest method, which is used here, is t o  use a one b i t  word t o  indicate tha t  a 
replicating element is the same as the l a s t  one used, and t o  prefix a l l  the L b i t  
table  designations by the complementary one b i t  word. 
Any spa t i a l  proximity of 
It is also  possible t o  indicate recently uszd elsments by a few 
The 
If' the  probability tha t  the previous replicating element is used again is p, *e 
r a t e  for 
The r a t e  
The new 
ra tes ,  L 
t h i s  method is 
= p + (l-p-f(L))(Lrtl) + f(L)' (2L+l+M) R1 
for the previoysly described system is, from equation 2, 
R = (1-f(L)) L + f(L) (2L-+M) 
R-R1 = -p + pL - (l-p-f(L)) - f(L) 
= pL -1 
method achieves a reduction i n  ra te  i f  pL> 1. 
is 3, 4,  or 5, and p is 1/2 or more, so that  the trmsmission r a t e  is 
A t  the luwer transmission 
reduced about one b i t  per element. 
tables I and 111, as the second number i n  the transmission rbte column. 
for large table  sizes i s  small, since p is small. 
Qata obtained using t h i s  method is  given i n  
The gain 
If a one b i t  word indicates the l a s t  table entry used, and a two b i t  word 
indicates some other er?try with probability q of being used, the L b i t  table  
designaticns must be prefixed by the cm.p~cmcntazy two b i t  word. 
the two indicator method is 
The r a t e  for  
18 
. .  
~2 p + 2q + (1-p-q-f (L)) (L+2) + f (L) (-2+M) 
There is a further reduction i n  rate due t o  the Second special designation, if 
q > (1-p)/ L . 
l /5 ,  the rate reduction is ‘L/2 bi t  ‘per el-caent. 
such second special designations. 
‘ For L = 5 and p = 1/2, q must  be greater than 1/10; if q is 
NO experiments were made using . 
V I I L .  RG!LEMENTA!l!ION AND RELATIVE PERFORMANCE OF REPLICA!lXON COMPRl3SION 
Multispectral image compression was implemented 
following manner; 
The mean-square error  bound is selected. 
The stored element table  s ize ,  M = 2L - 1 is 
image, the table  contains a l l  zero elements. 
For each element t o  be transmitted, distance 
b 
as a computer program, i n  the  
selected. A t  the beginning 
was measured t o  a l l  t L  
elements stored i n  the table.  
4a) If a stored elenent is within the  F6E bound, the  table designation of 
4b) Alternately, i f  the table  designation is the same as that  l a s t  used, a 
the closest  element is  transmitted, using L b i t s .  
one b i t  word is transmitted. 
L b i t  table  designation, prefixed by the complemer.tary one b i t  word, is transmitted. 
I f  the tab le  designation is different,  the correct 
5 )  I f  no stored element is within the %E bound, the reserved indicator word 
of L b i t s  (or L+1 b i t s  per 4b) is transmitted, followed by M b i t s  describing the 
element, and L b i t s  indicaticg the table  position for  its storage. 
6) Aeter one-quarter of the table  elements have been replaced, and also a t  
the end of each l ine,  the stored elements are ordered according t o  useage. 
the l ea s t  used w i l l  be replaced f i r s t .  
a f t e r  each end-of-line ordering, t o  reduce the effect  of spat ia l ly  dis tant  elements. 
In  5, 
The useage counts are reduced by one-half, 
The ra te  and PSE resul ts  for  two images have been given i n  tables I and 111. 
I n  table  I, the f i r s t  stored element a t  distance less  than the bound was used t o  
represent the compressed element. In  table 111, L e  closest  stored element a t  
distance less t h a n  the bound was used. I n  both tables.  the  first number given 
for  transmission ra te  i s  for  the method not using a special  repeat designation (4a), 
and the second ra te  number is for the method using the repeat designation (4b). 
The r a t e  and MSE data of table 111 is plotted i n  figures 3 and 4. 
is i n  b i t s  per element per spectral  barid. The mean-square error i s  given i n  units 
per band, where an error of one corresponds t o  an error i n  the l ea s t  significant 
b i t  of the eight b i t  d a t a .  Previous resul ts  from several sources are shown for  
comptrison. 
The plotted r a t e  
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For the Salton Sea image, f igure 3, the resul ts  of' two dimensional cosine (6) 
are Shawn. Each band is ( 19) and h t o  dimensional Hadamard transform compression 
processed independantly . 
spectral  transform, followed by a 'horizontal  Hadamard transform and ve r t i ca l  
differencing in each trhnsfarmed band. (6 )  These three methods use a fixed rate 
for each element; the other methods shmn a l l  have varying rate .  The adaptive 
cosine transform compression is two dimensional s p a t i a l  compression, using 
different  transform vector b i t  assignments and quantizations i n  regiom of different 
spatial detai l .  ( 5 )  The adaptive cluster  coding groups data elements in to  spectrally 
similar clusters ,  merges clusters that have centroids within a predefined distance, 
For the  Salton Sea image, replication and entropy codes the class  designations. 
compression and adaptive cosine compression give the best  resul ts .  
The KL-Hadamard-DRM compression used a Karhunen-Loeve 
( 5 )  
For the Bald Knob image, f igure 4, two dimensional Hadamard compression is the 
cnly non-adaptive technique. Two adaptive three dimensional transform tech- 
niques were used with similar resul ts .  I n  the adaptive Haar Hadamard method, a 
Haar transforn i n  the spectral  douain was followed byan adaptive, variable r a t e  
two dimensional. Hadamrd transform. (') 
adapted t o  spectral  differences, using a fixed rate .  (20) For the  Bald Knob image, 
adaptive cluster coding gave 5ke best resul ts ,  followed by replication compression 
with a repeat indicator. 
The three dimensional Hadamard transform 
Figure 5 shms the originals of bands 1 and 4 of the Salton Sea image, and the 
same compressed using replication compression. 
t o  5 .  and an FEE bound of 10. 
the transmission r a t e  is 5.39 b i t s  per element, or 1.35 b i t s  per element per band. 
The average I G E  per band, i n  units of the leas t  significant b i t  of the or iqinal  eight 
b i t  data, is 4.34. 
This compression t e s t  used L equal 
Using the closest  stored element and a repeat indicator, 
Figure 6 shmrs original and coupressed bands 1 and 4 or' the  Bald Knob image. 
l o r  t h i s  cornpression t e s t ,  L equalled 5, and the I S E  bound was 20. 
stored elercent and the repeat indicator, the r a t e  is 5.89 b i t s  per element, or 1.47 
bits per element per band. The average i S E  per band, i n  terms of the  leas t  signif-  
icant b i t  of the original data, is 1.79. 
Using the :losest 
. 
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Flgure 5 :  Salton Sea image, original and campressed bands 1 and 4, 1.35 b i t s  
per element per band and 4.34 average bSE aer band. 
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Figure 6: Bald Knob image, original and compressd bands 1 and 4, 1.47 
bits per element per band and 1.79 average l 6 E  per band. 
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The Salton Sea image has 240 elements aod 248 horizontal lines. 
inage has 1% elements and 256 lines. me individual picture elements are 
The Bald 
8 
vbible i . the images, because each element was duplicated six times in both t h e  
vertica: and horizontal d i r e c t i o n s .  The method of replication compression 
presenres high contrast spatial detail ,  but introciuces false  contouring in  lm 
corltms-t areas . 
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The above results shaw that selective replication, with a repeat indicator, 
gives performac, e conparable t o  c luster  coding. 
pression and a tab le  entry indication. The twotechniqu:s w i l l  be compared in 
computation requirement, maximum error, subjective image appearance, and S p a t i a  
compression -haracterist ics . 
Bath methods use spectral  cam- 
. In replication compression, each input element requires one distance computation I 
far each stor* table  element. 
by cornput- the distances between elements and joining the closest. 
of the clusters  a re  computed, and the distances Setween t h e m  are  computed t o  determine 
w h i c h  clusters can be merged. 
formed aver two dimensional subpictures, which were 16 by 16 fo r  the results referred 
t o  above. 
distance computation for r ep lka t ion  compression using a seven b i t  table.  
table s ize  of f ive  b i t s  requires one-quarter as much computation. 
distance computation, c luster  coding requires many more computations, depeding 
on the image data. 
In c lus te r  coding, the  i n i t i a l  c lusters  are  for@ 
The centroids 
To reduce the computatioli requirement, c lusters  are  
The 256 elements have about 128 disttmces each, which corresponds t o  the 
The typical  
After the  i n i t i a l  
In replicetion compression, the maximum error i s  defined by ar", input 
parameter, and is typically three times the average error. 
limited number of c lusters  may cause large error. Suppose w e  a re  res t r ic ted t o  
sixteen i n i t i a l  classes i n  four dimensions. The sixteen centroids with maximum 
separatfm i n  four dimensions are  the ver t ices  of the  four dimensiorial'qr9ercube. 
These ars a t  (+A,+A,+A,kA), where A is the  maximum anplitude i n  each dimension. 
Suppose an element occurs a t  the  center (O,O,O,O), and must  be merged w i t h  a c luster  
centered a t  one of the ver t ices .  
new point w i l l  change the centroid l i t t l e ,  and the error i n  representing the center 
point is 4 A . 
value. 
in cluster coding is data dependant, and my  be very large. 
In  c luster  coding, +he 
If there are many elements i n  t ha t  cluster,  the 
2 This error  is equal t o  the square of the largest  possible element 
This example is extreme, and most errors are smell, but the maximum error 
As cluster  coding and replication compresslon are both spectral  methods, the 
subjective appearance of the compressea images is similar, and avoids tne spa t i a l  
I 
, 
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blurring rntroduced by predictive a m  transform compreftsron a t  comparable rates. 
Hotever, because cluster  cading uses two dimensional subpictures, the subpicture 
-8 are  v i s ib l e  i n  images compressed a t  l m  ra tes  ( 5 )  
- -  
Replication compression makes use of s p a t i a l  carrelation by placing current 
elements i n  the stored table, and by indicating repeated replication elements by 
a one b i t  word, Adaptive clustering makes use of spa t i a l  correlation by farming 
local clusters ,  which are few (reducing rate) and spectrally similar (reducing 
error) when spa t i a l  correlation is high. 
c lusters ,  c luster  coding can achieve a lcu r a t e  i n  areas of high correlation. 
Because of the entropy coding of cluster  indicators, the occwance of a few unusual 
elements does not significantly increase rate.  
similarly improved by making the list s ize  adaptive and by entropy coding the list 
indicators, 
current element, and the gain of adaptive l is t  s ize  and entrDpy coding w o u l d  be 
increased i f  the replication algoritam examined future elements before compression, 
as does cluster coding. 
Because of the variable number of 
Replication compression could be 
The replication algorithm used here uses only past elements and the 
26 
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x. COIOI=LUsIOr? 
A method has been developed fo r  mil t ispectral  image comprkssion, using 
replication of stored elements with an error  bound. 
described, and experimental performance has been compared with other compression 
techniques. 
3f the  error bound, as expected from theoret ical  considerations. 
elements, and fo r  the L giving minimum ra t e ,  the transmission r a t e  is aboEt L + 1.5. 
To reduce the mean-square error  t o  one-fourth its value, L and the transmission 
r a t e  per element must increase about one b i t  per eifective dimension. 
is impraved Slightlyby having the stored elments  include nore frequently used and 
more recently used elements. 
the  same element git-es signiflcant r a t e  reduction. 
performance of replication conpressicn is superior t o  tha t  of most previously 
examined techniques, and is similar t o  that of adaptive cluster  coding. The imple- 
nentatioti of replication compression is sinple,  and is similar t o  the random coding, 
table lock-up method shwn t o  achieve the rate-distortion bomd. 
The method has been theoretically 
The average mean-square error  fo r  two Landsat images I s  about one-+Aird 
For 2L - 1 stored 
Performance 
Having 9 one word indicator for  a repeated use of 
The r a t e  and mean-square error  
I 
APPENDIX. =-@QUARE ERROR WHEN TIE CLOGST STORED ELEMEloll IS USED 
. .  
Mean-square error can be found by integration over the appropriate n dimensional 
volume. 
are two elements a t  distance 2b < 2d, as  sham i n  figure A.l .  
contribution t o  the  l e f t  hand sphere, due t o  the  shaded cap, is 
In i t i a l ly ,  we ccnsider the case where the distance bound is d, an3 there  
The expected S E  
The *.hree terms i n  the  in tegra l  are  the probability density function of r, the  
measure of squared error ,  aml the volume element. 
transfers the points i n  t h e  shaded cap t o  the r ight  hand element, and the expected 
S E  is 
Using the  closest  element 
) 4b(b-z) (Cn-2rn-3dr dy dz) n 
2 2 1,/2 After integration u s i n g  y = (d -2 ) sin s, and z = d cos t, 
= F(n,b,d) 
For small n, t h i s  equation is readily integrated. 
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We have found the =E reduction i n  one element representing region, due t o  
one neighboring sphere a t  distance 2b. 
representing region depends on the number of reighbaring elements a t  different 
distances. 
exactly equals the local volume available, including the volume of the  original 
sphere. That is, the volme of the gaps between spheres is assumed equal t o  the 
The expected =E: reduction for an element 
To estimate this number, w e  assume that  the volume of neighboring spheres 
aperlapping sphere volume. As sham i n  figure A.2, an element a t  distance 2b from 
another element has more than one-half its volume within distance (4b +d ) 
that element. The number of spheres a t  disttmce 2b is then 
2 2 1/2 
The expected ISE is then 
d 
E(mE! =/, F(n,b,d) N(b) db 
The values obtained from this integration are given i n  table If, in the text, for  
dhM2aSion n = l,2,3, and 4. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This report describes the current state of Landsat data c lassi f icat ion by 
computer, and considers possible areas of research far 1pAsA-ARC. 
problem is obtaining useful discrimination of various phenomena, given the spectral, 
spatial, and temporal characterist ics of Landsat data. 
j u s t i f i e s  the cost of more sophisticated computer processing, and diffsrent class- 
i f ica t ion  methods provide al ternate  approaches far special  problems. 
The fundamental 
Improved accuracy sometimes 
The classif icat ion of Landsat images is one of many operations performed by 
a computer image processing system. 
Purdue's LARS are  wel l  known. 
as follows ; 1-input (tape t o  disc,  reformat, data check), 2-mosaic (merge image f i l e s ) ,  
+clean up (remove bad l ines ,  banding), b-s ta t is t ics  (histograms, ra t ios ,  c lass i f ie r  
parameters), 5-enhancement (swothing, edge emphasis), 6-display ( fa l se  coLor, area 
enlargement, contrast s t re tch) ,  7-clustering (classif icat ion centers) , 8-classif ica- 
t i on  (training samples, naxircum l i k l i h o ~ d ,  s t a t i s t i c s ) ,  9- mapping (cross correlation, 
Overlay, regis t ra t ion) ,  10- output (data tape, photo copy). 
investigate c lassi f icat ion methods using the  SEL 32, would be t o  obtain IDL% or 
3jITOR format, cleaned up, e00 cpi  data tapes, and program the SEL 9 t o  dtsglay, 
d u s t e r ,  and classify such input data. If useful c h s s i f i e r s  are  developed, t h e i r  
resul ts  could be made compatible with the IDDS oi' EDITOR output functions. 
a l ternate  approach would be t o  develop a complete image system for the SEL 32, which 
would  require extensive time and effor t .  
JPL's VICAR, E L ' S  IDIhS, GE's Image 100, and 
The functions us'mlly performed by these systems are  
The most d i rec t  way t o  
The 
FAMILIAR LAXEAT DATA CLASSIFIERS 
The most widely used Landsat c l a s s i f i e r  assumes tha t  each class  has a normal m u l t i -  
var ia te  distribution, and uses the maximum liklihcod decision rule.  
samples for  each class a re  described by a vector of four spectralvalues .  The t ra in-  
ing samples are used t o  compute the mean and -rariance of each class ,  which completely 
define the normal multivariate distribution. 
t ha t  the sample is  a member of each class is computed frm the dis t r ibut ion and tbe 
The t ra ining 
For each unknmn sample, the probability 
. 
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- a p r i o r i  c lass  probability, and the class  with the  highest probability is selected. 
This c la s s i f i e r  requires the =omputation of qwdra t ic  forms. Classification of 
a 
a f'ull Landsat frame requires about 90 hours on the DIFPi Hp-3000, 2 hours on an 
array processor, and aborit 20 minutes CXA the IUIAC N. 
used t o  increase the  speed of the  normal distribution, maximum l i k l i o o d  c la s s i f i e r ,  
including table  look up (U, 17 p370, 19 p755), sequential decision t rees  (19 p m ) ,  
Several ;nethods have been 
l inear  approximation tG the quadratic discriminant (19 p@O), and canonical sucessive 
approximations t o  the quadrbtic discriminant (7). 
If a l l  the  classes have the same form of dis t r ibut ion (ie., the  same g p r i o r i  
probability and covariance matrix) a maximum liklihood c la s s i f i e r  uses a l inear  
rather than a quadratic discriminant (5 p29) 
independant and have equal vmiances, the correct ma-imd liklihocd decijion ru le  
is t o  assign a sample t o  the class having the  closest  mean or centroid vector (5 p27). 
These c lass i f ie rs  are f a s t e r  than the c l a s s i f i e r  for  the general normal multivariate 
distribution, % u t  they are usually less accurate, because the i r  assumptions are  less  
r ea l i s t i c .  Becsuse these c lass i f ie rs  assume tne form of the class  distribution, and 
conpute the distribution parameters froui the training samples, they are  termed para- 
m t r i c  c lass i f ie rs .  
If the four spectral  values a re  a lso 
Clustering i s  similar t o  c lassi f icat ion,  bu t  uses a different  approach. Maximum 
liklihood nlassification is supervised, by uslng trainir.g samples. Clustering is 
unsupervised, and eramines only the data. Clustering methods define the inherent 
spectral  data groupings, using distance 3eaeures and group combining and sp l i t t ing .  
If the data clusters a re  assigned t o  classes, the process is similar t o  minimum 
distance t o  centroid classi f icat ion,  which is less accurate than normal dist r ibut ion 
maximum liklihood class i f  ication. 
It is obvious tha t  multimodal class d i s t r i b u t i o n s  w i l l  cause errors t o  be made 
by t h e  nornal distribution maximum liklihood c lass i f ie r .  
t o  s p l i t  the classes in to  spectrally homogeneous and separable subclasses, which 
can be used t o  t r a in  the nornal dis t r ibut icn maximum liklihood c lass i f ie r .  After 
c lass i f icat ion,  the subclasses are recombined in to  the or iginal  classes. 
Clustering is usually used 
. .  
4 
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B o x ? F J ~ I C  LASSIFIERS 
Because the mul tbpec t ra l  da ta  dqes nct f i t  the normal dist r ibut ion model (19 p@0), 
nocparametric c l a s s i f i e r s  - sometimes us&. 
classif'ication is t o  use the training samples t.0 estimate the class probability 
distributions,  and t o  perform maximum liklihood classif icat ion using these empirical 
distributions.  
l i k l o o d  classif icat ion,  but sane reductions are  possible (19 p m ) .  
iment found that estimated probability distributions gave no signif icant  iinpar, ernent 
in classif icat ion accuracy (19 ~780) ;another t e s t  found c lassEica t ion  accuracy 
improved from 95.1% t o  loo& using four features (10, 3 pl56-162, 19 ~ 7 8 4 ) .  
The nearest neighbor c l a s s i f i e r  is an important nonparametric method. 
A di rec t  approach t o  nonparametric 
Density estimation requires more comptation than  normal maximum 
One exper- 
A l l  the  
t ra ining sar;ples a re  stored, the distance frou an unclassified sample t o  each of the 
t ra ining samples is computed, and the unclassified. sample is  assigned t o  the class  
of its nearest spectral  neighbor. 
the nearest neigbioor c lasa i f ica t ion  is always less  than twice the e:ror probability 
of maximum liklihood c lass i f ica t ion  tising the correct probability distribEtion. The 
computation requirenent for many training sanples is high, b u t  the number of distance 
calculations can be reduced, The t ra ining samples can be condensed t o  those near the 
boundaries of the class regions, which a re  suff ic ient  t o  uefine the class  discrimina- 
tior. (12). 
so t ha t  training samples far from the unknown sample i n  that  b?nd don't require a 
distance computation ( 6 ) .  
Cover (4) has shown tha t  the  error  probabiltty of 
The t ra ining samples can be ordered by magnittide i n  oiie spectral  band, 
If the parametric assumption is the  source of c laasif icat ion error,  nonparametric 
methods will improve accuracy. Fcwever, when clustering is used t o  divide the classec 
in to  homogeneous and separable subclasses for  norual mriximum liklihood classif icat ion,  
the reslllting class dis t r ibut ions can be very s i e i l a r  t o  the empirical distributions.  
The interactive process i s  "frequently subjective" (19 p733) and determined by 
' ' a r t i s t ic  liscense" (19 ~752). 
user. 
b u t  can shift effor t  from t he  user t o  the computer, and allow less  experienced users 
t o  obtain good results.  
This requires a kncw!.ecfgeJble and ,talented system 
The use of nonparametric c lass i f ie rs  may not improqe classif icat ion resul ts ,  
40 
SPATZALSPECTEUU CLASSIFICATION 
The c lass i f ie rs  described above operate independantly on each sample, using 
only spectral  characterist ics.  Human image interpreters make use of context, 
edges, texture, and grey scale, i n  tha t  order of importance (17 pp380, 404). 
Hllmans readily abstract  spa t i a l  relations,  but find it d i f f i w l t  t o  discriminate 
Wing grey levels i n  marw bands; the 0ppcsIt.c is t rue  of computer algorithms. 
The identification of spa t i a l  patterns is the objective Gf character analysis, 
of computer szene analysis, and of some areas of remote sensing, such as detection 
of roaCs Dr geologic features. Texture analysis of multispectral scanner data has 
been implemented by transforming spa t i a l  data t o  the frequency domain (17 &04), and 
by deriving texture measures from simultaneous higher resolution data (Bryant Ja). 
A simple method for  using spa t i a l  context is t o  increase the probability estimates 
for the  classes occuring i n  spa t i a l  neiabors .  
samples t o  the same class  only i f  they are  both spat ia l ly  connected and spectrally 
similar (19 p781, 17 ~401). 
clustering only i f  they a re  part of spectrally similar spat ia lblocks.  
Spatial-spectral clustering assigns 
Pearson of ERL and others select  samples for  preliminary 
The best knwn method of spatial-spectral  c lass i f icat ion is per-field c l a s s i f i -  
cation (19 ~ 7 8 5 ,  17 p371), i n  which samples i n  one agricul tural  f i e ld  are  a l l  given 
the same classification. The f ie lds  are  defined by a boundary drawing algorithu or 
by spatial-spectral  clustering. 
accuracy of crop type. 
maximum liklihood c lass i f ie r  (9  p10). 
c lass i f icat ion noise than images produced ignoring spa t i a l  considerations, and 
appear more l i ke  the product of human drafting. 
of per-field c lassi f icat ion is reduced, tecause each f i e ld  rather than each pixel 
is classif ied (15). 
The per-field technique gives improved classif icat ion 
Fu found 92.6; accuracy versus 79.c1 accuracy for  the normal 
The classif ied images have much less  random 
The t o t a l  computation requirement 
EY!OR S?: 1!.!.4TICN 
The quality of a c la s s i f i e r  i s  determined by its error performance. There are  
two comon methods of error estinstion, resubsti tution and cross-validetion (20, 9 ) .  
I n  resubstitution, the origipal  t ra ining sanBles are c lassi f ied,  and the resultant 
error is taken as  an es%imate 3f the operational c l a s s i f i e r  error. A luw 
.. 
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resubsti tution error shows that no gross mistakes have been mde in the  c l a s s i f i e r  
design, but the resubsti tution error  is usually ogtilaistic. 
does nut indicate haw w e l l  a c l a s s i f i e r  generalizes from the t ra ining samples. 
cross-validation methods, different  subsets of the t ra ining samples a re  held out.  
of the  c lass i f ie r  design, and the c l a s s i f i e r  is tested on these unwed subsets. 
More training samples provide both be t te r  c l a s s i f i e r  quality, and a be t te r  
This error estimate 
In 
estimate of quality. 
ground t ru th  is available (13). 
spectral  signature, or multidate imagery. 
from the  distributions of the classi f ied image samples. 
accepts the majority c lassi f icat ion of each a g r i c u l t a a l  f i e l d  as correct, and 
counts the pbcels with other c lass i f icat ion as errors. 
However, the c l a s s i f i e r  error can be estimated even when no 
Training samples are  identified by clustering, 
The c l a s s i f i e r  error  can be estimated 
A simpler error estimate 
LATADSAT 3 
The recently launched Landest 3 has a cew band i n  the thermal f a r  infrared 
region. 
A t he rwlband  has been found useful for vegetation classif icat ion,  crop s t ress  
(17 p337, blillard A R C ) ,  and urban land use classi f icat ion during the winter months 
(2). 
ing and classif icat ion distance parametsrs. 
i n  spectrum from the other bands, and since it measures heat emission rather than 
l i g h t  reflectance, it. provides increased separabili ty of classes . Processing f ive  
band data w i l l  increase computer time, and perhaps some at tent ion should be given 
t o  the feature selection problem: the selection, combination, and re la t ive  weighting 
of the different bands (features) for  optimw class  separabili ty.  
I t s  resolution is 240 meters, rather than 83 meters as  i n  the other bands. 
Classifiers can use %he thermal band as a f i f t h  dimension i n  computing cluster-  
Since the thermal band is well separate3 
The second sensor on Landsat is the return beam videcon (RBV).  I n  Landsat 1 
and 2, the IiBV consists of three te levis ion cameras imaging the same area 9s the 
multlspectral scanner, i n  three spectral  bands. 
f ideli t>-,  b u t  much less radionietric accuracy than the $65'. 
problem, relatively l i t t l e  RBV data has been acquired. 
consists of two television cameras, each providing a monochrome image of one-half ti?e 
bSS f ie ld  of view. The RBV resolution has been increased t o  about 40 meters. 
The RFV provides greater geographic 
%cause of tape recorder 
I n  Landsat 3, the REW 
t 
The RBV data should be the primary source fcr applications which emphasize 
spatial information, an3 the M S  data should be ueed for spectral  c lass i f icat ion.  
Combining data from both sources requires mutual registration. The combtied data 
could have the larger  number of pixels of the RBV data, and six measured values per 
pixel  - the  f ive  hSS bands and the  RBV panchromatic value. 
would be t o  use the Lm: data as  sub-pixel texture information added t o  each S S  
pixel. 
Anuther approach 
The combined data could be useful for  spatial-spectral  classification. 
..- 
CONCLllS ION 
The normal d is t r ibu t ion  maximum liblihood c lass i f ie r  is standard i n  Landsat 
data analysis, bLt nonpararnetric or spatial-spectral  c lass i f ie rs  sometimes provide 
useful improvements is accuracy. Because c lass i f ie rs  require large amounts of 
computer time, f e s t e r  implementations are  important. Extensive research i n  these 
areas is reported i n  the  pat tern recognition and image processing l i t e ra ture ,  but 
the  techniques a re  not available i n  commercial software systems. 
useful t o  review the  methods described, and t o  evaluate the more promissing 
experimentally. 
It would be 
There a re  three components i n  an interactive image system; computer processing, 
human s k i l l ,  and the man-machine interface. 
very valuable, b u t  wide scale,  lm cost Lseage of Landsat data depends on transfarring 
more of the burden t o  computer processing. it my be pcssible t o  subst i tute  non- 
parametric c lass i f ica t ion  for  the interactive process of selecting and clustering 
t ra ining samples for the  norm1 dis t r iout ion maximum liklihood c lass i f ie r .  
spectral  c lass i f ica t ion  can produce less noisy classif icat ion naps, or detect 
spa t i a l  features, without human intervention. 
effectiveness and sa t i s fac t ion  of image system users. 
Important areas for  f u t u r e  worK a t  NASA-:.RC are: 
An advance in  any cmponent would be 
Spatial-  
These techniques could increase the 
1. development of a nonparametric c k s s i f i e r  t o  reduce human interaction, 
2. development of q a t i a i  algorithms t o  improve classif icat ion accuracy, 
3. development of c l6ss i f ie rs  zsing the new Sands of Landsat 3. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Th2 filling cf the allocated spectrum and the use of higher pawar s a t e l l i t e s  
h&ve led t o  consideration of bandwidth eff ic ient  modulation techniques for 
satsllite communications. 
quadrature phase s h i f t  keying (QPSK) i n  some applications, and multiple pnase 
suift keying (MPSK) and two and four dimensional amplitude-pnase s h i f t  keying 
(APSK) are being investigated. 1y2y3y4 klthouga 'MFSK and AESK have nat been 
implemented for s a t e l l i t e  communication, tney have been used i n  telephone modems 
for several years, * This paper ejcamines the theoret ical  basis of higher djmen- 
sional -.\dulation, and describes two new classes of four dimensional designs tnat  
are more eff ic ient  tnan familiar AFSK modulation techniques. 
Phase sh i f t  keying (PSK) has been replaced by 
Shannon's well-known capacity bound defines the trade-off i n  banwidth 
eff ic ient  modulation, and l i m i t s  tne potential  gain of higher dimensional s ignal  
design? Shannon praved tnat  the largest  possible number of error f ree  messages, 
My tha t  can be transmitted Over a communications channe?, is 
P is tne signal paver, T is the signal duration, W is tile signal bandvidth, and 
N is the noise pmer i n  the signal bandwidth, W. E4 messages can be transnitted 
without error i f  the product 'iw' is allowed t o  become inf in i te ly  large, and the 
actual probability of error decreases exponentially &S TW increasese7 If the 
channel capacity, C ,  is denned as tnepaximum ra te ,  i n  b i t s  per second, tna t  
error f ree  information can be trpnsmitted over a cnannel, 
The channel capacity can be doubled ei tner  by 3oubling tne bandwidtn, W ,  or 
1 
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by increasing the signal parer, P, so t n a t  tne signal-to-noise r a t i o  (F+N)/N 
I s  squared. 
The dFmensionality, D, of the messag2 set is the number c;r basis function€ 
required t o  represent the-message set .  
functions are  the Fourier ser ies  sinusoids i n  t ae  frequency domain, and tne sampling 
(sin x)/x pulses i n  tne time domain. 
The two best knmn kinds of basis 
The number of basis functions required 
t o  represent a message se t ,  the dimensionality, is equal t o  about 2TW. 6 ,  8 
6 A continuous th; ze minute telephone message has TO dimensions, and a one hour 
television transmission has 10 dimensions. Using large sippal s e t  dimension 
requires long delays and high information storage. 
implementation, tne most C ~ O I ?  d ig i t a l  colsmunications signal is t ae  PSK pulse, 
with duratian, T, approximately equal t o  .1/2W, so tha t  i t s  dimensionality is oce. 
10 
Because cf its simple 
The purpose of bandwidth eff ic ient  modulation is  to increase the transmission 
r a t e  without increasing channel >andwidth, by using more signal paver. To 
emphasize power, we express tne Shannon bound as capacity per dimension, C 
Tne noise power spectral  denslty is N 
Y 
= N/W, and the s ignal  energy 
D* , where N 
0 0 
is  E = PI’. 
= (1/2!tW) ~ o % M  = C/2W cD 
The energy per dimension is 5 = E/D = E/2TW. 
2 
6 
t 
11. CONVEN!IONAL MaDiWTQE DESI3NS 
Comnercial telephone modems have transmissio.: 
1c' 1,200, 2,400, or 4,800 b i t s  per second (bps). 
rates from a few hund t o  
Far simplicity, the modems 
arp designed i n  few dimensims. 
number of t i n e  division pulses per second, and is  usually considerably less than 
twice the  highest useable baseband frequency. 
channel, the baud r a t e  is 2,400, while 2W is 6,600. 
for  a single baud, containing only one or two dimensions, 
The baud r a t e  of a transmission system is the 
For the voice grade telephons 
Modem use signals designed 
The types of modem signal designo discussed by Davey lo a r e  described i n  
Two one dimersional designs, FSK and four leve l  (L=4) amplitucle Table I, 
modulation (AM) are  added for  comparison. 
frequency s h i f t  keying ( F S K ) ,  which has a ra te  of one-half b i t  per dimension. 
One of two orthogonal frequencies is transmitted i n  each baud. 
frequencies a re  not trarsmitted indepent?aQtly, the design is two dimensional. 
The receiver detects each frequency independantly, ther, sel-ects the most l ikely.  
Table I shows the signal gemetry for each modulation method, indicates the 
design dimensionality, and gives the transmission r a t e  per balid and 92r dimcnsion. 
A t  2,400 bps, four phase QFSK i s  standard. Since only one of ;;he four quadratwe 
signalr; is transmitted, the Aimensicns are not indebendent, and thz  design is  
two dimensional. The receiver detects each phase independantly, and Lseb oath 
resul ts  t o  decide which phase was trsnsmitted. 
The luwest ra te  system is binary 
Since the 
In adciition t o  GXK, there a re  several types of modulation used a t  4,800 bps 
The l z o  l eve l  (L2) APSK (sometimes implemented 8s or prcposed for higher ra tes .  
ves t ig ia l  side band)is a one dimensional system, although it is geometrically 
equivalent t o  QPSK except for a 45 degree rotation. 
possible orthogonal signals being transmitted, as i n  QPSK, boxh of the orthogcnal 
signals are transmitted, ana each is received and decoded indzpendantly. 
the multi-level AISK designs are one dinenslonal, as the encoding and decoding 
of each quadratlire phase is independant* 
one dimensional structure permits easy im?I.ementation of high speed receivers. 
The eight phase ; Z S K  systems are  two dimensional. 
geometry Lhat the higher ra te  designs require more sigr.al ywer  for  equal error 
probability. 
Instead of one of two 
A l l  of 
APSK designs are  used because the i r  
2 
It is evident from the s ignal  
.I' 
. 
3 
Design 
Name 
EFK 
LE4 AM 
. .  
Binary FSK 
L e  2 A R K  
L=3 AFSK 
MPSK, 8 phase 
LJ 2, 5 phase 
L=4 A R K  
L=2, 8 phase 
1 
L=6 A F S K  i 
I 
L= 8 A R K  
Table I. Modem Signal  Desi@ 
B i t s  per 
Baud 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
3.16 
3 
3 
4 
4 
5.18 
6 
Design 
DimeZBiM 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
Bits per 
Dimension 
1 
2 
112 
1 
1 
1.58 
1.5 
l.5 
2 
2 
2 -55 
3 
. 
*’ 
4 
4 
1 
The capacity in b i t s  per dimension i s  bounded by equatioa (3 ) .  The . 
geometric derivation of tau equation gives insight m t o  tne eificlency UP 
modulation signal designs. 6 y  
each with energy less than or equal t o  E = D 
gaussian noise, w i t h  noise energy per dimension equal t o  
When D becomes large, the ave-ge noise p e r  becanes very close t o  I?, and the 
noise perturbs the signal t o  same point near the surface af a sphere of‘ r ad ius  
The derivation assumes that there are H signals, 
The transmission channel adds 
(D5,/2 = 21kNJ2 = ?E). . 
centered on the or iginal  s i g ~ l .  For l a w  error probability, the 
decision region of each si-1 must include the  noise sphere surrounding the 
signal, The number of signals is bounded because the signals are within a sphere 
aP radius (D5)’I2, as the s ignal  energy is banded. Since the voluae of a 
D dimensional sphere of radius r is B r , and since F (r-e) = % r (l-r/e)D is 
much l ess  than B rD, for D large, nearly a l l  the volume of the sphere of allowed 
signals, and nearly a l l  the si,pals, are near the surface of tne sphere of rad ius  
(DE$”. .llthol-gh the lzngth of the noise perturtst ion 1s very neqrly eqaal t o  
(nNd2)*’2 , the noise d i s t r i b u t i o n  along the direction of‘ the signal is gaussian, 
D D D 
D 3 
D 
of zero expected value, and tne  noise pertur3Rtion is nearly ortnogonal t o  tne 
signal. 
Tne rigure d u w s  tne  ccmputatiorl X tna nmPer of messages tnat  can be distingtisnec! 
T3e sipia1 vector and an ortnogcnal noise vector are  shown i n  Figure 1. 
n p after transrmssion. The volume that must be allowed for each signal is B (DX !2) , D O  
the volme of the noise sphere. The t o t a l  volume available for the noise spbcres 
CD = (1/D) 1% M = (1/2) 1% (1+ 2 5 / No) (4) 
This is identical  t o  equation (3) . 
5 
, 
Figurel.  ihe geoxetric proof of the upper bound on capacity. 
4 
N. TtIE PERFORMAICE O?' ONE DIMEI'SIONAL A S K  
The abwe geometric derivation of tne capacity theorem; w i t h  the ccnverse 
pro& that the bound can be approached far large D, implies that in efficient 
signal designs, each signal  decision region includes the noise spaere withDut 
m u c 5  additional volume, and tha t  a l l  the decision regims f i l l  the rcgion af 
allawed signals. 
AFGK, because A S K  is actual& used i n  a krge numbex of dimensions. 
the simplest case of two 1evelAPSK or PSK. 
of 21 is transmitted. 
periods or dimensions, the p s i o l e  s ignal  points form a one dimensional array, 
then a two Eime-rsional square, a tnree dimensional cube, and so on. 
pulse periods, the transnitted s ignal  is a P dinensional vector (* l ,k l ,k l ,  . . .*l), 
which is one cf the 2 
encoded, transmitted, and decoded as a sequence of one dlmensimal sigrsCs. tne  
same vector could be tne resu l t  of a D dimendional design, fcr exac?ple a d n g t h  
D olock c d e .  by 
using parity check b i t s ,  and so iffiproves error performance by reducing the ra te  
per dimension. IC contrast t o  bandwidth eff ic ient  rnodulbtlon, lawer signal t o  
noise is used while bandwidtn is increased. 
Tais result for large dilaension is m e a n i n g f u l  for one dimensional 
Consider 
During each pulse period, a value 
As the transmission is repeated, i n  sucessive pulse 
After D 
D 
vertices of a P dimensional nypercnbe. AlthouG i t  was 
3lock ccding reduces tne n w e r  of possiole signals belcrcr ZD 
Hat eff ic ient  is one disemional LnSK as D becomes Large? We first observe, 
I2 a f t e r  NoZencraft and Jacobs 
for tne received s ignal  plus noise. 
srea uear *(DE)' on the orthogonal axes. We a lso  ooserve tha t  the decision 
regions for each signal are cubic, rather tnan the optimum spherical  snape. 
compute tne nunber 01' possible messages for APSK, and compare it wi th  the capacity 
bound for large D. 
Tne naximum signal  amplitude i n  D dimensions is (D%)1'2 . This i s  the 
If 2ach 
, tha t  APSK leaves enpty some of tne volume a l lwed  
In Figure 2 ,  we see t a a t  there is urf i l led  
We 
lengtn frorn +he center of the A S K  cube t o  the m o s t  distant signal. 
edge of a I! dimensicmi cube nss  lengtn 1, the cupe diagonal nss length D 1/2 . 
Tae length of the diagonal is twice t n e  lengtn  of the largest  signal,  2 (D" ) 1/2 , 
80 that  encn edge of the A F S K  Cube has length 2 and extends from -$ t o  
%I 
1'2 i n  each dinension. Tile transmitted s igna l s  are all i n  or on a cuce of 
+ E;, 
n 
7 
J 
Figure 2. Two dimensional section of ARK. 
-( DI3,+DNd2 
8 
” 
side 2EnV2 . As D b e c a m  large, the decision region for each signal must 
include-the noise 8phm of radius - (Dl$,/2)lB as in Wre --city theorem 
proof. Tne decision regions far A€SK are D dimensiohal turperCubes, To c a t a h  
a sphere of radius (D5,/2)1’2 , they- must have an edge af 2 (DNd2)‘* . Tne 
received s i g n a l  dectsion Pegions are then a l l  contained in a bypercube a9 cage 
The numter o f  APSK signals is exactly equal to  the volume of the hypercube 
containing a l l  the decision regions divided by me volume of one &ypercube 
decision region. 
For simplicity i n  comparison , w e  assume that 5 is much greater than DN /2, 
whim implies a nigh rate per dimension. 
0 
Under this assumption, the fallawing 
equations are approximately correct. 
,. . .  , 
i 
I 
Each time D is multiplied bJt 4, the achievable r a t e  drops one b i t  per dimemian 
oelaw capacity. F- D = 10 ', appraximateu 41°, which is the dimensionality 
of a three minute teleptione message, the r a t e  of APSR is reduced 10 b i t s  per 
dimension below capacity. 
and large signal t o  noise, it i s  possible that four dimensional designs mi& 
gain up t o  one b i t  per dimension mer one dimensional APSK. 
Although this result h'olds only far large dimension 
One dimensional APSK is a poor signal design far large dimension. This 
is because a cube is not very similar t o  a sp5ere i n  nigher dimensions. 
causes of the inefficiency of APSK i n  large dimension, are  tna t  the cube of signal 
points occupies only a s m l l  portion of the circumscribed sphere of a l la te6  
signals,  and that the noise spheres required for l a w  error cxcupy a small portion 
of the circumscribed cubic decision regions. 
high density packing of spaerical  decision regions that  extends throughout the 
sphere of allowed signals. 
Tne two 
Good signal designs require a 
10 
. .  
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AF6K is tne b e s t  one dimensional signal design, since tne spnere of ellared 
signals and tne  epllerical decision regions reduce t o  line segments in one dimen- 
sion. The optimum design speces signals equally along a line. Two dimensional 
signal deslgns offer some scope fo r  improvement. 
Foscnini, Git l in ,  and Weinstein l3 . 
of non-intersecting spneres (tne decision regions') in two dimensional space is 
defined by placing tke spnere centers on points of tne  e q u i l a t e r a l t r i a n g l e  or 
regular hexagon l a t t i c e ,  snmn i n  Figure 3. 
design is a circular  region of tne 'equi la te ra l  t r iangle  l a t t i c e .  
t ne  1ocau.y optimum signal  designs a re  c i rcu lar  regions containing sligntly 
irregular approximatioris t o  tne  equi la te ra l  t r i a a r l e  l a t t i c e .  FoscrLni and bis 
ccbauthors found tna t  the best designs fo r  8 and 16 signals a r e  only 1.0 d B  end 
0.5 dB be t te r  tnan one dimensional APSK. 
They have been studied by 
It is w e l l  ham tnat tne densest packing 
For large My t ne  optimum s igna l  
For small M, 
The potent ia l  of two design can be eas i ly  bounded. The gain i n  useacle 
signal volume f r m  using a l l  tne region witn less  tnan tne maximlun s igna l  enerQy 
is tne r a t i o  of tne area of a CircumscriDed c i r c l e  t o  tne area of an inscrmea 
square. If r is tne radius of t ne  c i r c l e ,  tne  r a t i o  is 
Rr2 ra t io ,  f u l l  area = -2 2 r  
The gain i n  number of' signals per unit  volume from tne  use of tne  equi la te ra l  
t r iangle  l a t t i c e  is tne r a t i o  of tne  AFSK decision volume t o  tne equi la te ra l  
l a t t i c e  decision volune. I n  a l a t t i c e  s t ructure ,  tnere is one s igna l  for  eacn 
l a t t i c e  c e l l ,  and eacn s ignal  nas a decision volune equal t o  tne volume of one 
l a t t i c e  ce l l .  Wnile tne decision regions i n  a square l a t t i c e  a re  squares, tnc  
decision regions i n  an equi la teral  t r iangle  a re  hexagons, as snown i n  figure 3, 
acd tne  l a t t i c e  ce l l s  8z-e parallelopipees, Tne area or a square c e l l  of edge 2 
is 2 Tne area of tne parallelepiped c e l l  of edge 2 i n t n e  equi la te ra l  
t r iangle  l a t t i c e  is 2 3lI2 . The r a t i o  of gain i n  signals per u n i t  volume is 
2 or 4. 
i 
l a t t i c e  
cell 
i 
hexagonal 
decision region 
I 
Figure 3. Zqui la te ra l  t r iangle-re5ular  hexagon l a t t i ce .  
P 
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r a t io ,  t r iangle  Lattice = p I --p2 
Considering b o u  the increased area for signals, dnd toe reduced area required 
for eacn signal, t ne  number of signals in one dimemiom1 APSK can be increased 
by tne  product or the above rat ios ,  for two dimecsional design. 
The maximum two dimensional design r a t e  per dimension is 
If tne number of signals is large, as for large s ignal  t o  noise, so tna t  l i t t l e  
area is  wasted, two dimensional design can approacn a ra te  0.576 b i t s  per dimension 
higher tnan A R K .  
Suppose tnat ,  instead of increasing tne number of si$nals transmitted wi tn  
a given ecergy, it is desired t o  keep tne same nunoer of signals and reduce tne 
maximum sigrial energy. Siiice tne  numDer or signals i n  a fixed area is increased 
, a fixed numoer of signa's can be contained i n  an area reduced by 1/2 by II /3 
1/2 2 112 2 3 /n . Since tne area is A r = 'it (E ) = r f  E,  tne energy E can De 
reduced by 31/2 / f l  or 2.60 dB. Tne AFSK and equilateral  l a t t i c e  signal separ- 
ation are tne same, ou t  tne nmoer of neighboring signals i s  increased f rom4 t o  
6,  and tne FroosDrl i ty  of e r r o r  prco2sly illcreases 59 percent. 
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VT. FOUR 9IMEI’?SIONAL SIGNAL DESICIi 
We w i l l  consider signal designs in four dimensions, wnicn are exgected 
t o  provide more improvement tnan two dimensionai design. Four dlmensional 
desigm nave been suggested for satellite conrmunications by Welti and Lee 
and Welti 15. Tne four ortnogonal signals defining tne four dimensions can be 
two s!icessive pulses, each witn two pnase-quadrature signals, but  any four 
ortnogonal signals give equivalent performance. Comparisou or AFGK t o  tne 
c a p c i t y  Dound, equation (6) abave, indicated tha t  it ;;lay be possible t o  increase 
tne ‘,ransmission rate by one b i t  per dimension using focr dimensional design, 
witnout increasing s ignal  enerw and wnile naintaining tne same minimum signal 
separaxion and approximately tne same error prooaoility. 
14 
We first define tne gain acnieved by f i l l i n g  tne en t i re  allowed region 
witn signals, ratner tnan us ing  only tne nypercube APSK region, 
a four dimersionai cuDe nas edge equal t o  X. Tne cube. diagonal is (4 8) ‘I2, 
and since t n i s  is equal t o  2 
4 hypercube -Jolume is X 
!1/2) r2 X4, after SoIDmex-Ville 
tne voLume used by AFSK is 
Suppose tnat  
, tne maximum signal arcplitude is also X: Tne 
, and tne volume of tnc circumscrioed n;rpers&ere is 
lb . The r a t i o  of tne allcwed signal Volume t o  
A 
Assuming tna t  the number of signals increases proportion,?itely, tne increased 
2 r a t e  per dimension is (1/4) 10% ( /2) = 0.58 b i t s  per dimension. Tne volume 
of tne allowed signal spnere is (1/2) n2 = (1/2) E , If tne same 2 2  - 
k! 
numer or signals is reduced, tne volume can be reduced by.2/77 
s ignal  energy can be reduced by 2lI2/A , or 3.4b dB. 
, and tne 
This  gain can De obtained by extending tne four dimensional hypercube l a t t i c e  
of A P S K  tnrougnout tne hyperspnere defined by t h z  maximum signal  energy. If t n e  
signal separation is 2, tna radius of tne spnere incluead i n  tne ?ecision region 
is 1. Then tne AFSK design can nave a sigr?al placed a t  tne point (O,O,O,O), and 
.. 
t 
I 
14 
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additional signals placed a t  the points defined by tne four ortnogonal dis- 
placement vectors 
Tho tlinimum signal separation is 2, and additional signal points can be added 
By adding or subtracting tnese four dispiacement vec%ms from arty y rwiow 
2 2 2 2  signal point. 
is less  tnan or equal t o  (4%) '/* - E l l 2 ,  do nbt exceed tne a l lmed signal enerQy. 
l a t t i ce .  
distance or 2 from a l l  tne nypercuoe l a t t i c e  points, and tnerefore nas a declsion 
region wnicn includes a spnere or radius 1. 
formula, d = (w +x t y  +z  ) 
axes.) 
addcd a t  displacement (l,l,l,l) . 
nyperspnere i s  8oubled. 
by one b i t  i n  four dimensions, or 0.2s bits per dimension. 
24 , b u t  tne decision volume i s  reduced t o  23, and i s  no longer cubic, wnen tne 
rimer or signals is douoled. Since tne *rolume per decision region is one-nalf 
tne original volume, tne original number of signals can be accomodated i n  one-nalf 
tne original volume, i n  tne new l a t t i ce .  Tne nyperspiere volume is (1/2) E , 
so tnat  E can be reduced l./2lI2 , or 1.51 d3. 
All l a t i c e  points (*2a,f2D,+2c,f2d) sum tna t  2(a +b +c +d 1/2 
Suppose tha t  a point a t  ( l , l , I , Z )  is added t o  tne four dilcensional hypel-cube 
Tnis point, I k e  tne or iginal  members of the nypercube l a t t i ce ,  Has a 
(Distance is computed by tne Ewlidean 
, .mere w,x,y, and z are distances on ortnogonal 2 2 2 2 1/2 
For each point i n - t n t  ar iginal  hypercuoe l a t t i ce ,  a new poirit can be 
The number of messages ir, tne allowed s ignal  
It is  owious t r s t  tne transmissioii r a t e  is increased 
The volume of eacn decision region i n  tne original nypercube l a t t i c e  is 
2 2  
Tne new denser l a t t i c e  can be described as a body centered cubic l a t t i c e ,  t o  
Tne cuoe center s ignal  has sixteen indicate tne signal added a t  tne cuDe center. 
ceigLbors a t  the vertices of t n e  original hypercube, defined by (O,i3,0,0), (2,0,0,0), 
(0,2,0,0,), ... , {2,2,2,2), and eignt neignbors a t  tne centers of eight neignborxg 
' 
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hypercubes, located a t  (1,1,1,1) displaced ~y (f2,0,0,0) , (0,+2,0,0) , (O,O,f2,0), 
and (0,0,0,f2). 
neighbors. -1 Eddition t o  tne eignt or ig ina l  l a t t i c e  signals a t  (f2,0,0,0), 
Eacn hypercube vertex signal similarly has tkienty-four 
* (O,f2,0,0) , (0,0,0,+2), and (O,O,O,k2) , it ha.- new neignbors a t  the centers 
These signals are  a t  :ne of €ne sixteen tiy-peecaoes tna t  meet a t  (O,O,O,O). 
vertices or a nypercube ( ~ ~ , k l , k ~ , k l ) .  - 
An ident ical  la t t ice 'can al.so.De constructed as an al ternate  vertex cubic 
l a t t i ce .  This cons-;.ruction w i l l  a l so  b e  given, since it uses tne familiar idea 
or a par i ty  cneck, and provides a simple- description of signal designs and tne 
required receiver. 
and tne four ortnogonal vectors 
Consider tne Cubic l a t t i c e  defined by tne zero point (O,O,O,O) 
( ._2112 ,o ,o ,o) 
(0 ,._21/2 ,o ,O) 
(o,o,.,1/2,0: 
(0 ,o ,o , k21'2) 
L , and , tne cuoic 
I€ a ptwlty cneck is placed 
4 3 - I f  tnese defining vectors are designated as yl , X2 , 
l a t t i c e  points are a l l  a t  tne t i p s  of vectors or the form a x + a K + a T 1 1  2 2  3 3  - 
".e-e al , a2 , a3 , and a a r e  integers. 
4 
on tne sum of tne vector coordinates, so t ua t  a + a2 + a 
odd, tne vector t ips  are points on ail a l te rna te  vertex cubic l a t t i c e ,  
separation or tne cr iginal  cupic l a t t i c e  i s  21/2 , Tais separation is lncreas d 
t o  2 by tne parity requiremer-t, which ipxures tmt i f  two s i g m l s  d i f fe r  by 2 
in  one dimension, tney d i f fe r  by 2'1 i n  two ortnogonal dimensions. Tne al ternate  
vertex cuDic l a t t i c e  nas tne same s ignal  separation as tne oody centered cuoic 
l a t t i c e .  Tne volume of' tne original c w i c  decisior, region is  (2112) 
volume is dcubled, and changed i n  Enape, wnen only trie even 3r odd parity vertices 
a re  used. Tne hrternate vertex cubic l a t t i c e  nas b e  same decision volume as tne 
~ody centersd cuoic l a t t i c e ,  
+ ab x4 Y 
+ a must  be even or 
1 3 4  
The signal. 
172 
= 4. This 
c 
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It cau be shcksn t h a t  each signal i n  t h ~  elternate vertex cubic la t t ice  has 
24 neighbors, as i n  the body centered cubic lattice. For the aLternate vertex 
cubit  l a t t i c e ,  t he  nuaiber of neighbors is the number of ways t o  odd two ortho- 
gonal vectors of value *A2 t o  the given signal. mere are  six ways t o  choose 
2 out of four dimensions, and 4 ways t o  assign two signs, so each s ignal  has 21, 
ne5r.hors. 
xy, xz,  and yz. Each pair defines a tHio dimensional plane section of the al ternate  
vertex cubic l a t t i ce ,  as sham in  f igure 4. A signal has 4 n2ighbars i n  each plane. 
I n  both constructiors, each neighboring s ignal  has 4 neighbors which are  a t  d i s t -  
ance 2 from itself ,  and a l so  a t  distance 2 form the migina l  signal. 
If the four dimensions are w,x,y, and 2, the 6 pairs are wx, wy, wz, 
Although the boly centered cubic l a t t i c e  and the al ternate  vertex cubic 
k t t i c e  a re  ident ical  structures,  the  original defining h t t i c e s  d i f f e r  i n  s c i l e  
rind rotation. The or ig iaa l  l a t t i c e  for  the bcdy centered cubic construction has 
one-half the f ina l  number of signals,  and the original l a t t i c e  fo r  the al ternate  
vertex cubic construction has bite the f ina l  number. 
It is not d i f f i c u l t  t o  visualize four dimensional structures. Figure 5 is 
a two dimensional m e r c u b e ,  s i m i l a r  t o  the familiar projections 0:’ the three 
dimensional cube. The projeccivn contains 8 interlocking three dimensional cube 
projections. 
These 4 l ines  meeting a t  each vertex are  the 4 orthogonal vectors, b r ,  +x, fy ,  and 
fz. 
as shorn. 
a vector from o t o  1 i n  each dimension. 
reduces the dimensionality of the figure by one. 
projections are  defined by w = 0,l; x = 0,1, y = 0,1 and z = 0,l. 
dimensional cube projections are joined i n  pairs. 
is identified,  it can be seen tha t  there i s  an extra l i ne  having the Sam? slope 
a t  each vertex. Following a l l  these para l le l  l ines  t o  the next vertex ident i f ies  
a new three dimsrsional cube, para l le l  t o  the cr iginal  in four dimensional space. 
The bounding of the four dimensional cube by tbrse  3imensional cubes is similar 
t o  the borinding of three diuensiorial cubes 3y squares, and the bounding of squares 
by l i ne  segnents. If a body centered point i s  added, it is Located i n  the center 
of the projection. 
The hypercube projection contains 16 vertices,  where 4 l ines  meet. 
Each dimension is a3ways represented by the same orientation i n  the projection, 
To go from point (O,O,Q,O) t o  (l,l,l,l), it is  necessalj t o  awe along 
Each res t r ic t ive  equation, say w = 0, 
‘Eie 8 three diinensionsl Lube 
The 8 three 
When one three dircensional cube 
T k  vertices of even parity are  circled. 
? 
1 
1 
1 -
F . 0  
l igurc 4. 
al ternate  vertex ciibic l a t t i ce .  
Two dimensions1 section o?’ the  
I 
! 
Figure 5 .  A two diioensionsl projection of the 
four  dizelis i m n l  h:;Ferc,.:Se. 
i 
!the alternate vertex cubic lattice is the  densest lattice i n  four dimensions, 
as discussed by Leech l7 . 
intersecting noise spheres contained in the decision regions. 
sham that circular regions of the densest two dimensional l a t t i c e  approximate 
the most eff ic ient  two dimensional signaldesigns, it can be reasonably conjectured 
that four dimensional m r s p h e r e  regions of the densest four dimensional l a t t i c e  
w i l l  approocimte the  best four dimensional designs. 
There is no possible denser packing aF the non- 
I 
i 
! 
Since it has been 
i 
i 
Suflose that it is desired t o  increase the number of signals while usingthe 
same maximum signal energy. 
bits per dimension, and using the densest l a t t i c e  gains 0.25 b i t s  per dimension, 
so that using both produces a r a t e  increase of 0.83 b i t  per dimension. Suppose 
that it is desired t o  keep the same number of signals a113 e d u c e  maximum signal 
2 energy. Since the number of cubic l a t t i c e  signals is increased by 7 /2, by 
using a l l  the volume, a fixed number of signals can be contained i n  a volume 
Using a l l  the available signal volwne gains 0.58 
- 
2 2 reduced by 2 l S  . Since the four dimensional volume is (R  /2) E , E can be I n  
reduced by 2YL/a , or by 3.46 dB. 
the number of signals by 2, a f ixed nmber of signals can be contained i n  a volme 
reduced by 1/2. E can be reduced by 1/21'2 , ar 1.51 dB. 
volume arid the densest l a t t i ce ,  E can be reduced by lB,or 4.97 dB. 
are  limits tha t  ean be epproached f a r  high signal t o  noise, and a large number of 
signals. 
the signal separation is held constant, increasing the number of neighbors from 
16 t o  24 in  the densest la t t lce 'design probably increases error probability about 
50 percent. 
Similarly, using the densest l a t t i c e  increases 
Using both a l l  available 
These gains 
For lm signal  t o  noise, crcrwding may cause wasetd volume. Although 
20 
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VII. SPECIFIC C O N E ’ I C U R A T . 1 ~  OF FaJR DIMESIONAL SIGWW. 
The familiar one and two dimensional signal designs of Table I have ra tes  
between 1 and 3 bits per dimension. We will describe the rate per dimension 
and the r a t i o  of maximum signal enerQy t o  signal separation for one dimensional 
m K ,  the extended cubic l a t t i c e ,  and the  al ternate  vertex cubic l a t t i ce .  
Because of the  simplicity of the one dimensional APSK, the required parameters 
are easy t o  compute. 
L different signal levels a r e  (L-l)/2, (L-3)/2, . .., 2, 1, 0, -1, -2, .. . -(L-1)/2. 
For L=l ,  (O,O,O,O) is the only signal. 
be -1, 0, or 1. 
ra te  per dimension R = (1/4) log2 M = 10% L; 
on the r a t i o  of s ignal  separation t o  noise variance, s ignal  designs a t  a given 
rate can be ranked by the r a t i o  of peak s.ignal amplitude t o  signal separation. 
The signals a re  contained i n  a hypercube, havi-ng L-1 units on an edge. 
hypercube diagonal is twice the length of the  maximum energy signal. 
Suppose tha t  the APSK design has L levels. For L odd, the  
For L=3, the  value i n  each dimension can 
4 The number of signals is M = ‘L , i n  four dimensions, an8 the 
Since the error behavior depends 
The 
(4(L-1) 2 ) 1/2 = 2 E 1/2 
The distance between signals, d, is 1 unit. 
For t h i s  case, which w i l l  be designated case 1, L is  odd and (O,O,O,O) is a 
signal  point. 
are  L-1, L-3, . . . , 5, 3, 1, -1, -3, - 5 ,  . .. -h1. 
For case 2,  L is even and the possible signals i n  each dimension 
For L&, there are  16 si-gn-’-, 
21 
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4 
(&l,*l,*l,*l), the bypercube vertices.  For case 2, M = L , as before. The 
bypercube diagonal is twice the largest . -gral. 
(4(2(E1))  2 ) 1/2 = 2 E 112 
= 2 E  112 
E ’I2 I 2(L-1) 
112 The minimum signal  distance, d, is 2 units, so t ha t  E /d is as before. 
The transmission r a t e  per dineZion, and the r a t i o  of peak s ignal  t o  signal 
separation are  the sane for  L odd or even. E1’*/d is plotted versus R in figure 
6, for L = 1, 2, ... a. 
The two new classes of signal design introduced above w i l l  be described. 
I n  the f i r s t  class,  the cubic l a t t i c e  is extended beyond the A P j K  hypercube, t o  
include a l l  cubic vertex points not exceeding the maximum allowed s ignal  e n e r a .  
I n  the second class of designs,.the al ternate  vertex cubic l a t t i c e  is used i n  the 
same allowed signal region. The permutation codes of Slepian 
described belm,  a re  a l ternate  vertex cubic l a t t i c e  designs i n  which a l l  signals 
have the maximum energy. 
have significantly lower r a t e  than desigr 
maximum energy. 
l a t t i c e  or dimension of four. Welti and Lee , i n  the consideration of f o u  
dimenLional designs, include some examples of APSK and of the two new general 
classes of designs, b u t  do not  mention the-a l te rna te  vertex cubic l a t t i ce .  
18 , which are 
I n  a s m a l l  number of dimensions, such equal energy designs 
including points with less  than the 
Slepian d id  not specifically consider the alteri,ate vertex cubic 
14 
In the extended cubic l a t t i c e  signal design, a l l  points of the cubic l a t t i c e  
having less than the maximum signal energy are  used as signals. For case 1, the 
I 
I 
. 
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cubic l a t t i c e  includes a l l  points of the form (a,b,c,d), where a,b,c, and d 
are any integers. The signal points can be enumerated in order of increasing 
energy. There is 1 point w i t h  E=O, (O,O,O,O); there are 8 points with Ed., 
(f1,0,0,0), (0,+1,0,0), etc .  ; 
Airy lattice point (a,b,c,d) has energy, E= a2 + b + c + d2 . 
in the  first dimension is exchanged with the value b in the second dimension, or 
if a is replaced by -a, the energy, E, is UIlChanged. 
(a,b,c,d) defines a s h e l l  of constant energy, containing a l l  the points described 
by permutations and sign changes of the values a,b,c, and d. These equal energy 
signal se ts  were called permutaion codes by Slepian 
far enumeration of the points on a shel l .  
The enumeration of the sign2l.s i n  an equal energy she l l  can be br ie f ly  
and there are-24 points with E&, (f1,21,0,0), e t c  . 
2 2  If the value a . 
Thus, any l a t t i c e  point 
13 
who gave the formula 
explained. Suppose w e  have a l a t t i c e  point i n  D dimensions, (a,. a2, a3,...%). 
We can se lec t  one of D values for the f irst  dimension, cde of D-lvalues for  the 
second dimension, etc., so tha t  there a re  D: possible orders of the coefficients. 
If each may be positive or negative, there are  D! 2 D signals . This nurnber must 
b e  reduced if some of the hi have the sane nagnituee, and are  therefore indistin- 
guishable, or if some of the ai a r e  zero, so C,k.-t the sign is meaningless. 
If the next largest  coefficient is repeated "1 times, the y: ways of ordering 
t h i s  coefficient i n  the "1 dimensions selected for  it are  indistinguishable. 
formula for  the number of signals i n  a s h e l l  is 
If 
the  ceofficients include mo zeros, the number of p- its i n  the s h e l l  is D: 2 D-mg . 
The 
k is  the  number of different coefficient nagnitudes. 
4: 24-3/3: 1: = 8, corresponding t o  four dimensional locations for  the 1, and 
positive or negative sign i n  each location. 
of (l,l,O,O) is 43 24'2/2: 2: 2 4 .  The shel ls  for  E l ess  than or equal t o  16 
I n  t h i s  work, D = 4. The number of points on the s h e l l  of (1,0,0,0) is  
The number of points on the  s h e l l  
24 
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are given i n  Table 11. 
sets of integers have tha same E. 
signal eaerQy, E, is obtained by adding the counts of the  ik luded  shells.  
For several values of E, including 2 nad 3, two different  
The t o t a l  number of messages, My for any peak 
’ Since the  minimum signal  separation is 1, E1I2/d = El l2 .  Table I1 was extended 
t o  E = 36, and selected designs were plotted i n  Figure 6. 
extended hypercube l a t t i c e  designs are superior t o  AFGK, since for fixed s ignal  
separation the full l a t i c e  provides higher r a t e  a t  the same maximum signal  energy 
or lower energy a t  the sane rate .  
As expected, the 
Table I1 can a l so  be used t o  enumerate the  messages i n  a l ternate  vertex 
l a t t i c e  s ignal  designs. 
cubic l a t t i c e  points having the sum of t h e i r  coordinates wen or odd. 
permutation shel l  contains points having the same parity,  because permuting the 
coefficient order does not a l t e r  the  sum of the  coefficients and because changing 
the sign of ai changes the coefficient sum by 2 ai, which does not a l t e r  parity. 
Each permutation s h e l l  l i e s  ent i re ly  i n  one of the  two al ternate  vertex l a t t i ce s ,  
defined by even or odd parity. 
when E is even. This is shmn as fol lws.  
there is  an even number (possibly zero) of odd coordinates. 
of even numbers are  even and the squares of odd numbers a re  odd, E i s  the sum of 
even numbers and an even mumber (or zero) odd numbers, and E is even. 
i f  the sum of the coordinates is odd, there is an odd number of odd coordinates, 
and E is cV. 
even or odd. The extended (E> 36) Table I1 was used t o  compute M. 
minimum signal  distance is 2 172, I d 2 / d  = (E/Z‘)l’*. Selected al ternate  vertex 
designs are  plotted i n  Figure 6. 
The a l te rna te  vertex cubic l a t t i c e  consists of the 
Each 
The shell. par i ty  is odd when E is odd, and even 
If the sum of the coordinates is even, 
Since the squares 
S imi la r ly ,  
The al ternate  vertex s ignal  design includes aU. the shel ls  for  E 
Since the 
A table  similar t o  Table I1 was prepared for  case 2,  i n  which only vectors 
of a l l  odd coordinates are  s ignal  points. 
table  for  the f u l l  cubic l a t t i c e  design and fo r  the al ternate  vertex l a t t i c e  
design are a l so  plotted i n  f igure 6, and these points a re  specially designated. 
When R i s  small, the displacement of the  center of the signal s e t  from a vertex 
Some of the points derived using t h i s  
point t o  a c e l l  center generates d i f f e r - . : t  combinations of E 
the signal designs for  R large are  similar. 
25 
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Figure 6 shoos that, compared t o  A R K ,  the two new classes of si-gnal designs 
far four dimens ions  can be used t o  achieve higher ra te  per dimension for the same 
maximum s igna l  energy and signal separation. 
bound showed that rate gains of up t o  1 b i t  per dimension might be achieved by 
four dimensicma1 design. 
throughout the allawed signal region could gain up t o  0.58 bi t s  per dimension. 
From Figure 6, the b e t t e r  designs a t  higher d 2 / d  actual& gain 0.35 b i t s  per 
dimension. 
could gain an additianal 0.25 bi t s  per dimension. 
E1/2/d, and is sanetimes s l igh t ly  exceeded because the al ternat  1 vertex designs a re  
derived from cubic designs w i t h  higher d/2 /d ,  having less  a c i d e n t a w  wasted volume. 
The largest  t&al gain is about 0.6 bits per dimension, which is a substantial  
portion of the computed t o t a l  gain of 0.83 b i t s  per dimension. 
Comparison of APSK t o  the capacity 
Canputation shawed tha t  extending the  cubic l a t t i c e  
Computation also shared tha t  use of the alternate vertex cubic l a t t i c e  
This is achieved a t  higher 
Figure 6 also s h w s  haJ much the two new classes of signal design allm the 
energy t o  be reduced at a given r a t e  and s ignal  separation. Previous computation 
shared that  use of the  f u l l  cubic l a t t i c e  rould allow an energy reduction of 3.46 
dB. 
t o  be reduced 1.58 dB a t  2 bits per dimension, and 2.58 dB a t  3 b i t s  per dimension. 
In the  computation of the previous section, the use of the al ternate  vertex cubic 
l a t t i c e  gave a fu r the r  reduction of 1.51 dB, for  a t u t a l  of 4.97 dEi. 
a l ternate  ver tex designs allm the e n e r a  t o  be reduced 2.90 dB a t  2 b i t s  per 
dimension, and 3.95 dE a t  3 b i t s  per dimension. While the f u l l  computed gain 
should be achieved a t  high r a t e  and s ignal  t o  noise, the actual gains for  useful 
ra tes  are a s ign i f i can t  portion of the possible gains. 
As sham by ‘&i? figure, the f u l l  cubic l a t t i c e  allows the s ignal  e n e r a ,  E, 
Actual 
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V m I I .  FOUR DSMENSIONAL SIGNAL RECEIVER3 
For equally probable signals, the receiver should se lec t  tha t  member of the 
transmitted signal set which is closest  t o t h e  received signal. 
i n  general, by computir@ the distances hatweer. the received signal and a l l  the 
members of the s ignal  s e t ,  and has been suggested for  four dimensionel designs by 
Welti and Lee 
the claJs of designs using the extended cubic l a t t i c e ,  since each dimension can 
be detected independantly. 
four one d:nensional receiver operations are used t o  decode the  s ignal  message. 
Distance computations can reduce the error  probability, when errors cause the 
selection of l a t t i c e  points beyond the allowed s ignal  sphere. 
This can be done, 
14 . This complexity is obviously not required fo r  APSK, and fo r  
I n  the f u l l  cubic l a t t i c e  designs, the resu l t s  of 
The receiver for  the al ternate  vertex cubic l a t t i c e  is only s l igh t ly  more 
complex than the receiver for  APSK or the f u l l  cubic l a t t i ce .  
operation w i l l  first be outlined, and then explained i n  de ta i l .  
i n i t i a l l y  detects the signal operation in  each dimension, as i f  the s ignal  set 
were the f u l l  cubic l a t t i c e  with signal separation 21/2 . The detection process 
makes a primary decision, defining each orthogonal signal t o  some mult2ple of 
21’2 , and a l so  retains 3 b i t s  of secondary information, indicating which of tF-e 
four orthogonal signals has the largest  error,  and i n  what direction. 
primary decision l a t t i c e  point is verified as a member of the al ternate  vertex 
cubic l a t t i c e  by the parity check, it i s  accepted as the correct transmitted 
signal. If the primary decision l a t t i c e  point is not a member of the al ternate  
vertex l a t t i c e ,  the transmitter signal closest t o  the received signal is oiie of 
the primary decision point’s e i a t  neighboring al ternate  vertex l a t t i c e  points. 
These l i e  a t  +2Il2 along each orthogonal dimension form the primary decision point. 
To understand the decision regions and the effect  of noise, refer  t o  Figure 7. 
If the error i n  each orthogonal signal is less  than 21/2/2, the transrmtted signal 
is correctly defined by the primary decision. 
decision region of a point i n  the f u l l  original cubic l a t t i c e .  
signal has an error greater than 2ll2/2, and the other three signals have error 
less  than 2 I l 2 / 2 ,  the primary decision selects a point which is not a member of 
The receiver 
The receiver 
If the 
The primary decision region is the 
I f  one orthogonal 
_ .  
c 
the  al ternate  vertex l a t t i ce .  
cubic l a t t i c e  decision region m u s t  be augmented by portions of‘ the or iginal  
cubic decision regions belonging t o  deleted neignbor points. The deleted point 
indicated by the primary decision is equally dis tant  from 8 neighboring al ternate  
vertex points, lying a t  22lI2 along the  four orthoganal axes, and bhe 8 required 
al ternate  vertex decision regions intersect  a t  the primary decision point. The 
needed decision information is  the error vector from the primary decision point 
t o  the received signal. 
To attempt the correct decision, the or iginal  
The decision region of a signal  includes a l l  volume closer t o  + at signal  
This decisicn ru le  can be implemented by (1) retaining than any other sAgnal. 
the error vector, (2) adding it t o  the primary decision point, (3) computing the 
exact distances t o  the 8 neighbors of the primary decision point, and (4) selec%ing 
the  signal with smallest distance t o  the received signal. 
(1) takes the scalar  or dot product of the error vector with the 8 displacement 
vectors between the primary decision point and the neighbors, and (2) selacts  t i e  
s ignal  lying i n  the direction closest  t o  the error vector, tha t  is, selects  the 
s ignal  with the largest  scalar product. Since the 8 neighbor signals l i e  along 
the four orthogonal signals defining the four dimensions, t h i s  is the eqlrivalent 
of choosing the s ignal  i n  the directlon having the largest  estimated error,  accord- 
ing t o  the secondary information pruvided by the r ec l  1 ever. 
An equivalent computatiorr 
We further discuss the decision regions, and the causes of a receiver error.  
Since the minimum signal distance is 2, The receiver always selects  the correct 
s ignal  when the error is less  than 1, the radius of the hypersphere contained i n  
The primary decision is correct when the error magnitude is 
less  than 2”72in each dimension, since th i s  defines the f u l l  cubic l a t t i c e  
decision region. 
greater than ox‘ i f  the error i n  each of two dimemions is greater than 
z1’*/2, the received s ignal  is closer t o  an incorrect, a l ternate  vertex point 
than t o  the correct one, and the zorrect decision i s  impossible. 
since the decision rf.gions extend k 2 l l 2  along the orthogonal s ignal  directions. 
the decision region. 
As can be seen fi’m Figure 7, If the error i n  any dimension is 
The receiver 
sometimes selects  the correct signal for error magnitueds between 1 and 2 1/2 , 
... 
a l te rna te  -2 zrtex 
decision region 
boundary 
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originai  cubic 
,decision region 
Yigure 7. The cubic lattice i n  two dime:isions, wi th  t he  
a l ternate  ver t ices  indicated by crosses, 2nd with the  
decision regions indicated. 
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Primary decision errors are  corrected by the secondary dec is ionmen the 
magnitude of the apparent error (Prom the incorrect primary decision point t o  
the received signal) is largebt i n  the orthogonal direction of the correct 
signal. 
and the received s igna l ,  is (el , e2 , e3 , e4). When the primary decision is 
correct, the receiver secondary information designates tho largest  actual  error.  
When the primary decision is i n  error ,  the  secondary inf'ormation is based on the 
vector between the incorrect primary decision point and the received signal. If 
Suppose that the  actual  error vector, betwsen the transmitted signal 
the largest error is greater than 2'l2/2 and less than , and a l l  the  other 
1 IQ 
errors are  less  than 21'c/2, the primary decision is i n  error,  but there is a 
possibi l i ty  tha t  the secondary decision i s  correct. 
the error  magnitude in the  direction of the actual  largest erroi- as e 
rither than ei , but the other 'Jwee error estinates are correct. 
error i n  i n  the f i r s t  dimensioli, the  estimated error is (el , e 
122 = 21/2 - le  lis incorrectly estimated. The seconde.ry decision prdlices the 
correct signal when the estimated error i s  largest  i n  the direction of thecorrect 
signal. 
The receiver w i l l  estimate 
A = - leil 
If the largest  
, e3 , e4 ), where 
i 
h 
2 
1 
. . 
Using /211 = 2lI2 -/ell,  the  requirements for a correct decision are  
i 
Allming the  largest error t o  be i n  the secaad, third, or fourth dimensions 
gives three add%ional equations. 
* 
+ e  C 2  112 
“2 3 
In agreement with -&e re rba l  discussion, there is an error if aqy ei > 2 112 , 
or if aqy two ei 
If the inequality is replsced by an equality. each equatioQ defines four 
decision boundaries i n  two dimnsions, one boundary correspoading t o  cach possible 
selection of signs instead of a b s o h t e  values. The decision boundaries Jescrirn- . 
inate between a signal and i ts  four ceighbors i n  sou@ plane, as shwn i n  Figure 7. 
The six equations cl respond t 6  the s ix  different sets of t-do dine.lsional planes 
in four dimensions. Each b a d a r y  of the form ei + e = 21/2, fo r  signed e and 
e , places one cori t ra int  on four dimensional s p c e ,  and so defines a three 
dimensional iecision region bounciary. 
with four sets  of ;.igns define the  24 three dinensional bomdaries of the four 
dimensional decision re3ion, so that there is one boundary for  each neighbor. 
21’2/2, and there  is ta error i f  a n  ei < 21’2/2. 
3 i 
j 
Taken together, the six eqmtions each 
The probability of a correct decision can be computed by in t eg ra t im  of the  
four dimensional probability density over the four dimensional decision region. 
It is assumed that  the ?robability d e n s i t y  i c  independant gaussian with tqt..-l 
variance i n  each dimenslon. 
related results appear i n  the l i t e r a tu re  14, 15 . The correct decision proLaDility 
can be u?derkounded by integrating t- 
region c radius 1, the \mdert;ou- ‘. he decision region. This spherical region 
is  defined by X 
chi-square distribution l9 and the  integral  is tabulated 
These colnputations have no% been perfcrned, bu t  
probability densit) over the spherical 
2 2 2 2 2 2 < 1, so tha t  the variable X has the 
20 + =2 + e, d + =4 = el- . 
In bandwidth compressive modulation, increased signal inergv is used t o  
Familiar multilevel amplitude-phase s h i f t  achiwe higher transmission rate. 
keying (APSK) was shown to be an ineff ic ient  signal design i n  higher dimension, 
compared t o  the capacity bound. 
soate potential  imprwement, and two new classes of four dimensional designs 
were introduced. Each class was devised t o  correct one of the faults of the 
PASK design. 
lattice throughoiit the hypersphere bounded by meximum signal energy. 
second uses the densest four dinensional lat t ice,  the al ternate  vertex cubic 
l a t t i ce ,  t o  define the signal points. 
decision region volume having a f t v e d  minilnun s ignal  seprati,-a. 
with two dimensional resul ts ,  it is conjectured tha t  a l ternate  ver'ex latt ice 
s ignal  desiRns are  similar t o  the optimum four dimensional desigrs i n  geouetry 
and perfcmance. 
increase the ra te  b j  0.6 b i t s  per  dimension over A R K ,  w i t h  fixed maximum 
signal energy and signpl separstion. 
energy t o  by decreased by 3 or 4 dB, with fixed r a t e  and s ignal  separation. 
The receivers ror the two new classes of four dimensional s ignal  designs a re  
very similar t o  A S K  receivers. 
designs requires a small aaount at' a d d i t i c , - * ? l  information, the identification 
of the siGnal dimension and signal  direction having the largest  estimated error.  
The new four dimensional signal desiyns a re  suitable f o r  the implementatlon 
of bandwidth compressive modulation. 
Four dimensional designs were shmn to  offer 
The first class of designs extends the four dimensional cukic 
The 
This la t t ice  provides the cmallest 
& analogy 
A t  2 t o  3 b i t s  per dinension, the densest lat t ice designs 
Alternately, they allaw maximum signal  
The receiver for  a l ternate  vertex l a t t i c e  
3 
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!Chis report discusses the "Mobile MuJ.tiple Access Study" prepared for NASA- 
Goddard by TRW, and cansieers haw this  effort affects  the work planned by NASA-Ammo 
The TRW study was performed with limited objectives, budget, and schedule, and is 
generally responsive t o  Coddard's RFP. 
The study objectives were: 
1) to  consider FDIU, TDMA, and CDMA multiple access techniques, and t o  select the 
best based an terminal cost, operating proceearses, system capacity, and s a t e l l i t e  
complexity and cost, 
2) t o  describe the system us- the selected multiple access technique, including 
hardware parameters and operation proceedures, and 
3) t o  design and estimate the cost of the  mobile terminals. 
This study is part of the Public Service Communications Sa te l l i t e  development, 
and several important system constraints a r e  given in  the RF'P. 
channel per terminal, implying single channel per car r ie r ,  and continental US cwer- 
age is required. 
There is a single 
The transmitted signals a re  as follcrws; 
1. Voice: Narrawband FbI, BN = 10 Hz, C/N = 47dB-HZ 
2. Data: 
3. Fax: 
PCM-FSK, 75 and 300 bps, E/No = 10.3 dB 
1200 or 2400 bps, E/No = 8 dB. 
Possible system configurations include; 
1. several or multiple fixed beams 
2. UHF or L band 
3. user t o  user/ user t o  central  s ta t ion  with connection t o  an 
existing network. 
The selected multiple access technique is FDMA, because of its s inpl ic i ty  and 
greater voice channel capacity. 
cost and less  complex operation. 
ques is not given i n  the required parametric iorm, TRW's reviews of the techniques 
a re  of interest .  
assignments are  recommended. 
transponder power. It seems generally accepted that  FDNA is the simplest and most 
eff ic ient  multiple access technique. 
FDbIA's simplicity is reflected i n  l m e r  terminal 
Although the comparison of multiple access techni- 
For FDMA, a random access order wire and central  s ta t ion  frequency 
As i n  SPADE, the carr iers  are  voice activated t o  save 
TDMA and CDNA require a d ig i t a l  voice modulation, rather than the specified Fbf. 
I 
i 
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F'DMA is optimum fo r  d i g i t a l  modulation as well as FM, and F'DMA/PSK is used in 
IIVELSAT's w e l l  b a r n  SPADE system. 
uously variable slope del ta  modulation is mare nearly competitive with F'M, which is 
considered best. Delta modulation is less sensitive t o  errors than FCM, and there 
has been IS1 development for both techniques. 
Alth- SPADE used 7 b i t  E M  and QRSK, contin- 
The TRW discussion of narrawband FM is wmewhat puzzling. TRW uses Carson's 
rule far the  bandwidth of wideband FM, and t h e  signal-to-noise improvement formula 
for wideband FM, i n  the discussion of narrowband FM. 
width of a narrowband FM signal extends from the carrier t o  plus-and-miws the high- 
e s t  baseband frequency, exactly as in ordinary AM. 
same signal-tc-noise performance, a t  high signal-to-noise ra t ios ,  as ordinary AM. 
This is why wideband FM is m o s t  frequently used. 
band FM is t o  reduce voice channel bandwidtk i n  the s a t e l l i t e  transponzer. 
bandwidth of 10 kHz can be interprated as twice the highest voice frequen2y (bkHz), 
plus a guardband (2Hz).  TEN allms 25kHz per voice channel, apparently 10 X l z  fcJr 
the  modulated voice and a 15 kHz guardband. 
guardbands and bandwidth, or t o  use wideband FbI ( B  4, Iw = 20 kHz) , or t o  use 
d i g i t a l  modulation. 
It is wel l  b a r n  tha t  the band- 
Narrarband FM has essent ia l ly  the 
The apparent reason for using narrm- 
The given 
It is possible t o  reduce the t ranspnder  
The study presents a user t r a f f i c  model, and concludes tha t  72 multiple access 
channelscan accomodate 1,200 heavy 'asers or 10,OOO l ight users with one-tenth of the 
attempted ca l l s  receiving a busy signal. 
very heavy users. 
t en  minutes duration, i n  an eight hour day. 
No actual data are  given, and t h i s  loading seem optimistic. 
parameter, @ , is incorrect on page 3-2, and correct on page 3-5. 
The FDMA system design has several interesting results. 
28 channels a re  perunent ly  assigned t o  
The user model defines a heavy user as one m a k i i ~  f ive  c01'l.r 9 "- -a 
A l ight  user makes two three minute c a l l s .  
The c a l l  attetupt r a t e  
Systems are  described 
using a single beam, four time zone beams, and eight north-south time zone beam. 
Although the  eight beam system accomodates 400 rather than 1OC voice channels, the 
parer and weight requirements favor the four beam system. UHF rather than L band is 
chosen simply for  a 6 dB reduction i n  path loss. There a-e no l inear ,  space qualif- 
ied UHF amplifiers available, and TRW has submitted a proposal t o  develop one, which 
woula use twenty-four t ransis tors  i n  parallel. U s i n g  a & band dcxjnlink t o  a central  
! 
station would save UHF bandwidth. 
Block diagrams end cost estilatee are developed for FDMA, TDMA,and CDMA mobile 
ground terminals. The costs far f u l l  capabili ty (transmit, receive, multiple access) 
FDMA, TDMA, and CDMA, terminals a r e  $1,900, $2,500, and $2,500 per unit  fo r  10,000 
units. About two-thirds of these costs a re  far component parts. The quoted costs 
exclude the R&D and production design cost ,  which is estimated a t  2 t o  4 million 
dollars, or an additional $200 t o  $400 per unit  for 10,000 units. 
TRW cansiders the  follming topics worthy of further study; 
1. steerable mobile antenna 
2. spacecraft UHF nualtibeam antenna 
3. 25 lrHz transponder f i l t e r s ,  surface wave acoustic 
4. UHF l inear  transponaer (proposal submitted) 
5. automated network control 
60 COL' 71 system design, queing, pr ior i t ies  
7. multipath and PZI 
8. passive IM 
9. transponder n-1 
10. multipaction ( l o w  pressure electron resonance) 
ll. K, , Ka band mobile equipment 
12. user t r a f f i c  model 
13. tolerable delay and busy 
14. A/J requirement 
15. privacy requirement 
16. voice qualit3 requirement 
0 
In view of the major er@asis on system conf~guration and terminal hardware i n  
t h i s  study, and the f ac t  t ha t  FD3IA/F!-I is generally accepted t o  be superior for  large 
numbers of users, it was useless t o  wait for  these resul ts  Sefore issuing the Ames 
RFP. 
The interesting question seem t o  be, "Hzw close can d i g i t a l  voice approach FM?" 
While FM is superior i n  both EiaP and bandwidth requirements, d i g i t a l  voice has useful 
features that  might counterbalance its disadvantages. Assuming that  the Public 
39 
Service Corununications Sa te l l i t e  w i l l  have a mobile service transponder designed 
for FDMA/FM, Ames should investigate the possibi l i ty  of a compatible d i g i t a l  voice 
asperbent ,  perhaps using laboratcry rather than fully packaged equipment. 
There a re  several reasons tha t  d i g i t a l  voice should be considered; 
1. gradual conversion of land l i n e  l inks t o  d i g i t a l  
2. cost reduction for  large quantit ies by LSI development 
3. d i g i t a l  voice compatible with data 
4. d ig i t a l  voice easily scrambled f o r  privacy 
5. del ta  modulation more tolerant of marginal signal-to-noise 
6. d i g i t a l  can use regenerative s a t e l l i t e  repeaters, i n  l a t e r  
applications 
7. digit;%’ modulation can be made narrm band by bandwidth compress- 
ive modulation 
FM is a wideband technique, sui table  for  the older generation of power limited sate- 
l l i t e s .  
narrowband FM. 
phase, etc.) can reduce d i g i t a l  bandwidth belcw tha t  required far narrmband S f .  
Current s a t e l l i t e s  a re  bandwidth limited, as indicated by the choice of 
If high parer is available, bandwidth compressive modulation ( eight 
The f i r s t  s tep  i n  planning a compatible d i g i t a l  experiment would be t o  compare 
PM, PCM, an1 adaptive del ta  nodulation parametrically, varying sigrfil-to-noise r a t i o  
and bandwidth. 
and modulation indizes, including narrmband. 
considered a t  various quality leve ls (b i t s  per sample, error rate) and with different 
RF modulation clethods (QPSK, ESK, eight-phase). 
and selected FD:.;A; t h i s  study would.assume FDEIA, and compare voice and RF modulation 
techniques, for  equal subjective voice quality. 
FM would be considered a t  various quality (signal-to-noise) levels 
FCM and delta nod:lation would be 
*The TRW s t u d y  assumed narrmband FM, 
The second s tep  would consider the i q a c t  of the different modulation methods 
on system design. 
calculaticns would be performed t o  determine mobile and s a t e l l i t e  pmer. The effect  
of transponder intermodulation m u s t  be considered for  the different modcilation tech- 
niques. Although the t o t a l  transponder power and bandwidth would be determined by 
the  FDYM/FM design, it is possible t o  have a d i g i t a l  experiment a t  different  voice 
channel pmer and bandwidth than tha t  of the FEb’A/FII design. 
could be occupied by one d i g i t a l  charnel, and d i g i t a l  carr ier  p e r  could be reduced 
Given some fixed path loss arci mobile and s a t e l l i t e  G/T, l ink 
Several FM channels 
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by tone loading the transponder. 
be used by leaving some of the transponder bandwidth empty. 
Narrow band, high power d i g i t a l  channels could 
Tne last s tep i n  designing a d i g i t a l  experiment depends on the f inal  design of 
the Public Service S a t e l l i t e  transponder. DurinC the earlier steps, consideraticn 
should be given t o  the possibi l i ty  of designing a competitive d i g i t a l  system. It . 
may be tha t  considerations of privacy, transponder intermodulation, or UHF amplifier 
design w i l l  indicate the need for an apprcach other than the familiar FDMA/F’M. 
? 
. 
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REXIEW OF POki'ER BUDGETS AND 
R?3C!EXL' PAPERS PERTAINCNG 
TO SATELLITE Col~2*TUNICATIG€;hs 
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This report w i l l  review the pawer budgets suggested for  land mobile communications 
by several  sources, and w i l l  b r ie f ly  describe three recent papers describing voice 
modulation techniques. 8 
The system configuration of a s a t e l l i t e  nobile communication system provides 
necessary background for  the study of modulation and multiple access methods. We 
should consider if such a system is  feasible,  if  it is EIRP or  bandwidth limited, and 
i f  modulation and access methods a f fec t  feas ib i l i ty .  We w i l l  examine the parameters 
suggested by several sources, including Sam Fordyce of NASA headquarters, the TRW 
study done fo r  NASA Goddard (and previously rwiewed) , the STI proposal, and the PSCS 
brochure published by NASA. 
Brown of NASA-Goddard are given fo r  comparison. 
The parameters used i n  a recent demonstration by D r .  James 
Both the up-link and dmn-link w i l l  be i n  the 800-917 MHz UHF band, ar? the same 
antennas w i l l  be used f o r  both. 
dowc-link is more c r i t i ca l .  
sources. 
i n  the ITT Refereme Data for Radic Engineers. 
comon assumptions. 
Because of t h e  l imitation on spacecraft power, the 
Table I gives the dwn-link buagets from the different  
Calculated pararseters , indicated by parentheses , were found using formulas 
The pawer budgets a re  similar, due t d  
The s a t e l l i t e  antenna could be 15 f t ,  prmiding 30 dB gain and continental US 
coverage, if 20-30 dE4 transponder power is available. 
antenna fo r  each t i ne  zone, and 2.6 dB more gain. 
been a ground rule of these s t u d i e s ,  b u t  has been ques+.!n-ed by TRlJ and STI .  
gain mobile antennas would ease dam- l ink  parer budget probleim , but would increase 
mobile receiver ccst .  
(0.5 f t  - 7 dE) might be workable. 
antennas, with the strongest s ignal  selected electronically,  or even an electronically 
phased array. 
The TRbJ budget shwn has an 
The mobile antenna gain of 3 dB has 
High 
Servo controlled tracking dishes (1.5 ft - 10 dB) or Yagi arrays 
A bet ter  system m i g h t  be serreral directional 
The antenna cost should be less  than a few hundred dollars.  
For the nodulation used, the bandwidth - ar ies  from 10 t o  25 kHz. For a 2'jkHz 
allocation, including guardaand, L i.Mz provides 160 voice channels. 
for  each active voice ChaMd varies from 3.2 t o  l2 Watts. 
inacttve voice channels, as i n  SPAljE, the average pmer can be reduced 607, or 4 dB, 
and noise i s  a l so  reduced. Since 40 t o  200 voice channels are  required, t o t a l  
transponder power is  very large. 
The power required 
By removing power from 
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The power budgets, and experiments, show that some mobile service can be provide<. 
The question of f eas ib i l i t y  redwes t o  the coat 2er voice channel. 
eetimates the cost of s a t e l l i t e  and launch t o  be $20 million, and operating costs 
for ten  years l i f e  a t  $16 million. 
accdmodate 28 preassigned users w i t h  1,000 heavy demand assigned users or 10,000 
light users. 
t o t a l  n i e r  of users greefly. 
10 million CB users currently. 
$1,000 per unit, and TRW estimated tha t  s a t e l l i t e  mobile unita would cost  $2,5CO i f  
10,000 units were produced. 
the s a t e l l i t e  cost. 
have not been estimated. 
The large to t a l  cost  of land mobile stations has apparent.ly dictatcd the  use of 
Sam Fordyce 
I 
Tie TRW study found that 100 voice channels can 
Emergency only access or very expensive access would increase the  
There a re  Rbout 300,300 mobile telephone users alrd 
Commercislly availab1.e land mobile radio nor costs 
The cost  of the mobile u n i t s ,  f o r  10,000 to t a l ,  exceed; 
C o s t s  of constructir4 and ogera tng  a central  control s ta t ion  
a simple land mobile antenna and of the UHF band. 
nobile antenna would a l lm a smaller spacecraft antenna ar.d less  transponder pmer. 
With two high G i n  a.itennas of constarit aperture, the  net f r ee  spice 102s minus the 
an+,enna gains decreases 6 dB as the frequency is  doubled. 
spacecraft design, a t  the cost  of higher antenna surface tolerance and x r e  expensive 
RJ? equipment. These options appear closed. 
It has bten noted tha t  a high gain 
This further eases the  
- Under these constraints, the spacecraft design problem reduces t o  selecting t t e  
proper mix of arr5enna gain and transponder pmer to achieve the required ZIRP per 
channel and number of channels. 
currently available, b u t  should be a t  l ea s t  as  e f f ic ien t  as those i n  higher bands. 
A reasona3le system should probably use antennas as large have been csed, 30 f t ,  
which would gain 6 d3 over the system i n  the f i r s t  column of table I. 
eains snother 4 dB, and t h s  pmer required fo r  100 chanels is 10n W .  
t o  the values given in  the second column, by TRW. 
Linear C?IF transponders for  spacecraft a re  no' 
Voice activation 
This i s  simi; . 
An adequate system is feasible.  
The limited avai labi l i ty  of UHF bandwidth and the engineering limits on EIRP 
provide two litnits on the system. The pmer budgets indicate that  bobh FM and 
d i g i t a l  techniques provide the required voice channel pmer and bandwidti. 
We next consider three papers tha t  consider modulation txhniques fcw mobile 
voice c mmnica t  ion. 
. .  .. 
* >  
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Bruce Lusignan of Stanford has j u s t  cnmpleted a study of modulation and voice 
The comzercial land mobile systez is Fbl, w i t h  6 =1:7. The voice band- 
processing for land mobile radio, funded by an FCC URF task force. 
compared. 
width is 16 WZ, 2nd channel spacing is 20 t o  25-B. Acceptable voice quali ty is 
achieved a t  15 t o  30 dB output SNR, w i t h  30 dB the target. 
as e s ta r t ing  pcint, it was found that sylabic amplitude companded and frequency com- 
pressed SSB can reduce voice balidwidth LO 1.7 kHz, and channel sepaiation t o  2 - 2.5 kHz, 
a 1 O : l  reduction. 
FM, and the  average power is abouf, 6 dB less .  
FN and SSB are 
U s i n g  t he  current system 
I n  the 15-3C dB SIP, rsngc, the peak parer of SSB is about equal 50 
Sylabic c-cding uses a nonlinear emplitudc t ransfer  fmction t o  reduce the 
natural amplitude irariations of spee-h by 2 t o  1 on a log scale. 
the var iabi l i ty  of t k c  speech SX3- and gives an appareat 15 d3 improveuent i n  the 
system tested. 
Companding redkces 
The speech ccxFression system 'oids the higher f requexies  over the lower frequen- 
cies, reducing pmer snc bandwidth t o  6W!. of tha t  normally used. &cause the  humaa 
voice usualb produces either 10, freqxency vawels or high freqtiency consonants, high 
quality voice results.  This is a new irivention of Harris, Cleveland, an6 Lott, and 
uses straightforward analog circui ts .  
t h e  nethod 02 distinguishing the Ligher and lower frequencies i s  not obvious. Possibly 
two quadrhhre nodl;lated SSB signals are used. 
There is no Zescriptlon of this system, aad 
Both amplitcle conpandirg and frequency compression a re  done ai- baseband, and 
can be used with any modulation. 
SSB than F?il a t  the loa S€X's wed i n  land mobile radio. 
SSB should Fe tisod be:ause of i t s  lower bardxidth requirement. 
equipment wculd add $100 t o  $300 t o  the current inztallea land mobile unit  cost of 
$1,000. 
four or f ive times the available cuectrum i n  the  $60 t o  947 KHz bacd. 
The gains of amplitude comg.Pi-.lg a re  larger for  
The s w a y  conchdes that  
The special  SSB 
Tke ?CC intrcdduction t o  th i s  study mentions tha t  there are  requests for  
A t  NTC '7'7, Xelt i  aid &-an of CCi-SAT cmpared voice s ignal  processing, mcdulation, 
and 'L utiplexint, methods f c r  szte  l i t e  telephony. Although S C X  was excluded, the 
ctudy i: useful. ,i!iis paper rnciudes the familiar FM and digical  metlads - F1.1, c a p -  
anded F4I (CFSI), 4 and 8 @?-.- %!;, RXi, adaptive E?' (PDiCEI), delka modul cLon (EM) - 
'ilong with some less  farnilih:, methcxis. Nearly-instantaneous-tompanding ( N X j  i s  a 
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is a method of adaptively scaling PCM samples. 
(VSDH) is reported t o  give good speech quality a t  24 t o  32 kbps aud 13 
probability. 
pulses are transmitted for each sample. 
modulation (SD-QAN) a l so  uses two pulses,'but has discrete  amplitudes and phases 
and is designed I n  'our dimensions. 
Variable slope delta moduiatian 
-3 
errw 
In  two-pulse amplitude nnd phase modulation (2P-AFM), two separate 
Four dimensional quadrature amplitude 
FDM end mi*! rnh'.tiplexing methods were considered, both w i t h  without 
time assigned speech interpola2ion ( T S I )  f o r  FDN and d i g i t a l  speech interpolation 
(SI) for TDW. For FDhl, the  required C/No for  CFM, 2P-AR-1, R M / P S K ,  or RN/hbQAM 
is about 60 dB/Hz. 2P-AEN has the  narrowest bandwidth, w i t h  CFM and PCM/bD+M 
requiring FS': mre bandwidth and FN and R;K/PSK requiring up t o  
interesting tezhniques were considered only f o r  TEN, and not FDN. 
and AIiFCM require !+ dB less C/N than C E I  o r  PCN. 
satisfactoril3; with a further 2 dE p e r  reduction. 
w i t h  PSK, the  Lamiwidth is about the saae as 2P-L.I!, the  narrmest techriique studied 
for fSbI. 
more. Some 
PCb:/NIC, Dkl, 
DN and ADIT31 could operate 
0 
For these types of modulation 
4^ U-Q(L'.; redcces the  baniwidth another 50y.. 
Althoua the results of Xclti ana Kwan xre not for FCFC, they seen: t o  indicate 
thit d i g i i s l  riethrlls 9re quite cmpe t i t i ve .  'I'he use of four dimensional, twc pulse, 
s ignal  desigii for bandwidth compression is interesting, and is similar t o  a previous 
suggestion for research a t  W A - M i C .  
Campanella, Suyderhcud, and linchs compared FX, CFbI, dild Dll  f o r  SCK' i n  the 
Narch 1977 special  issue of the L E G  Proceedings on s a t e l l i t e  cmunica t ions .  This 
a r t i c l e  is important t o  the current sti:dy t o  be awarded by iWA-ARC, and CE and Ford 
reference it -.: t he i r  proposals. 
The paper discusses SCFC/Fbt perfornance ir, detai l .  A F'LL receiver Q :terds 
t::e FM threshold about 2.5 dF :it 4 2 .  
improvement of about 5 dF. Sylabic companc?ind prwides &::ins from a few dB far 
wideband FbI ( 8 4 . 3 )  up t o  2@ dB for narrmbsnd FX ( # =2.7). 
is not instantaneous, there is  3 noise burs t  a f t e r  each speech burst. 
noise is e s t i r . u t e d  t o  cause a 6 dE degrsdation. 
the theorI.t.ica1 FA performnce. 
Pre-emyhRsis,/de-en?ph~;;is gjves a net 
Because t i e  cmipandor 
This "hush-hush" 
?%ese 7:alue; were used t o  compute 
SCR/DM performance WRS ilso calculated, wFth B I 5 K  an:! C , E K  modulntion. Dieitally 
controlled-slope i e i tn  ;iodulstion (?C;fY) is u s e d ,  rather than continuously variable 
47 
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slope del ta  modulation (VSDM). 
ulation s tep  size. 
Both methods adaptively control the d e l t a  mod- 
Subjective tests were made by comparing degradations 30 those produced by 
Gaussian noise. 
results. The experimental c u r v s  of subjective noise vs C/N far CFb¶ and DCDM 
a re  very close. 
shown by a table  or" the theore i ca l  C/N a t  nearly equal bandwidths and a fixed 
noise level. 
The experimental xesults had reasonable agreement with theoret ical  
0 
Ttx theoret- :a1 performanct of CFM acd DCDM is also quite  close, as 
0 
Campanella et. al. conclude tha t ,  because performance is similar, the choice 
between CFM and DCDM can be made based on other factors.  ?!Ci)I is somewhat be t te r  
than CFM i n  intermodulation sucephbi l i ty .  The DCCW voi  e dig i t izer  is not sui table  
for date t ransdss ion ,  but the BFSK or Q P s K  modulator can be used direct ly .  
bet ter  than CFM i n  speech burs t  detection for speech interpnat ion,  and has greater 
immunity t o  car r ie r  frequancy j i t t e r .  
DCDM is 
These resul ts  confirm 12.e conclusion of the review of power budgets, tha t  
FM and d ig i t a l  n d u l s t i c n  could both provide the required pwer and bandwidth 
for a s a t e l l i t e  land nobi le  system. 
are t ight  enorlgh t o  mire the system feas ib i l i t y  narginal. 
raises the question of SSB rncdukttion, which hss bcth reduced average parer a x i  
the minimum possible bandwidth. 
m i g h t  be useable. 
Xawever, both p e r  and bandwidth constraints 
The Lusignan study 
As SCFC .requires e l inear transponder, SSS 
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':'his section, A, Priet'ly describes t n e  contents of t n i s  f i n a l  report f o r  
contract NAS2-7(0?. 
report, was delivered i n  July, lY(8 .  This  ea r l i e r  report described researcn 
i n  trausrorm conditional replenisnment, Landsat image compression, and s a t e l l i t e  
communications. 'l'he contract was first modified t o  include additional researcn 
i n  %nese three areas and i n  tne  new area of simple systems. The contract was 
l a t e r  modified again t o  delete t n e  additional researcn i n  Landsat image compression 
and i n  s a t e l l i t e  communications, and t o  nave reduced additional e f for t  i n  condi- 
t ional  replenishment. 
A previous f i n a l  report, now designated the interim f i n a l  
This report contains four f u r t h e r  sections. Section €3 contains the study 
plan, systems survey, and l i t e ra ture  searcn results for t ne  simple systems s t u d y .  
Section C describes an investigation in to  tne performance gain fo r  nonstationary 
image data. 
tile usu '  Most of tne 
performbnce gains of adaptive, variable r a t e  compression systems can a l so  be 
Obtainef' for  stationary data. Section D describes tne  computer programs and 
tne corrressed video data availaole on t n e  SEL 32. 
systei, that  was simulated under t n i s  contrhct was described i n  tne  interim f i n a l  
report, and tne simulation program used i s  a SEL 32 version of tne previous 
program. Section E consists of the published versions of two papers tna t  were 
included as typed versions i n  tne i n t e r i m  f i n a l  repart. 
The resul ts  bound t n e  performance of simple systems. Contrary t o  
assumption, the gain due t o  nonstationarity is  small. 
The condi t imal  replenishment 
Additional work i n  video compressron snould be  done a t  NASA-ARC. 
specific areas are  simple systems, conditional replenishment nardware, and 
publications, 
Three 
The qaestion of t n e  cost-effectiveness of video compression was considered 
i n  t,ne proposal fo r  tne additional statement of work, J u l y  26, 19(t,. Only a 
f e w  points w i l l  be repeated here. 
for  video compression define several d i s t inc t  systems, w i t h  different cost ,  
transmission rate,  and quality. Conditional replenishment has t n e  h i a t s t  cost, 
and tne lowest transmission ra te  (1/4 t o  1/2 b i t s  per pel) for acceptable quality. 
Theoretical knowledge and cost of hardware 
nt,her sysi .J may be more cost effective,  An 
-:rl I ini ted buffering has lower hardware 
intra  f re  me 
cost , and 
compressor witn Variable 
medium ra te  (1 t o  2 byp) 
1 
n 
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f o r  acceptable quality. 
siicn BE adaptive rlelta modulation, provide acceptable quali ty a t  nigner ra tes  
( 2  t o  3 bppl. 
in;: codLrit;, and ericryptiori, b u t  ttle simpler systems would not D e  major cost 
compotieiits. Simulation and development of simple systems is desireaole. 
TL\e l eas t  expensive fixed-rate intrafreme compressors, 
These systems a r c  a l l  compatible W i t h  d ig i t a l  lims, error Correct- 
'I t ie simulated conditional replenisnment system 1s buildable and effective,  
DUt. molit'rcations can b e  made. Tne I and Q color signals are not tested for 
mode determination or  f o r  cnanges i n  t i m e ,  b u t  simulation a r t i fac ts  m a K e  it 
oovious ttiat tne nardwere snould make tnese tests. 
quan%izations;, and cnange tnresnolds nas not been simulated, since tney w i l l  be 
optimized in hardware. Some of tne features of tne sirnulation are arbitrary,  and 
can be cnanged. Examples include tne refresh by lists, and tne absence or' directed 
refresti, fo r  recent cnanges w i t n  lower quality. 
int.rodrice unanticipated a r t i fac ts ,  should be simulated. 
An extensive range ot' modes, 
Fundamental cnanges, wnicn may 
T h e  NASA-ARC video compression project has made many deviations from tne 
direct, approacn of simulating, designing;, fabricating, and tes t ing  tne conditional 
repienistimerit hardware. 
hiprove tne f i n a l  product. 
demonst,rated. 
The only jus t i f ica t ion  f o r  tnese diversions is that  they 
Conditional replenisnment nardware must be wilt and 
I'm currenc video simulation has not beeti  presented i n  a paper, altnougn 
an ea r l i e r  system was descr ibed  and video tapes presented a t  two conferences. 
I t '  new video mater's1 of suitable Lengtn and quality can be obtained, a paper 
snoi i ld be ; ~ i v e n .  O t r U r  potential  suojects €or papers illclude tne  quasi-cosine 
t,ratisl'orms, Landsat taDle look-up compressioxi;, nonstationarity of video data, 
a [id ba ndw i d  t n  compress ive modulation. 
2 
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I. Simple Systems Study Plan 
! 
'!ask I1 of the additional statement of work is t o  review the simple systems 
descr ibed i n  the l i t e ra ture ,  and t o  simulate some of the most promissing. The 
resvorls ive proposal indicated tha t  an inexpen-ive compressor would use only 
intraframe compression, and stated tha t  it was unlikely tha t  any inovation could 
be !'ound i n  the well  studied area of predictive OF DFCM compression. 
a l so  noted that  combinations of two different methods, such as hybrid or dual mode, 
were often superior t o  single methods. 
The proposal 
The l i t e ra ture  review for  simple systems has indicated an interesting approach 
t o  the design of compression system. 
w e l l  kncun design problem- 
deal w i t i i  non-st - t ionarity,  such as adsqbive predictors or selected quantizers, 
b u t  the  basic design is usually made for an assmed average stationary source. 
Berger's work on composite sources (l), and the developement of universal coding 
by Ziv  (2), Davisson ( 3 ) ,  and others suggest tha t  compression systems be designed 
specifically for  non-stationary data. 
the  compressor should include widely different techniques. This theoretical  work 
explains the effectiveness of ear l ie r  systems combining d i f fe r<  n t  methods, and 
suggests further developement i n  t h i s  direction. 
The non-stationarity of video data is  a 
Various ad-hoc design methods have been developed t o  
Since the source s ta%is t ics  vary widely, 
The objective of the simple systems study is  t o  devise a hi&ly effective 
intraframe compressiori system, using lj t l e  memory. 
non-stationarity, by Combis Ing several different basic teck.?iques. 
refinement,of Berger's mcdel should make th i s  work new and interesting. 
The approach is t o  use the 
The use, and 
'The simple systems study consists of three phases. The f i r s t  i s  a general 
l i t e ra ture  review, the second is  theoretical  and experimental work leading t o  a 
v i d e o  source model, and the t h i r d  is the selection and simulation of various 
carid idate systems. 
The l i t e ra ture  review i s  divided in to  three topics, systems, universal coding, 
and noli-stat ionary sources. 
1 
-- 
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11. Hasic Compression Systems 
In th i s  sec7;ion, basic compression methods a re  reviewed from the point 
of v i e w  of complexity ar.3 pctent ia l  performance. 
ence video ccmprassor is  t o  reduce transmission r s t e  as much as possible, while 
maintaii :ng the desired quality. This is accaclpiished by remuving redundancy 
from the data, and by ictroducing unobjectionable distortion. Greater compression 
requires greater complexity, measured i n  memory s ize  and numbel- of computations. 
Sirlce the video image samples have correlaticn i n  the scan l ine ,  between l ines  in  
a frame, and between frames i n  time, the potential  compression can be increased 
by increasing the memory span t o  include previous samples, l ines  and frames. 
Since the video source is nonstationary, requiring varying r a t e  for constant d i s t -  
ortion, a long memory span is  also useful for  trading b i t s  within a frame t o  
maximize averLLl. quality. 
The purpose of a teleconfer- 
'The amouA L of data required for  the com?ression computation is an approximate 
indicatioz of system complexity. 
i n  Table I, according t o  the cornpression data span. This table  includes most 
of the ~1 i f  ferent basic miques i n  the l i t e ra ture .  
3 indicate wether the c '  i span is sttmples, l ines ,  or frames. The subheadings, 
A,B ,C , ] J ,E ,  indicate the 'feretit cons t a in t s  placed on the data span, single 
sample, past samples, variable sample span, fixed block sample span, or moving 
il 4 length sample span. 
and are used  a f t e r  other compression techniques. 
ients a re  usually quancized with reduced range, and DPCM values are quantized or 
Huffman coded. Past, sample in-line system, such as DFCM and delta modulation, 
are  the  simplest systems, and have been studied since the 1950's. 
span systems are a l s o  conceptually simple, b u t  produce var.i.able put r a t e  per 
sample. 
b u t  often introduce block edge a r t i f ac t s .  Like fixed block techniques, movint: 
w i o d w  techniques i r .1  rcdcce delay so  that  future samples a re  used, but edges are 
avoided. 
Yarious general compre ision systems are  l i s t ed  
The major headings 1, 2,  and 
Single sample systems can not remove any redundancy, 
For example, transform coeffic- 
Variable sample 
The fixed block techniques are  more paweri'ul than past sample techniques, 
2 
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'l'llest: .echniques can be extenaed t o  several l ines  or several frames, Some extensions 
are  familiar, such as two and three dimensional DFCM and transforms. Line and 
frame repeat are  degeneiate cases of differencing or transforming, i n  which the 
difftvence c needed coefficient data are not transmitted. Contouring i a  the 
two dimensional analog of identifying l i n e  sample groups with simiiar values, 
as i n  run length c li-g. The three dimensional or time amlogs a re  conditional 
replenishment or motion predictior:, which identify two dimensional reglors tbat  
pers is t  fu- some variable time span. 
T a b l e  A emphasizes distinctions made using the data span req, 1. T ~ L  
three ve r t i ca l  djvisions indicate the amount of data i n  memory, wtlle the horizontal 
divisions indicate the data span used i n  the compression calculation. 
two basic indications of system complexity. The memory retl iiremeut is equal t o  
the data span reqrired i n  future compatations, while the computation compl.exity 
is proportion. - t o  the data span used i n  each calculation, for  example tne transform 
Llcck size.  
The use of many previous in-line samples gives l i t t l e  gain m e r  the use of one 
prev',c s sample, b u t  the use of sample.: i n  adjhcent l ines  and frames gives sjp?ir'icant 
additional compression. 
include more redundancy i n  the computational data span. 
l i n e s  and frames are  includad i n  the  memory span, the useful couiputational span 
remains local. 
These are  
S i m i l a r l y ,  the data span is an indication of potentisl  performance. 
The brute force approach t o  increasing compression is  to 
Even when additional 
There are several other important bases for  c lass i f icat ion of compression 
systems, including fixed rate/variable ra te ,  and fixed method/tldaptive method. 
It i s  realized tha t  the abave discussion of different systems is very br ief .  
F u r t h e r  discription of basic compression systems w i l l  De give1 as part  of the 
se lec t ion  of the systems t o  bc situuhted. 
i 
'ilie theory of universal coding is useful in the compression Oap video data, 
even thou& video data is nonstationruy, and universal coding usually assumes a 
-tatic;!lar. qmrce. 
':lie classical  Shannon theory defines ths rate dis tor t ion bound for source compression, 
---.on the source s t a t i s t i c s  a re  ham. 
encoding arg one of a class of sources, eachwith different statistics. 
proofs of universal coding theorem are  constructive rather than existance proofs, 
and give insight in to  the design of pract ical  systems. 
Davisson and Grey (4) have writ ten an excellent review article. 
2. 
Universal coding considers the problem of 
Many of the 
Liniversal coding techniques are usually classified as fixed ra t e  or variable 
rate,  and as noiseless or having a f i d e l i t y  cri terion. 
ra te  universal coding. Sdsrison (5) found that, if the sverage dis tor t ion is 
constrained for a l l  possible sources, the fixed ra te  r e q u i r e d  for encoding an 
unknclwn source is the largest  r a t e  tha t  would be required fo r  any possible source. 
For fixed r a t e  source coding and bounded distortion, the required r a t e  is that of 
the worst case source. 
found t h a t  universal codes can be constructed t o  a&ieve the mimirnum attainable 
distortion for  the t rue  b u t  unknawn source. For fixed r a t e  source encoding, Sak- 
rison showed that the ra te  must  be sufficient t o  encode the w o r s t  source with the 
al lmed distortion, b u t  Ziv shared that the dis tor t ion fo r  any source need be no 
worse than i f  the exact source s t a t i s t i c s  were knawn. Universal codes a re  those 
that achieve a bound for  knwn s t a t i s t i c s ,  even when the exact s t a t i s t i c s  are  not 
knmn i n  advance. 
fixed rate  universal coding. 
conditions on the class of sources are  considered. 
W e  first consider fixed 
Ziv ( 2 )  examined the dis tor t ion of fixed r a t e  systems, and 
Neuhoff,Grey, and Davisson (6) present a urjified theory of 
Different definitions of universality, and different 
Davisson (3) gave a f u l l  treatment of universal noiseless coding, and f i r s t  
defined the different types of universality. 
i n  a chosen fixed ra te  the t  is greater than the message entropy (the r a t e  required 
for noiseless cading) for  the actual source. 
transmission ra te ,  Davisson shaved the existance of variable r a t e  universal codes 
that  achieve the minimum rate  for  noiseless coding for  any unknwn source i n  a 
class of sources. For fixed r a t e  noiseless coding, the transmission r a t e  must 
Ziv's universal codes can resul t  
Using the difference i n  noiseless 
i - 3  5 
&. 
I 
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be greater than the  entropy of the w o r s t  saurce, as in the fixed rate, bounded 
distortiorl r e s u l t  or' S ~ ~ ~ S O R .  
V:iriable rete universal coding w i t h  a distor t iao criterion has been examined 
i n  liiort' rccttat papers by Davisson, Pursley, W n t h u n ,  and Keiffer (7,8,9,10). 
 he different types of universality first introduced by Davissoa are considered. 
Uuivttresi codes exist which approach the minimum rate for the actual source 
selected, while not exceeding a fixed distortion. 
; r q  anti Davisson (U) give a simple universal coding theorem. Suppose 
there is B class of scurcts producing symbols i n  sane alphabet, so that each 
source has different symbol s'atistics. The number of possible sources in the  
class, m y  is f i n i t e ,  and one of the sources is selected in i t ia l ly .  The source 
coder reproduces the source alphebet symbols u s i n g  scme reproduction alphabet. 
A distort.i.on measure defines the  average d i s t o r t i o n  between the source symbols 
snd the reproduction symbcls, and each possible source can be coded according t o  
its am rate dis tor t ion bound. 
code book with r a t e  less than or c ,rial t o  the rata dis tor t ion bound R(D), i f  the 
nw,ber of symbols, n, i n  a coded block is suff ic ient ly  large. Since the nuraber 
of possible sources is m, the c0dpk:ords i n  each source codebook can be augmented 
usiix lo& m b i t s  t o  indicate which source codebook they belong to. The source 
coder encodes a block of n symbols using the shortest  augmented codeward i n  any 
codebook. The ra t?  is increased by n 
approaches zero for 1a:ge n. 
large n ,  is achieved f o r  any possible source. 
That is, for aw distortion, D, there exis ts  a 
L 
-1 log;! m b i t s  per symbol, and this Incresse 
A%rs t he  rate dis tor t ion bound, which is defined fo r  
'l'tie uncertainty about the  actual  source requires ctdded information transmission, 
which caLLs?s ihe rate t o  approsch the  r a t e  dis tor t ion bound more slcwly as n 
increases. Ii' the class of sources is inf in i te ,  a s  it would be i f  indexed on a 
co!,,.inuocLB parameter, the dis tor t ion measure can be used t o  divide the class of 
saiirces i n t c i  subclbsses, such that  each can be coded using a single code that  
nearls. achieves +,he r a t e  dis tor t ion bound f o r  a l l  members of that  subclass. i f  
the  number of subclasses is  f i n i t e ,  the above proof holds. 
'l'he proNs of universal coding theorems a l l  use a similar fundamental 
tlpprwch. 
'Uie t ' irst par: iiidicates the method of euc&ing, and the second part contaim the 
'The nesstlge describing a source symbol block is divided in to  two parts. 
L 
0 
a -  
'1, ~ 
encod& data. In 
constructive proofs, the source statistics -led t o  define the coding method 
a re  estima.iej and tratlsmitted. 
d e f i n e  the Huffman code. 
proofs of a e  channel-coding/capacity tbearem and of the source-coding/ rate- 
dis tor t ion theorem, i n  that average or typical codes are sham to achieve the 
bounds, b u t  no construction method is given. The theorem proof outline given 
above is an existance proof, because good codes for each g s s i b l e  source uere 
assumed t o  exis t ,  and used i n  the universal code. 
existance proofs, the  overhead af the first part af the message, used t o  indicate 
the coding method, is negligible for large source sypabal bloclcs. 
l?,s wthd of encoding is indicatd in tu0 dLfferent ways. 
For example, the probabili t ies of the  codewords 
Exis'ace proofs ere similar t o  Shaanon's original 
In both coastructive and 
The universal coding constructive proofs use  some interest ing ideas. An 
early method was suggested for run length compression by Lynch [U) and Davisson 
(0) , and was later considered i n  more depth by Cover (14). 
a small number of the original data samples in a fixed block are t o  be transmitted. 
This information can be transmitted as the number of samples used, the loaetion 
of the samples, and the value of the samples. "he number and values a re  direct ly  
encoded, while the location is encoded as the list ordering of the  correct permu- 
t s t i ou  of q samples i n  n possible positions. 
transmission ra te  for q symbols trarsmitted out of a block of n is 
Sugpoge that only 
If the alphabet s h e  is p, the 
The first term is r-egligible for large n, the second term describes equally likely 
messages which have no potential  coding gain, and the third term indicates a sample 
reduction compression gain of q/n. 
The histcgrarn method of Fitinghoff was described by Davisson ( 3 ) ,  and was 
developed belore uaiversal coding. 
i s  measured, encoded, and transmitted, along with the codeword for the full block 
constructed according t o  the histogram. 
the histogram does not have t o  he conditional. 
each cjmbol can be transmitted and used t o  define a Huffman code for blocks of 
symbols. 
rue cordiLiom1 histogram of data siibblocks 
If the source symbols ere  independant, 
For example, the probability of 
. 
7 
L ~ V  (2) its& a different method to obtain the first universal coding 
A block of n symbob is bruken up into n/k subblocka at k symbols. r e s u l t s ,  
I?:e tirst I: d i f f e r e n t  subblocks are directly encoded and transmitted, using 
k( 1% p)I b i t s ,  where p is the alphabet size.  
construct a table, and subsequent transmissions indicate the subblocks by their 
position in the list, using 1% I bits .  
These I subblocks are used to 
The total rate is 
This method causes errors if the list does not c a t a h  a l l  the required subblocks, 
but th is  is improbable for large I atrd n. 
the c laest  list subblock is used, or if the table 
The effect of errors is reduced if 
CanthuaUy revised. 
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IV. !!onstationary Source8 
;‘he codirg of nonstationary sources is a pract ical  problem that has received 
l i t t l e  theoretical attention. 
iotiary sources (1). 
one of which i s  selected by a s t a t i s t i c a l  switch. 
determine the relat ive amount of time each source is used. If neither the encoder 
or the decder  can be informed of the exact sequence of Witch positions, the 
cornposit.. source is an unseparable mixture of the individual sources. The average 
t’raction of each source used, and the symbol s t a t i s t i c s  of each source, define the 
s t a t i s t i c s  of the mixture distribution. 
encode the composite source as one stationary source, having the  mixture s t a t i s t i c s .  
Haever, if both the encoder and the decoder can be fu l ly  informed of the sequence 
of switch positions, the r a t e  dis tor t ion bound of each individual source can be 
achieved. If the sources have very different s t a t i s t i c s ,  the average of the ra te  
a i s tor t ion  bounds is more favorable than the r a t e  dis tor t ion bound of the mixture 
source. 
Berger developed a fundamental model for nonstat- 
A composite source is a f i n i t e  c lass  of individual sources, 
The switching probabili t ies 
The only thing tha t  can be done is t o  
This model w i l l  be further investigated and applied in  l a t e r  sections. 
L i v  (2) extended universal coding t o  the problem of encoding any one of a 
class of nonstationary sources. 
stationary source using Berger’s model. 
It is assumed that each nonstationary source is an unseparable mixture composite 
source. Ziv finds fixed r a t e  universal codes which achieve, for  any selected 
source, the minimum dis tor t ion obtainable by any fixed r a t e  code for the exact 
nonstationary source s t a t i s t i c s .  
s t a t i s t i c s  ra te  dis tor t ion bound, for any one of a class of nonstationary sources. 
tirey and Davisson (U) consider a model similar t o  that  of Berger. The comp- 
osi te  source can be considered t o  be locally stationary, while the switch is i n  
one position. I f  the switch position varies very slmly, then the universal 
coding results for a permanently fixed switch can be applied t o  the nonstatiotiary 
source. The code block length should be short i n  comparison t o  the average switch- 
i n g  time. Grey and Davisson l a t e r  (4)  reemphasize that  the correct choice of block 
length a l lMs  universal coding for nonstationary sources that are  locally station- 
a r y .  
This is n o t  the  the problem of encoding one non- 
A fixed ra te ,  unchanging code is assumed. 
There a re  universal codes tha t  achieve the mixture 
9 
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-key arid llavisson (4) coded video data (apparently Landsat) using DITM 
with a fixed length code, three different  Huffman codes, and a run length coder. 
Although the average sample entropy of the differences was 3.3 b i t s ,  selecting 
the best coding method for  each block of 64 samples gave a r a t e  of 3 b i t s  per 
sample for noiseless coding. 
dis tor t ion bound was achieved, because of the effective separation of the subsources 
of a noristationary source. 
different  Huffman codes on similar data, and considered the i r  results t o  be near 
optimum because they were within 0.25 b i t s  per sample of the mixture entropy. 
Nore recent authors s t i l l  appear t o  consider the mixture r a t e  dis tor t ion function 
t o  be the appropriate bound far nonstationary sources. 
A r a t e  dis tor t ion bound l e s s  than the mixture r a t e  
Rice and Plaunt (lg.) ea r l i e r  used a system of three 
The above work of Berger and of Grey and Davisson provides a new basis fo r  
Nonstationary sources can be modeled the compression of nonstationary sources. 
as switched subsources, and the r a t e  distorti.on of any subsource can be approached, 
i f  the overhead t o  indicate subsource switching is negligible. 
dis tcr t ion bound of a separable composite source can be less than the r a t e  d i s to r -  
t ion bound of the corresponding mixture source, the consideration of nonstationarity 
provides a n  opportunity t o  improve performance. 
Since the r a t e  
\ -  
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It is  well knwn tha t  the video image source is nonstationary, and t h b  
adaptive compresdion can obtain improved performnee. I n  this paper, a compc-it@ 
source model for  nonstationary sources is developed. This model i l l u s t r a t e s  hat 
the improved r a t e  dis tor t ion bound for nonstationary sources is used i n  pract ical  
design. 
samples is remuved by a first  order one dimensional predictor. 
s t a t i s t i c s  of a test s e t  of video images a re  examined t o  define the parameters of 
different nonstationary source models. 
adapti>ve entropy encoding, and adaptive quantization a re  examined and compared t o  
resu l t s  reported i n  the 1-iteraturs. 
All the source models assume that  the intersample dependancy of the video 
The experime9tal 
The performance of adaptive prediction, 
It is found tha t  the improvement in r a t e  
distortiori bound due t o  nonstationarity is re lat ively small, and much of the gain 
of fixed r a t e  adaptive system is achieved by more closely approaching the r a t e  
dis tor t ion bound for  stationary data. 
variable ra te  entropy encoding of quantizer output values closely approaches the 
r a t e  dis tor t ion bound. 
I n  agreement with quantization theory, 
\ -.L 
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It is shmn i n  information theory tha t  memory reduces the information r a t e  
01' a source. A source with memory can be modeled as a composite source, having 
different subsources incorporating the effect  of different past symbaL sequences 
on the next symbol. 
switch. When the r a t e  required t o  transmit the switch position is included, the 
transmission r a t e  of the composite source is equal t o  the average r a t e  of the 
subsources, plus the additional r a t e  t o  exactly indicate the switch positicn. 
The ra te  dis tor t ion bound is defined by the optimum selection of the subsource 
definit ion,  and of the optimum source codin.: for  each subsource. 
source model demonstrates the relationship between information theory and the 
common adaptive source coding method of f i r s t  selecting the best of several 
alternate 
using overhead transmission rate.  
A t  any given time, one of the subsources is selected by a 
The composite 
encoders and then identifying the particular encoder t o  the decoder 
The composite source model is used i n  the analysis of adaptive source cod1 .... 
fo r  the video image source. 
modcl of sample dependance is investigated, rather than the memory due direct ly  
t o  the saniple dependance. 
the f i r s t  order Markov model for the dependant video samples is defined by the 
mean, variance, and correlation of the sample,,. These determine the design . JC 
the predictor, quantizer, and quantizer output entropy encoder. 
mean, variance, and correlation obtained using wide area averages define the image 
mixture source, which is the stationary source having the same subsources and 
subsource prebabili-eies as the actual nonstationary source. 
function of the nixture source is an  upper bound on the actual r a t e  dis tor t ion 
function, and the mixture source s t a t i s t i c J  r e s t r i c t  the composite source model. 
The memory dJe t o  the nonstationariw of the Mar.'tov 
If the general form of the data distribution is knmn, 
The experimei.:L 
The r a t e  dis tor t ion 
Analysis of the mixture source s t a t i s t i c s  indicates tha t  adaptive predictors 
can not obthin rrqy significant imprcvement i n  r a t e  dis tor t ion performance. This 
is confirmed by several expe.rments. The adaptive image encoders described i n  the 
l i t e r a tu re  a l l  use adaptive entropj encd.ers or adaptive quan: izers.  
2 
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Experimerital resul ts  on adaptive entropjr encoding indicate tha t  the potent ia l  
gain is less than ten percent, for one test se t  of video images. 
been reported previously E or Landsat images. 
are  also in agreement with reported resul ts  that  r a t e  improvements of about twenty- 
f tve percent can be obtaincd. 
quantizers is due t o  more closely approach:'g the r a t e  dis tor t ion bound for the 
equivalent stationary source, with ten  percent due t o  the nonstationary memory. 
Such gains have 
Experiments with adajhive quantizers 
Theory indicates that  much of the ga in  of adaptive 
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The ra te  dis tor t ion function O f  the  cotqmsite source iS the dnbum of 
the m u t u E l  information of the source encoder and decoder of figure 1. 
source symbol, y is  the corresponding decoded symbol, and t h e i r  j o i n t  probability 
distribution, F(x,y), is  determined by the encoder/decoder. 
between x arid y is 
x is the 
The mutual information 
The indices i , j  vary over a l l  combinations of source symbol x and receiver symbol y. 
The subsource ident i f icat ion information is used by the encoder and decoder 
t o  select  a particular encoder and decoder. 
for the Si.bsource k is P(x,y/k), and the mutua l  information is 
The j o in t  dis t r ibut ion of x and y 
= 
P(k) ?( i , j /k)  (log;, -* P i k P j k )  - log;! P(k) ) 
i,j k 
6 
. ', ' 
._ . . . -. . . _- 
,.- 
~f \ is the  dis tor t ion of the k th subsource, the av- distortion for the 
cwposite subsource is 
k 
The r a t e  dis tor t ion function is the minimllm of the mutual information for a l l  
subsource encoder/dccoders, or a l l  P(x,y/s)rSuch that % is achieved for each 
subsource. 
k 
where the dk are such tha t  the equation for  D is sa t i s f ied ,  and the ,lopes of 
1 the R ( ) are  equal (see Berger pp. l a . 5 5 ) .  %(%) is the r a t e  dis tor t ion 
function of subsource k, and H [P(k)] is the entropy of the  switch, fo r  indepen- 
dantly chosen switch pcsitions. The first term of equation 3 corresponds t o  a 
resu l t  of Berger. 
f igure 1 achieves the ra te  dis tor t ion function of any selected subsource, a t  the  
cost  of exactly transmitting the subsource identification. 
k %  
sw 
The equation indicates tha t  the source encoder/decoder of 
Suppose tha t ,  instead of being independant, the switch position during each 
Then P(i,j/k) can be replaced 
Since the current encoder/'decoder depends only on the current 
symbol depended on the previous switch positions. 
by P( i . , j / k , l )  i:. the above derivation, where 1 describes the e f fec t  of previous 
switch positions. 
switch position, the above resu l t  is obtained with H LP(kj replaced by Hs$P(k,l%. 
I1 IP(k,l)] is the entropy of a switch with memory. 
sources where the switch position changes slowly compared t o  the symbol rate.  
sw 
A switch with memory models 
sw 
7 
The rdf of a composite source is the minimum mutual information, under the 
, for  a l l  subsource ident i f icat ion methods and constraint  on the dis tor t ions d 
for 311 encoder/decoriers. To  determine the rdf, the switch position ident i f icat ion 
methrxi must  be variable,  nlthough the the composite soume defini t ion is unchanged. 
k 
(4) 
The only change from equation 3 is the indication, "sw", that the minimieation 
Ls made w e r  a l l  methods of switch position indication, 8s w e l l  as a l l  encoder/ 
decoder sets, and the constrained distortion. 
inethod may vary i n  different  regions of the rdf. 
can be transmitted a t  no cost, the f u l l e s t  possible subsource ident i f icat ion 
information should be transmitted. The subsource definit ions a re  often arbi t rary 
t o  some e- L x t ,  and the  composite source can be modeled as  a un i f i la r  source, which 
has ea& soiirce symbol uniquely associated with a subsource '. For a uni f i la r  
source, a l l  the rource symbol information is transmitted as subsource ident i f icat ion 
ir'formation, so tha t  some constraint  on t h i s  information is necessary. 
The switch position indication 
If the  witch position indication 
When no subsource identification is  transmitted, a single encoder/decoder m u s t  
be used for all :he subsources. A s  indicated by Berger, the composite source is I 
t r t ,ated as single source, having the mixture source probabiliw distribution. 
k 
a 
\ 
The inixture statistics determine the mutual information a d  the rdf .  
D 
where I(x,y) is given by equation 1. Obviously, 
( 5 )  
If R(D) = Rmix ( D ) ,  the rdf is not impraved by using the subsource Aentification 
information, and the source is effectively stationary. When R(D) < RmiX (D), the 
use of separate encoder/decoders for each subsource results i n  a impraved rdf, even 
when t h e  required subsource identification averhead transmission rate is considered . 
9 
UISCWSION OF T U  SWITCHED SUBSWRCE MODEL 
The composite source model of figure 1 can be used t o  represent a source 
with dependant samples, by including one subsource for each possible current 
state, as defined by the  relevant past source symbols. 
used t o  represent a source with a variable symbol distribution, by including 
one subsource for  each distribution. The different subsources represent different 
past source behavior, which affects  the current symbol output. 
sample dependancy is the basic metplod of data compression. 
coding techniqites, based on a norstationary source model, usually achieve 
superior compression performance. 
used t o  investigate the nonstationary behavior of correlated image data. 
The model can also be 
R e m o v i n g  the  
Adaptive source 
In this paper, thz composite source model is 
In the image coding l i t e ra ture ,  many adaptive systems have been developed 
which change the encoder/decoder t o  optimize performance for  nonstationary 
signals. 
t o  the best single encoder/decoder 
Experimental insight is used t o  par t i t ion  the nonstationary source in to  slibsources, 
a n  encoder/decoder is designed for  each subsource, and the subsource identifica- 
t i on  and the encoded symbols are  transmitted. 
'rasto and Wintz 
presetited as an experimental upper bound on the rdf. 
particular subsource definit ion,  the experimental rdf is much more favorable than 
the memoryless Gaussian r d f ,  and usually more favorable than the rdf for  dependant 
somplt '  Gauss-Markov data. 
Rate reductions of one-third t o  one-half have been achieved, compared 
U s u a l l y ,  the method of figure 1 is used. 
In  an early paper using th i s  approach, 
derived the r a t e  dis tor t ion bound of equation 3, which they 
For the i r  image data and 
A n y  source encoder/decoder has some implied corresponding source model, or a t  
l e a s t  represents a reesonable compromise between obtaining the rdf  and limiting 
the implementation complexity. I n  practice, stationary data models are  
usually used t o  design source encoders for  the nonstationary image source. 
encoders are  often cnly subsequent modifications of stationary encoders, designed 
t o  overcome the observed effect  of nonstationarity. 
swrce model model leads t o  a more fundamental treatmeih of adaptive image 
compress ion methods 
Adaptive 
The composite nonstationary 
, -- 
4 -. 
P 
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Universal coding uses the switched subsource model. In universal coding 
theory, one subsource is i n i t i a l l y  selected from the  group of subsources, and 
the particular subsource selaeted is determined by observation of the output 
symbols. The subsource ideLtification is used i n  encoding and decoding the  
source symbols, and is transmitted t o  the decoder using overhead rate.  
coding theory shws  tha t  universal codes ex is t  which achieve the rdf of m y  
possible subsource. 
for long block length symbol codes. 
1 and equation 3 abave. 
nonstatio ry sources, if the switch position changes slowly. 
elsewhere 
transmission r a t e  is less  than the mixture entropy. 
Universal 
This is t r u e  because the overhead transmission is negligible, 
This method and resu l t  a r e  included i n  figure 
Gray and Davisson observe tha t  t h i s  result applies t o  
G r a y  and Davisson 
give an example of noiseless coding f o r  image data, where the average 
2 
I n  the switched subsource model, the nonstationarity is limited t o  intermed- 
i a t e  time intervals. 
subsource is switch selected, and the nonstationary source is "locally stationary". 
For "long" time intervals, the stationary switch s t a t i s t i c s  produce the symbol 
s t a t i s t i c s  of the mixture source, and the nonstationary source is "long term 
stationary". 
it may also be modeled as a composite source, and then combined with the original 
composite source so tha t  only one switch is used i n  the model. 
source switching is nonstationary, the source can be modeled as a group of 
composite subsources, each with different  stationary switching s t a t i s t i c s ,  one 
of' which is selected by a second switch. This requires a multiplication of 
encoder/decoders, since the subsource probabili t ies affect  the r a t e  anb dis tor-  
t ion allocated t o  each subsource. 
measures, the loss i n  modeling a l m  probability nonstationary subsource as 
stationary is relat ively minor. 
For "short" t i m e  intervals,  usually only one stationary 
If one of the subsources of the composite source is nonstationary, 
If the composite 
Since the r a t e  and dis tor t ion are  average 
. : 
-2;. 
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THE L;.I"AI'ICiJAHY IMAGE MOL AN3 MPERP(ENTAL IMAa STATISTICS 
The sampled imhge process is usually modeled as a wide-sense stationary, 
f i r s  t-order Markuv process. 7 
Eourcy t a t i s t i c s  pruvide important information about the composite source model. 
For the  samples x 
correlation coefficient are defined as f oUms : 
me stationary source model a d  the mixture 
, i = 1, 2, ..., N, the mean, variance, covariance, and i 
Y 
d- 
J" 
2 
Py d e f i n i t i o n  of the first-order Markov process, 
= r I i-j I 
i j (7) 
1 The optimum source coding for  the first-order Markov porcess is w e l l  knwn 
requires a simple predictor and difference encoder. The best estimate of x , given 
a l l  the x , for j < i, is identical  t o  the best estimate given x . The optimum 
predictive source coder is shuvn i n  f igure 2. 
, and 
i 
The optimum estimate of xi is 
J i-1 
i 
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Figure 2. "he optimum predictive source encoder for 
a first-order Markov process. 
13 
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The predictor bias and mean-square error are 
A E(xi - xi) = 0 
In source coding, both the encoder and decoder compute x 
n 
( x .  - x.) is computed a t  the encoder, quantized, and transmitted t o  the decoder. 
The ra te  dis tor t ion function of the f i r s t  order Markov source with Gaussian 
sample distribution is 
, and the difference i 
1 1 
1 
2-1- fo r  D 5  D l+r 1 R(D) = log2 
I ,  
For r = O ,  the rdf i s  tha t  of the memoryless Gaussian source, R(D) = p 1 10% ( B 2 / D ) .  
2 
is  the variance of the original source samples. The optimum encoder trans- 
2 2  
mits t h e  optimum predictor differences, which have variance d (1-r ). 
14 
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It  is of' in terest  t o  determine the statiertics of' the  experimental image 
tes t  set t o  be encoded. 
G Hre as fo l ib - s :  
The statistical measurements corresponding t o  equation 
.I, . .. 
- 2  - 2  (xi-x) .t ( x  -x) 3 
i 
i 
where i = i, 2, ..., N-d 
and j = i +  d
These equations define the experimental mean, variance, covariance, and correlation. 
The addition of two similar factors,  and the compensating factor of 1/2, occur i n  
0 2 
X and S and s o  that  each of the xi are  used the same number of times as i n  mc 
. 
These s t a t i s t i c s  were measured for  the experimental t e s t  s e t  of f i ve  images. 
i d  
d is the sample distance for the covariance and correlation measurement. 
i j  
The or'ginal samplss are  quantized t o  s i x  bit accuracy, and the s t a t i s t i c s  of 
table I are  i n  units of the l eas t  significant bic. 
i n  the  l i t e r a tu re  are  usua l ly  between 0.95 and 0.99, and this is t rue for  a l l  the 
t e s t  images except the highly detailed Band image. The dependance of correlation 
on sample distance corresponds t o  the first-order Markov model, as has been sbmn 
previously '. r e f l ec t  the average brightness and contrast 
of the image, arid are  not indicators of the image information content. 
Values of mr (d=l) reported 
2 The values of k and S 
Table I. 
for f ive  experimental test  images. 
Experimental mean, variance and correlation 
Image Mean Variance Correlation 
Reasoner 1.12 94 017 0 0987 
Two Girls -10.92 91.48 0.980 
Two Men -8.81 172.62 0 -973 
Writing Pad 12.18 43.83 0 979 
Band -1.2 -85 9 . 2 4  0.871 
Average -3.86 98 87 0.953 
3.6 
1 .  
~ 
*I 
' .  
The optimum predictor and rdf of equations 8 and I O  are time invariant for  ' *i 
a wide sense stationary process. 
stationary,  t h e  s t a t i s t i c s  of eq 'a t ion ll and table I wr~uld 3ave the same expected 
value?, independant of the particular image or region of an image measured. 
the video image source is well  known t o  be nonstationary, so that, .Aning different  
encoder/decoders a t  different  times gives improved performance. 
If the video source were actually wide sense 
a .' 
Harmer, 
I .  ' P, . 
The interpretation 
of the f u l l  iwge  s t a t i s t i c s  of table  I depends dn the subsource switching rates  I, 
considered i n  the Composite source model. I f  the Switching Occurs frequently 
d u r i n g  a single 
i f  the encoder/decoder is selected once per image, the f u l l  image s t a t i s t i c s  are  
examples of subsources. 
image, the f u l l  image s t a t i s t i c s  define different  mixture sources. 
The composite source model t o  be investigated, based on the Btationary model 
of the image soilrce described above, comis ts  of a group of f i rs t -crder ,  wide 
sense stationary sources, one of which is selected by a switch. 
Markov model is specified by &, &, ana r. I f  the subsources a re  defined wing  
all tb.ree of these parameters, a large number of subsources resul ts .  I n  the most 
accurate subsource definit ion,  the values o f h  2, and r could be periodically 
measured, quantized t o  some accuracy, and u s d  t o  design the encoder/decoder. 
transmission ra te  overhead wculd be prohibitive, unless the subsource switching 
is  very slcrw. The ef fec t  of these three parameters on the rdf is examined, m d  
experimental measureme1,ts are  made, t u  determine t h e  effectiveness of subsource 
definit ions based on these parameters. 
The first-order 
5 . e  
4 
17 
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In t h i s  section, the subsources are  
correlntior?, r. The value 01' r directly 
entropy encotier, as sham i n  equations 8 
defined 
affects  
and 53. 
using only the distance one 
the predictor, quantieer, and 
With the image s a q l e  variance, 
the vciI.ue of r determines t h e  rdf, as shasn i n  equation 10. 
of r i n  table  I hove significant differences between hUage6, and areas of lau 
The measured values 
d e t a i l  and ..igh correlation, and high d e t a i l  with low correlation, a r e  found i n  1 
many typical  imges, including a l l  f i ve  experimental tes t  images. 
The importance of a source parameter can be determined by the effect of a 
sourceencoder mismatch i n  tha t  parameter. 
predictor on the predictor bias ani4 predictor mean-square error. 
predictor corresponding t o  equation 8 is 
We consider the effeot of an arbi t rary 
The arbi t rary 
In general a does not equal r ,  and b does not equal /&. 
of the predictor a re  
The bias and mean-square 
= ( l - a ) ( A - b )  
(12) 
2 2 2 2 
(l-2ar+a ) + (&Ob) (1-a) = Q 
'l'he second t e r m  ip the  Rem-squure error  
equations reduce t o  9 for 8 = r ,  b # 
.- C' of the bias. These 
i 
I - _  . 
- F-. 
.'.-,+. . - w. ... 
Since the experimental correlation is usually close t o  one, it is reasonably 
effective t o  s e t  a = 1, b = 0, in a non-adaptive image compression predictor. 
The predictor bias is  zero, and the mean-square error  is 2#(1-r), where r and 
2 2  & are  the actual  image s t a t i s t i c s .  me minimum mean-square error is e (1-r 1, 
and is obtained when a = r, b = U. 
r ( l - r ) * ,  which is small when r is approximately one. 
The increase i n  error for a = 1, b = 0, is 
2 
These results can be used t o  evaluate the effect  of using the a = 1 predictor 
The correlation, error, and rate change for subsources having r not equal t o  one. 
gain based on the rdf are given in table II for a predictar using the correct value 
of r ,  and i n  table  I11 for a predictor using a = 1. 
r a t e  change indicates tha t  less r a t e  is required, and higher compression is obtained. 
As expected, there is very l i t t l e  difference in performance of the  two predictors 
for  correlations approximately equal t o  one. 
sn .a l .1  for the lower correlations, because of the small potential  compression gain 
of the optimum predictor. 
A larger negative value of 
The performance difference is a l so  
We consider the effect  of' using a = 1, for  two simple composite sources. A 
typical  value for  r is 0.95, 
than a = 0.95 increases the r a t e  by 0.01 b i t s  per sample. 
nonstationary, having a subsource with r = 1.0, selected with 95 percent probability, 
and a subsource with r = 0.0, selected with 5 percent probability. 
111 shm that the  reqcired r a t e  is increased 0.5 b i t s  per sample when r = 0.0. 
Since t h i s  occurs 5 percent of the t i m e ,  the avprage r a t e  is increased O.tj25 b i t s  
per sample. 
0.5 w i t h  t e n  percent probability, the  r a t e  is increased 0.21 b i t s  per sample, ten 
percent of the time, for an average of 0.021 b i t s  per sample. 
If the  source is stationary, the  use of a = 1 rather 
Suppose the source is 
Tables I1 and 
If the subsources were r = 1.0 with 90 percent probability, and r = 
"he notential  additional compression gain of a nonstationary source model 
based 011 aifferent  values of correlation is very small. This explains Habibi's 
observation t h a t  adaptive predictors for  image data have not been reported i n  
the open l i t e ra ture .  Habibi characterizes the method of Tasto and Wintz as an 
adaptive Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT), b u t  it has been shcwn tha t  the KLT designed 
for  the experimental correlation, l i ke  the predictor, is very l i t t l e  bet ter  than 
t h e  KLT for  correlation one?1 
cosine transform.) 
4910 
(The KLT for  r = 1 is ident ical  t o  the diskrete 
The method of Tasto and Wintz uses a source part i t ion based 
Table XI. 
rate change usinq the optimum predictor o = r, far the 
f irst  order Markov model with &= 0, c = l e  
Carrelation, Predictor mean-square errm, and 
2 
Corz*elation, r 
0 -99 
0 -95 
0.9 
0.80 
3.70 
0.50 
c .00 
Rate Change, bits 
u.5 1% Error 
-2 e 8 3  
-1.67 
-1 -20 
-0.7% 
-0 . 500 
-0.208 
0 .oo 
\ *: 
2u 
‘ h i b l c  111 , 
w d  rete change using the predictor a = 1.0, for the 
f i r s t  oi*d~r bhrkov mdel w i t l i l y =  9, 
Currelutl an, predictor mean-squade error, 
2 
= 1, 
c) 
Correlation, r Error, 2QL(1-r) Rate Change, b i t s  
0.5 1% Error 
I 
on the experimental mean and variance, as w e l l  as the correlation. Even thc,wh 
the  compression gain varies ConsiderabQr as a function of correlation, l i t t l e  
additional compression gain is obtained by adapting the encoder/decoder for 
constationary correlation. 
encoder for  high correlation can be used a t  lm correlation, since there is 
l i t t l e  potential  ga in  t o  be last. 
The typical average zorrelation is kc-, and the 
This conclusion was tested by examining the performance of adaptive predictors 
on the f've test images. 
exrerixental mean and correlation of a local sample block, hnd transmitting the  
local. mean and correlation with the predictor errors. 
the  additional cverhead of transmitting the loca l  mean. 
s e t t i ng  b equal t o  the mean of the samples i n  several  preceedhg blocks, which 
requires no overhead. 
A loco1 predictm could be implenented by wily tne 
It is desireable t o  avoid 
This C a b  be done by 
The loca l  predictor is 
4 
xi = a(xi_l - b) + b 
The bias and predictor mean-square error a re  given i n  equation 12. 
For minimum mean-square error,  the 
a =  
derivative with respect t o  a is se t  t o  zero. 
c. 
Y 
' 
22 
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Table IV. gives the predictor err= and r a t e  change for three 
different  predictors used on the f i v e  test images, 
equal t o  one, and for  a equal t o  the full image correlation at t ab le  I. The 
largezt improvement using the f u l l  image currelation, 0.047 bits per sample, 
is obtoitied for the Band imge. This indicates that changing the value of a 
slm'ly with respect t o  the  video image r a t e  can give a small  averwe r a t e  
reduction. 
of four samples. 
the other predictors Shawn, but the  werhead r a t e  t o  describe the  value of r 
(with accuracy of 20.02) is about POW bits  Per bloCk, or one b i t  per sample. 
The overhead f a r  exceeds the  r a t e  gain. The u8e of larger and smller sample 
blocks similarly provides no net r a t e  gain. 
two ( r  = 1.0, 0.0) or four (r = 1.25, 1.00, 0.75, 0.50) predictors reduces the 
subsource indication Overhead, but a l so  reduces the subsource ident i f icat ion 
gain. 
Results a r e  given for a 
The predictor error and r a t e  change a re  a l so  given f o r  loca l  blocks 
This predictor has smaller error and larger compression than 
The use of limited systems with 
In several experiments, no overall  r a t e  gain was obtained. 
The experimental resu l t s  a r e  i n  agreement with the theoret ical  resul ts  
obtained with the typical f u l l  image statistics. Adaptive predictors a re  not 
useful for  image data. This is not unexpected, since none have been reported 
i n  the image cociing l i t e ra ture .  
quantizer and entropy encoder 
The effect  of nonstationary carrelation on the 
is considered beluw. 
I- 
I 
ia 
! 
23 
Table N. Predictor error and rate chaw for five test  images. 
Predict olr 
i \ -- a = l  a = full image r a = l o c a l r  
Error rate ch. Error rate ch. Error rate ch. overhead 
Image 
Reasoner -0271 -2.603 .(E72 -2 -600 .0180 -2.898 +o.= t 
Two Girls .0340 -2.440 -0336 -2 .U8 a 3 3  -20'722 +0.* 
!Two Men -0466 -2.2I.l -0461 -2 -220 00329 -2.462 +LO67 
2 
Writing Pad -0304 -2.520 .0300 -2 529 . O W  -2.875 +3&8 
Band 02519 4.995 -2359 -1.042 -1740 -1.262 +1.212 
. *  . ,. . . . .  
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In predictive compression, the difference ?&ween the predicted next sample 
value and the actual value is quantieed, entrow coded, and tranemitted (figure 2). 
The ra te  dis tor t ion function, given in  equation 10, is a function of the predictor 
2 error variance, d (lor ) . 
sample variance and on the sample correlation. 
is nonstationary, the optimum encoder/decoder has several subsource encoder/decoders 
w i t h  different quantizers and entropOr coders. As in the  previous section, the r a w e  
and effect  of the parameters used t o  define the subsource, #' (1-r ), is estimated. 
In Pollwing sections, adaptive entrow encoders and adaptive quantizers a re  described. 
The predictor error variance depends on both the original  
When the predictor error variance 
2 2 
2 2 2 
( lor  ) depends on r and* The range of . The values of r (mr) measured 
u s i n g  equation 11 on a large number of samples can range f r o m  0 t o  1, but are  typ- 
ical ly  0.9 t o  1.0 for imgz data. The experimental image data is quantized t o  six 
b i t s ,  two's complement, and sample values range from -32 t o  +31. 
often have a uniform or peaked distribution, so that 0'' can be estimated from the 
data range. = A-13.  For A = 31, 
Q -- 320. 
= A /6, one-half the uniform dis t r ibut ion value. For A= 31, d = 160. For A= 
The sample values 
2 
For a uniform dis t r ibut ion with range *A, 
2 2 
For A = 16, d2 = 85. For a triangular d i s t r i b u t i o n  with range *A, 0' 
2 2 
16,d = 42. 
The values of r acd e2 for the experimental t e s t  imges are  given i n  table I. 
2 
r ranges from 0.87 t o  0.99, with an average of 0.96. 
and the other two have w2 = 44 and 173, approximately half and double the value 
for the other three images. 
and 'I'wo Men (6 
Three images have of 93 f2, 
The Writing Pad (a2 = 44) has large regions of white, 
2 
= 173) has considerable sharp background detai l .  
Equation 10 can be rewritten 
. '  
The f i r s t  two terms define the change i n  the ra te  dis tor t ion function due t o  changes 
i n  d The effect  of r on R(D) is given i n  table 11, and the effect  of @ 
on R(D) is easily computed. 
2 2 ard i n  r. 
25 
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We first  consider a source model w i t h  subsources having the s t a t i s t i c a l v a r i -  
atiori typical  of f u l l  images, as 
subsources has sample variance 6 , correlation r, and rdf R(D). 
a re  defined as  follms: 
iven i n  table  I. Suppose the average of the  ! 
The Iwo subsources 
Subsource 1 
2 3 
#l = 0 . 5 6 ,  rl = r ,  R1(D) = R(D) + (1/2) l"g2 (1/2) = R(D) - 0.5 
The two subsources have equal probability, so tha t  the average of the subsource has 
variance 4.2. When a different  encoder/decoder is used for  each subsource, the 
subsource encoder achieves the average of' the  subsource rdf's. 
= R(D)  - 0.104 
The galn of a system adapting on t h i s  model, which corresponds roughly t o  a 
different  subsource for each image, is about 0 . 1 b i t  per sample. 
t h i s  gain i s  larger than the gain of an adaptive predictor. 
Although small, 
de next consider the more w i d s l y  d i f fer ing subsources tha t  might occur 
within a n  image. 
or f l a t  image regions comprising 75 percent of the image, and tha t  subsource 2 
corlsists of the remaining low correlation, high d e t a i l  regions, such as edges. 
The average variance is #, the average correlation is r = 0.95, and the rdf  is 
R ( 1 ) ) .  
Suppose that  subsource 1 consists of highly correlated, lcw d e t a i l  
The two subsources a re  defined as f o l l m s  : 
i 
;;ubsource 1. ( f l a t )  
2 
Ul = 0 ,  rl = 1.0, R (D) = 0 1 
26 
Using the appropriate encoder/decder for each subsource, the subeuurce ra te  is 
0 /4 )  %(Dl 
The relative gain depends on the stationary mixture source rate,  R(D), and is 
given i n  table V. 
for the flat/edge model, bu t  the assumption that three-quarters of the image can 
be transmitted a t  z -0 ra te  is extreme. 
The table sham that  substaintial rdf imprwements are  possible 
The next section describes adaptive sntropy encoders, which change according 
t o  the predictor error distribution. 
27 
Table V. Rate gain for subsource coding of the flat/edge model. 
R ~ ~ ( D )  = (I/&) R(D)  + 0,486 
\ -. 
R ( D )  Rss (D)  change percent 
1.0 9.736 0.264 26.1% 
2 .o 0.986 1.014 50.7% 
3 -0 1.236 1 . 764 58.8% 
5 .O 1.4% 2.514 62 .* 
28 
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ADAPTIVE ENTROPY C O I N C  
In th i s  section, we consider noiselerss coding. No quantber  is used, and 
the exact predictor difference value is transmitted Without distortion. 
noiseless coding, the rdf results of the previous sections can be simplified. 
rdf is the minimum mutual irformation, 
For 
The \ *  
where H,x) is the entropy of x, and H(x/y) is the conditional entrow of : given 
y. 
r a t e  is simply the entropy of X. 
nonstutionary, the conditional entropy is reduced by considering the memory or 
an equivalent subsource identification. The entrupy can be measured direct ly ,  
and Wyner and Ziv 
is a bound on the rdf reduction. 
For distortionless transmission, H(x/y) = 0, and R(0) = H(x). The required 
If the souice producing the output symbols is 
have sham tha t  the entropy rsduction for  a source with memorv 
Specifically, 
The reduction i n  the rdf of a source due t o  memory is l ess  than or equal t o  the 
reduction in  source symbol entropy. 
Table V I  shms the entropy of the differences and of the difference magnitudes 
for  tue f ive t e s t  images. 
and 0. 
entropy and rdf agrees with the theory examined in the previous sections. 
example, Writing Pad has correlation nearly ident ical  t o  that  of Two G i r l s ,  b u t  
has about one-half the sample variance, and the difference entropy is 0.89 b i t s  
less .  
variance of Two G i r l s ,  and has a difference entropy 0.59 b i t s  greater. 
and Band have sample variance very similar t o  Two G i r l s ,  bu t  have higher and 
l w e r  correlation 
Comparing the difference entropy with the values of r 
2 
given i n  table I shave that  the general effect  of these parameters on 
For 
Two Men a l so  has siinilaf correlation, b u t  has iiearly twice the sample 
Reasoner 
ana the difference entropy is correspondingly smaller and greater. 
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Table VI. Entropy of the differencee and difference magnitude8 
for the five test images, in  bit$. 
Inage Difference 
Entropy 
Reasoner 2.05 
Two G i r l s  2.72 
Two Men 3.31 
Writing Pad 1.83 
Band 3.78 
Average 2.74 
Magnitude 
Entropy 
1.62 
2 0 0 6  
2 -61 
1.43 
3 .lo 
2 0 1 6  
sign 
Entropy 
0.43 
0.66 
0.7~ 
0.40 
0.68 
0.58 
! 
1 
i 
However, if the  average entropy is used as a reference point, computation OQ 
2 
the change i n  entropy wing  equation 14 and 
lead:: t o  some diwrepancies, as shmn i n  table VII. 
the ei’fect of varying experimental difference distributions.  The rdf of equations 
10 and 14 applies t o  the Gaussian difference distribu-cion, with variance 4 (1-r ). 
It has been sham l3 tha t  the entropy and rdf for any symet r i ca l  dis t r ibut ion &re 
equal t o  the Gaussian en t row and rdf, F’.W a constant depending on the distribution. 
Therefore, if the test  images had the same difference dis t r ibut ion except for  the 
2 variance d (lor2!, equations 10 : nd 14 would yield the correct differences i n  rdf 
acd entropy. 
ence distributions have different shape as wel l  as  scale. 
quantizer design, considered i n  the next section. 
values of b and r from bb le  I 
This i S  apparentu due t o  
2 2  
The exact ciifferences a re  not obtained because the test image differ-  
This problfm also affects  
The entropy of the difference magni%udes is also given i n  table V I ,  and is 
used below rather than the difference entropy. 
the sample values depend only on the F?evious sample, =nd the sample differences 
are  uncorrelated. This implies that the signs of the predictor differences hre 
indwendant. 
data, but using the difference magnitude entropy e l i m i n t i t s  the  effect  of correlated 
signs. The magnitude entropy is the information contained i n  ai: b i t s  except 
the sign b i t ,  and table V I  shms tha t  the sign b i t  actually contains only atout 
one-half b i t  of information. 
being equal t o  zero is 0.42, for  the f ive  t e s t  images. 
of information, b u t  is used only 58 percent of the time, so its average information 
content is 0.58 bi t s ,  i n  agreement with the average sign entropy of table  VI. 
I n  the f i r s t  order Markov data model, 
The first order madel may not be s t r i c t l y  t rue for  the experimental 
, 
The measured average probability of the difference 
The sign b i t  has one b i t  
I 
I n  H f i r s t  experiment in adaptive entropy coding, we consider the performance 
of a single fixed entropy coder used on a l l  f ive t e s t  images. 
ence entropy of the f ive  images, based on the combined difference probabili t ies,  
is 2.366 b i t s .  
r a t e  performance is given i n  table  V I I I .  
t e s t  imageb i s  equal t o  the i r  combined entropy, w i t h i n  the computational accuracy. 
Tuble V I I I  a lso sham tha t  using the optimum entropy c d e  for  each image provides 
81: average ra te  reduction 3f 0.23 b i t s .  
for f u l l  itrage nonstationarity, made in the previous section. 
The combined differ-  
A simple approximate Huffman code is shmn i n  figure 3, snd its 
The average ra te  achieved for  the f ive 
This i e r g e r  than the estimate of 0 . 1 b i t s  
... 
.. 
, Y 
. .  
. '%-- 
i 
'l'able VII. Computed differences in  entrow for the five tes t  -6. 
Image 
Heas mer 
Two Girls 
'No Men 
W h i t i n g  €'ad 
Ea nd 
Change i n  difference 
entropy from the ever- 
of table V I .  
-0.69 
-0.02 
+O 57 
-0.91 
+LO4 
men&? predicted 
usiagthe r 
of table I. 
2 
-0.87 
-0.58 
+O*Og 
-1.08 
+om73 
-. 
Figure 3. Apprariinratc HuPfhlan code. 
Difference 
bhgnit ude 
0 
1 
*,3 
4¶5,6¶7 
Code Word 
1 
3 
5 
7 
9 
LL 
12 
.. 
' i  
S indicates the sign b i t ,  and Mi indicates the i th  magnitude b i t .  
33 
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‘l’able VIII. Performance of the appruxinate Huf‘flnan code of figure 3. 
Image 
Difference Rate for Rate 
Entropy Approximate Increase 
Huffman code 
Reasoner 2.05 
‘ b o  Girls 2 -72 
Two Men 3.31 
7riting Pad 1.83 
Band 3 978 
Average 2.74 
2.19 
2 09 6  
3.6n 
2.01 
4 0 0 4  
2 097 
0.14 
0.24 
0.33 
0.1.8 
0.26 
0.23 
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'l'he observed nonstationariQr within thstest images, and the computation of 
potential  r a t e  gain i n  the last section, indicate tha t  further r e t e  gain can be 
obteiiird by adapting the e n t r q  coding within the image. Local  nonstationarity 
appears as nonstationary predictor error variance, which awe6 the sample d i f f e r  
ence magnitudes t o  be dependant. The dependance may be significant Over a span of 
many samples, although the closest  are usually mare similar. 
The potential  r a t e  reduction due t o  loca l  nanstationarity can be bounded by 
the eiitropy reduction far the difference magnitude, when the difference magnitude 
is conaitioned on the previous difference magnitude. 
entropy can be found by computing the entropy of paire of differences. 
The conditianalmagaitude 
The conditional magnitude entropy is Shawn i n  table  IX for  the f ive  test images, 
and is equal t o  the r a t e  required t o  transmit noirJelessly the current difference 
magnitude, given the previous difference magnitude. 
only 0.17 b i t s  per sample, or 7.8 percent 
is high for Reasoner and Band, which have a few large areas of similar samples, 
and is l m  for  Two G i r l s ,  which has small d e t a i l  throughout the image. 
The average rate gain is 
of the magnitude entrow. The gair. 
Although the subsource definit ion and the current difference value are  
m u t u a l l y  dependant, some functional dist inction between subsource and difference 
information must be made. 
having significant dependancies between sucessive sample differences. 
identification is largely determined by the most significant magnitude b i t s  of the 
closer differences, and ha6 l i t t l e  relation t o  the sign b i t s  or less  significant 
bits. 
Here, the subsource definit ion will include information 
The subsource 
We f i rs t  consider the case where the subsource identification is based only 
on the magnitude of the current difference, bu t  uses the difference correlation. 
That is, the  subsource identification is the non-independant part  of the difference 
35 
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'ruble I X .  Reduction in  entropry for conditional difference magnitudee. 
Image 
Reasoner 
' b o  Girls 
'Wo Men 
Writir.g Pad 
Band 
Average 
f 
3.03 1.62 1.41 0.21 
4 0 0 4  2 e o 6  1.9s 0.0s 
5 *08 2.61 2.47 0.14 
2.71 1.43 1.28 0.15 
5 .92 3 .lo 2 e 8 2  0.28 
2.l6 1.99 0.17 
i 
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information. 
and must be transmitted for each difference. Since the same information is trans- 
m i t t e d  for independant differences, there is no overhead penalQr when there is no 
difference correlation. 
The subsource identification contains some of the difference data, 
'I'his systaa was implemented e x p r i m e n t a u  by dividing the difference data 
by powers of two, that  is, 1, 2, 4, etc., and t rea t ing  the quotient (the m o s t  
s ignificant b i t s )  as the subsource identification, and the remainder as data. 
The sun of the subsource and data entropy is equal t o  the or iginal  difference 
magnitude entropy, b u t  the subsource ident i f icat ion entropy is reduced when the 
subsource identification is conditioned on the prwiow subsource identification. 
l'his data is sham i n  the second numerical column of table  X, for division by 2. 
There is one data b i t  (with entropy very near ly  1.0) and the remaining difference 
magnitude information defines the subsource. 
ance similar t o  transmission of the difference magnitude conditioned on the  previous 
difference magnitude. 
subsource identification, since m o s t  differences are small. 
6 
As expected, this method has perform- 
For division by 4 or 8 there is l i t t l e  information in the 
I n  another experiment, the subsource ident i f icat ion is set equal t o  the 
There a re  location of the most significant b i t  i n  the difference magnitude. 
seven subsources, numbered 0 through 6 as Shawn. 
7 difference b i t s  7 6 5 4 3 2 1  
value * 9 1 6  8 4 2 1 
7 subsources 6 5 4 3 2 1 0  
magnitude range 3 1 1 5  7 3 1 0  0 
Given the subsource identification ( the location of the largest  non-zero magni- 
tude b i t ) ,  the range of the remcritllag magnitude data is limited. The subsource 
identification is conditioned on the previous subsource, and the remaining data is  
entropy coded, conditioned on the subsource. 
subsource identification are sham i n  the th i rd  numerical column of table X.  This 
and the previous method are  similar to conditional encoding of the difference 
The t o t a l  entropy resul ts  of t h i s  
37 
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Image 
, Reasoner 
Two G i r l s  
Two Men 
Writing Pad 
Band 
Average 
le X. Total magnitude entropy for several met 
1.41 
1.98 
2.47 
1.28 
2 .b2 
1*99 
Subsource Identification 
Magnitude Difference Locatim Largest Standard 
entropy rmagnitude of most magnitude deviation 
conditioned divided significant in block of block 
on previous by 2 magnitude of16 dl6 
magnitude b i t  
1.44 1.42 
1.99 2 .oo 
2.55 2.48 
1.33 1.31 
2 088 2 0 8 4  
2.04 2 .Ol 
1.42 1.44 
2.03 2.02 
2 -44 2.44 
1.35 1.38 
2 .go 2 -92 
2.03 2 .& 
\ * -  
,r 
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1 magnitudes, b u t  are s l igh t ly  worse in performance and are simpler in -tation. 
It is more usual, especially in adaptive quantization, t o  define the subsource 
using some measured s t a t i s t i c  of a block 09 difference magnitudes. 
wera also performed using the  subsource defined as the  largest difference magnitude 
i n  a block, and as the standard deviation 09 the differences i n  a block. For these 
two methods, a d  the f ive t e s t  images, the oxhimum entropy usually occured fo r  
sample difference blocks of length 8 or 16, with one minimum a t  32. 
given for both methods, f a r  blocks of 16, i n  table  X. 
t ha t  of the other two methods described above. A fur ther  r a t e  reduction of about 
0.02 b i t s  can be made if the subsource ident i f icat ion is conditioned on the previous 
subsource identification, as for the other two methods. 
Experiments 
The data is 
Performance is similar t o  
A comparison of the methods of adaptive entropy coding considered in t h i s  
section is given i n  table XI. 
entropy, by adding the sign entropy of each image ( table  VI) t o  the magnitude 
entropies. 
and independant of the difference magnitude, as i n  the first order Markov data model. 
The simplest method, with the highest ra te ,  is t o  use the simple fixed approximate 
Huffman coder of figure 3 for  a l l  images. 
gives a 7 percent ra te  reduction. 
identification information provided by the the previous difference or neighboring 
differences gives an additional 6 percent ra te  reduction. 
The resu l t s  a r e  all given in terms 09 difference 
The resu l t  is correct if the difference signs are  mutually independant, 
Using the optimum coder for each image 
Using the loca l  nonstationarity or subsource 
The small gains of adaptive entropy coding are not untypical, considering 
resu l t s  reported i n  the l i t e ra ture .  
length noiseless coding system fo r  image data. 
the sample differences was selected for each block of 21 samples. 
produced rates within 0.25 b i t s  of the entropy for t e s t  image areas with a wide 
range of entropy. Rates below the average entrow were ncvt sought or observed. 
Spencer and May l5 compared Rice and Plaunt’s technique t o  the method of using 
the previous l ine s t a t i s t i c s  t o  generate a code for  the current l ine.  
gave a 10 percent gain i n  r a t e  over the optimum f u l l  image Huffman code. 
and Grey 
difference transmission, and selected the best method f o r  blocks of 64 samples. 
Rice and Plaunt used an adaptive variable 
The m o s t  appropriste code for  the 
The system 
Bath mehtods 
Davisson 
6 combined a run length code, three variable length codes, and direct  
39 
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Table X I .  Comparison of adaptive entropy coding methods. 
Image 
Reasoner 
Two Girls 
Two Men 
Writing Pad 
Band 
Average 
Percent change 
Fixed 
approximate 
HufAnan 
code 
2 -19 
3 -64 
2.01 
4.04 
2 -97 
0 
Sample A et-ious Subsource 
difference difference identification 
entrow canditionai (best method) 
entropy 
2.05 
2 -72 
3.31 
1.83 
3 0 7 8  
2 -74 
-7 3% 
1.84 1.85 
2 -64 2 -66 
3.17 3.18 
1.68 1.71 
3 -50 3.52 
2.57 2.59 
-13 5% -1.2 08% 
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ompressed an image with 3.3 bi ts  per sample average entropy 
Although the gain of adaptive entropy coding for the nanstationary image 
this gain is an order of magnitude greater than the 
t o  3.0 bi t s  per sample. 
model is orily 0.4 bits ,  
gain of adaptive prediction. 
improvement due t o  nonstationarity. 
ment due to nonstationarity is limited t o  0.4 bi ts ,  when we go from a simgle 
fixed method for a l l  f ive j.mages t o  a locally adaptive mathod. 
ment is limited t o  0.17 bits, on the average, when we go from the optimum fixed 
method for a s-le image t o  a locrUy adaptive method. 
consider adaptive quantizers, which achieve higher r a t e  gains, for reasons not 
related t o  uonstationarity. 
The entropy gain is an upper bound on the rdf 
For the f ive  t e s t  images, the r a t e  hprave- 
The r a t e  imprave- 
In the next section, we 
i 
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ADAPTIVE QUANTIZATION 
The previous section considered entropy or noiseless coders used without 
quantizers. This section considers quantizers, both with and without en t row 
coders. Quantizers reduce the transmission rate,  a t  the cost of reduced f ide l i ty .  
Memoryless quantizers operating independantu on the predictor errors can perform 
16 
close t o  the rdf for stationary data. 
for  several predictor error distributions,  including the  Gaussian, exponeatial, 
and gams distributions . l7,l8 
according t o  the standard deviation of the  quantizsd variable. 
quantizers typically have one-half the range of the  exponential or gama quahtizers, 
and the l a t t e r  are  more suited t o  image predictor difference data. 
entropy coding. l9 Performance is within 1/4 b i t  per sample of the Gaussian rdf. 
The optimum non-miform quantizer, without an entro 
plus 1/8 b i t  r a t e  increase aver tbe Gaussian rdf. 
t o  the optimum nori-uniform quantizers br!.ngs performance close t o  that  of the 
optimum iiniforur quantizers with entropy coding. 
optimum non-uniform quantizers without entropy coding is larger for the scponentiai 
and gamma distributions than for  the Gaussian distribution. 
The optimum guantizers have been fcund 
The t h e o r e t i c a w  optimum quantizers a re  scaled 
The Gaussian 
The m o s t  e f f ic ient  quantization method is  uniform quantization follaued by 
16 
coder, requires a 20 percent 
Addition of entropy coding 
18” 
perfortuance penalty for  the 
20 
Quantizers introduce both in-range and out-af-range distortion. If the quant- 
izer  range is less  than the f u l l  possible difference rang;e, large differences a re  
reeresented by smaller difference values. 
reconstructed samplos, but  the probability of h r s e  differences is smU. 
errors are v is ib le  ii’l images a3 edge blurring or slope merload. 
quantizer interval s i ze  is larger than the leas t  significant bi t  of the original 
data, the reconstructed samples w i l l  have small random errors, similar t o  the errors 
produced by original quantization using too few b i t s .  These errors a re  v is ib le  as 
contouring i n  the f l a t ,  lck t  contrast areas of the image. Quantizer desigw are  
optimized by considering these two kinds of errors. If‘ a uniform quantizer is 
gradually widened from the minimum range, the total  man-square errar is f i r s t  
decreased as slope overhad is reduced, and then increased as contouring becomes 
This causes some large errom i n  the 
Such 
If  the s m l l e s t  
\ -  
_I 
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prouounced 
by using larger quantization intervals a t  the larger, l ess  probable difference 
vahies. 
O p t i m u m  non-unif orm quantizers obtain the best possible performance 
The f irst  s tep  i n  investigating the performance of adaptive quantizers is t o  
t e s t  fixed quantiiers for the f ive  test images. 
and sample values range from -32 t o  + 31. The difference data a re  integers, with 
a possible range of -63 t o  4 3 .  The difference data fo r  these imageo, and for 
images i n  general, usually have an exponential distribution, and a scaled discrete 
version of some theoret ical  quantizer could be used. 
data were used t o  design the quantizers. 
the  minimum mean-sqare error discrete  quantize: , by exhaustive search. 
izers were designed using the difference magnitude probabili t ies,  and therefore 
a re  symmetrical about the zero difference poiiit. 
differences were assigned t o  the closest  representative value. 23 For equally 
dis tant  representative -:slues, the smaller was used. 
M, the number of representative values, equal t o  2 ,  3, 4, 5, and 7. 
The experiwdial  data are six b i t s  
Instead, the experimental 
A computer program was wri t ten t o  find 
The quant- 
To minLsi,n,e the aean-epare error ,  
Q m t i e e r s  Were designed for 
For symmetrical distributions,  quantizers with M odd always have zero as  a 
representative value, while theoret ical  quantizers with M wen usuhl.iy have a l l  
the represeKtative values symmetrical i n  pairs about zero. 
differences, the probabi-1' -' tha t  the difference is zero i S  large, and quantizers 
w i t h  M odd usually have better performance than quantizers with a one-larger number 
of representaive values. 
probability tha t  the difference is zero is s l igh t ly  larger than one-half, and the 
probability tha t  the difference is 21 is s l igh t ly  less  than one-half. 
For image sample 
This can be shmn by a simple example. Suppose that  the 
p(0) = 0.5 + e 
p(2l)  = 0.5 - e 
If M is equal t o  2, the optimum symmetrical representative values a re  21, and the 
mean-square error is 
43 
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%E (Ma, k l )  = (0.54-e) l2 + (0.5-e) 0 
If a l l  the differences are represented by zero, the error is smaller. 
!f;E ( M = l ,  0) = (0.5+e) 0 + (0.5-e) 1 2 
= 0.5 - e 
BecauLe of the superior performance of M odd quantizers, the optimum quantizers 
for experimental difference data for M even usually have only M - 1 levels, with 
a zero representative value. 
zero t o  be a representative value. 
M wen  quantizer designs were obtained by not alluwing 
If a l l  the sample differences are represented by zero, no difference data is 
ac td i l ly  transmitted, and the image or 
sample, 
change (delta modulation) than t o  send co information. 
occured because the effect  of the quantizer is analized as i f  the quantizer fol lmed 
the differencing loop of figure 2, instead of being within the loop. In such an 
analysis,  the quantizer is designed for  the original sample differences, not for 
the differences between the current sample and the previous trarsmitted sample, 
which has been reconstructed from a sequance of quantized differences. 
the quantizer as outside the loop gives acceptable resul ts  only when the quantizer 
error is small. Table X I 1  shws for  the Reasoner image, the estimated mean-square 
error of the optimum quantizer computed as i f  the quantizer were outside the loop 
and the actual measured mean-square error when the quantizer is used i n  the loop. 
For large M, the estimated error is nearly correct, b u t  for M equal t o  2, the 
estimated error is an order of magnitude smaller than the reasured error. 
l i ne  is represented by the first 
Obviously it is much bet ter  t o  transmit a *l indication of the sample 
The above anomalous result 
Treating 
The above resul t  indicates tha t  it is unlikely tha t  l c r w  r a te ,  high distortion 
quantizers designed for  the cr iginal  sample differences w i l l  give the optimum 
’\ * -  
4h 
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‘Fable XII. The optimwa quantizers, computed for the Reatloner image 
sample differences, and the estimated and measured mean-square error. 
Number 
of levels 
M 
15 
7 
5 
4 
3 
2 
Quantizer Estimated 
representative err or 
levels 
0,1,4,9 0.1549 
0,196 397 
095 0.946 
1 2 -023 
Measured 
errex 
0.0225 
0 02771 
1 . 266 
lOr/14 
3 807 
23 0979 
L .  
- 'Lr- 
performme in actual use. 
iiitciactive program t o  obtain the best fixed quantizers for +he f ive  test images. 
T h i s  cmputer program i terat ively designs the optimum quantizers for the actual  
difference d i s t r i b u t i o n s  produced by the  previously t s s t e d  quantizers. 
interaction i 
test quhiitizers. 
table XIII, for the f ive t e s t  images. 
the Heasoner image is imprwed. 
This observation la' t o  the  use of an i terat ive,  
Operator 
w ided  t o  f smina te  repeti t ive searches and t o  input additional 
'L'he best quantizer results produced by this lnethod are given i n  
Except far M equal t o  3, performance for 
The effect  of f u l l  image nonstationarity can be estimated frm the resu l t s  
shmn i n  table X J Y .  
Reasoner image ) 
Although these are  not the optimum quantizations for t h w o u p  of f ive  test images, 
the results provide an upper bound on the error of the optimum quantizers. 
increase in  mean-square error mer that for the best fixed quantizers for  each 
image ranges from 12 t o  70 percent. 
rate iiicrease of about 0.3 b i t s  per sample. 
Band tor  a l l  f ive t e s t  images gave higher average mean-sqaure error. 
The same quantizations (the optimum quantf fitions far the 
were used for all f ive  test images . 
The 
This corresponds t o  an average transmission 
Using the optimum quantizers for 
As we d id  for adaptive entropy coding, we next consider tht: effect  of loca l  
nonstationarity within the image. 
were ! sed for adaptive entropy coding, and a l l  four were found nearly equal i n  
performance. 
Ready and Spencer. 21 A block of sample differences is quantized using several 
different quantizers, and the result ing mean-square error  is computed. 
mission consists of the identification of the quantizer with the smallest &:tror, 
and the corresponding quantized data. 
obtained using four quantizers, and blocks of four sample differences. 
results are shmn i n  table XV. 
Four different methods of subsource identification 
For adaptive quantization, w e  t e s t  only one approach, described by 
The trans- 
The best mean-square error resul ts  were 
These 
The experimental 
Reasoner i n  figure 4. 
results tire given for 
figures 5 end 6. 
ra te  and 
Several 
the Band 
mean-square error dis tor t ion a re  plotted for  
compression metbds a re  included, and similar 
image and the average of the f ive images i n  
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‘l’able X L L I .  l’he best fixed quantizers, and resulting !~te~irr-~g~are error, 
found by iterative search. 
Number of representative level6 
M = 3 M = 4  M - 5  ItJl=2 N = 7  . _- 
Image 
Reas mer 
levels 
error 
4 
8 -83 
0,1,4,11 
0.214 
‘No Girls 
levels 
error 
3 
4 -61 
093 194 0,1,6 
2 -62 1.11 0.79 
0,1,4,9 
0.321 
Two Men 
levels 
error 
4 
12 .Oc, 
Writing Pad 
levels 
error 
093 134 0,194 
1.05 0 -69 0.24 
0,1,4,9 
0. IC5 
2 
2.52 
&and 
levels 
error 
5 
19 . 89 
Average 
error 0.64 3.40 2.14 1.34 
47 
Table XIV. Mean=square error using the same qUanthation8 for a l l  
five test images. 
XIIX are used.) 
("he Reasoner qmtieations of' table 
Number of representative leuels 
I=@;e 
Reas mer 8.83 3 -81 1.19 0.76 0.214 
Two Girls 6 -14 2 -17 1.58 1.23 0.370 
Two i4en I2 -05 5.55 2.85 2.58 0.851 
Writing Pad 5 -61 2 -14 0.89 0 -43 0.113 
Band 20 095 13-04 6 -60 6-37 2.87 
Average 10.72 5.34 2 -62 2.27 0 -88 
48 
Yable XV. Mean-square error for adaptive quantization. 
Transmission rate 2.1 
Quantizers 
Image 
Reasoner 
Two G i r l s  
Two Men 
Writing Pad i 
Band 
Average 
0.39 
0.56 
1-37 
0.21 
4.16 
1.34 
0.30 
0.56 
1.05 
0.19 
2 -25 
0.87 
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Adaptive quantization gains about 0.5 b i t s  per sample for the Reasoner image, 
I 
I compared t o  the best fixed quantizers, b u t  adaptive quantization gains only about 
0.1 b i t s  per sample for  Band, and 0.1 t o  0.2 bi ts  per sample for the f ive  image 
average. 
image average measurements. 
test images gives better performance than using the optimum fixed quantizer for 
each image, and is m o r e  easily implemented. The gains due t o  between-image and 
loca l  nonsttitionarity are  very similar t o  those of adaptive entropy coding, where 
coders designed for each image gained 0.25 b i t s  per sample aver a fixed code fo r  
each image, and a locally adaptive entropy coder gained a further O.l? bi t s  per 
sample. 
The high entropy, high dis tor t ion Band image tends t o  dominate the f ive 
Using one method of adaptive quantization for a l l  the 
'l'he adaptive quantization r a t e  gains for the  four test images not including 
Band are  about twice a s  large a s  the rate reduction due t o  adaptive entropy coding. 
Since the reduction i n  entropy is an upper bound on the reduction i n  the rdf,  same 
of the gain of adaptive quantization is due t o  reducing the inefficiency of fixed 
quantizers. 
Figures 4, 5, and 6 a l so  shuv the rate-distortion resu l t s  of two dimensional 
Hadamard transform compression, performed on 8 by 8 blocks of samples. The comp- 
ression method is fixed for  each rate ,  not adaptive, and has been described prev- 
iously . 
than interlaced frame compression, 
produLes higher compression gain. The transform coefficient quantizers were designed 
t o  re f lec t  the observed flat-edge nonstationarity of the t e s t  images. The comparison 
of the resul ts  i n  figures 4, 5, and 6 i l l u s t r a t e s  the well-knmn fact t h a t  predictive 
coding is much bet ter  than transform coding a t  high rates  (3-4 bits per sample), 
The resul ts  shwn a re  for independant field compression, rather 
Frame compression requires more memory, b u t  
and much worse than transform coding a t  lw ra tes  ( 1  b i t  per sample) , 24,'5,26 I n  the 
Reahoner data shuvii i n  figure 4, a mean-square error less than about 0.01 corres- 
ponds t o  an acceptable compressed image. 
although subjectively unobjectionable, mean-square error a t  high rates because of 
the large number of computations and coefficients affect ing each reconstructed 
sample. 
i s  more sucessful than predictive coding a t  low ra tes  for  several reasons. The 
Transform coding has re lat ively high, 
< 
Predictive coding with a = 1 is mathematically simple. Transform coding 
. " 
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S by : trmsforit: block is two dimensional, and includes a larger number of 
horizorltiilly aiid ver t ica l ly  correlated samples. A t  the lmest ra tes ,  the best 
trans!'urm compression designs effectively perform horizontal and v e r t i c a l  sub- 
sampling. 
Eor predictive coding, the effect of 2 t o  1 horizontal subsampling was tested 
by combining it with adaptive quantization. 
and are  a lso plotted i n  figures 4, 5, and 6. 
imprwed performance a t  lmer rates, while introducing some fixed error a t  the 
higher rates.  
the adjacent reconstructed samples. As a minor benefit,  subsampling allms the 
overall  ra te  t o  be determined more flexibly,  by a l l w i n g  quantizers with larger 
numbers of levels t o  be used a t  laver t o t a l  rates.  
The results are sham in t ab le  XVI, 
As expected, subsampling provides 
Those samples omitted by subsampling, are reconstructed by averaging 
Predictive coding, adaptive quantizer predictive coding, or adaptive quantizer 
predictive coding with subsampling a re  able t o  perform be t te r  than transform coding 
a t  high rates dmn t o  2 or 1.5 b i t s  per sample. 
bet ter  than the predictive methods a t  ' H e r  ra tes ,  even the best transform images 
a t  such lower rates  are  subjectiv, 
Although transform coding is much 
hticceptable. 
Table X V I I  shows the entropy bf the best fixed quantizers of table  XII, and 
a l so  the noiseless entropy fwm table  V I .  
i n  figures 4, 5, and 6. 
iza t  ion w i t h  variable r a t e  entropy coding a re  significantly superior i n  performance 
t o  the f?xed quanti-er methods. 
lawest 7stes. 
These results have a l so  been plotted 
This data shws  tha t  the predictive methods using quant- 
Two dimensional transform is superior a t  the 
'P:e ntt. distor t ion curves for  figures 4, 5, and 6 can be approximated by 
a strr:1!-ilt '..<ne drawn between the zero ra te ,  100 percent error  r a t e  point a t  the 
lcwe: i~igti?, ::orners, and the noiseless coding r a t e  points on the l e f t  axes. The 
plotted resl;',ts of entropy coding the output levels of the optimum quantizers are  
a l l  wit .hin 0.5 b i t s  per sample of the rdf,  and are  much closer a t  the  l w e r  rates. 
Entropy coding obtains similar s igcif icant  ra te  gains for  theoret ical  distributions,  
and a further s l igh t  improvement can be obtained by entropy coding the output 
levels of the optimum uniform quantizers. 16,19,20 
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'I'aLle X V I .  Mean-equare error far 2 to lhorizontal subsampling 
with adaptive quantization. 
Transmission rate 1.0 1.25 1.5 2 .o 2.5 
Image 
Reasoner 
'Two G i r l s  
Two Men 
Writing Fad 
Bsnd 
Average 
4.056 2.713 0.9- 0.545 0.546 
2 -926 2 -202 1.369 0.951 0.835 
8.322 6.276 3 315 2.4s 2.387 
1.188 0.953 0.495 0.372 0.314 
19.106 16.703 9.220 7.241 7.455 
7.l3-9 5 0768 3 074 2.306 2.307 
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Table XVII.  The quantizer output entropy for the 
of table XIII. 
Image 
Reasoner 1.0 
Two G i r l s  1.0 
Two Men 1.0 
Writing Pad 1.0 
Band 1.0 
Aver age 1.0 
Maximum entropy 1.0 
( e q u a w  likely) 
i 
Number of representative levels 
M r 3  M t 4  M e 5  
0.728 1.235 1.638 
1.323 1.627 1 949 
1.069 1 389 1.691 
0.874 1.317 1.604 
1.136 1.630 1.653 
1.026 1.440 1 707 
1.585 2 .ooo 2.322 
M = 7  
1.751 
2 . 134 
2 .bo4 
1.610 
2 -098 
1 999 
2 -807 
. I  
2 noiseless 
1 
2 005 
2 -72 
1.83 
3 4'8 
2.74 
7 
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C ONC LUS I ON 
T h e  improved performance of adaptive compression techniques is w e l l  b a r n .  
The major assumption of t h i s  investigation was tha t  the gains of adaptive compres- 
sion a re  due t o  the nonstationarity of the image source. This is commonly accept- 
ed . 3221,27 
the maximum a. i i t ional  data compression due t o  nonstationarity. Contrary t o  the 
above assumption, it was found tha t  the r a t e  d i s tor t ion  bound impruvement due t o  
image nonstationarity is small, and tha t  significant performance gains i n  compres- 
sion systems can not be made by considering the source nonstationarity. The gains 
of adaptive quantizer coding are  due more t o  the inefficiency of non-adaptive fixed 
r a t e  quantizers i n  approaching the rdf ,  than t o  the source nonstationarity. 
ThAobjective was t o  Me the nonstationarjr source mole1 t o  obtain 
In the experiments leading t o  t h i s  conclusion, the mean-square error results 
of several different  compression methods based on one dimensional predictive 
coding, and one method of two dimensional transform compression were compared. 
The relat ive performance is i n  agreement with resu l t s  i n  the l i t e ra ture ,  i n  tha t  
predictive coding is superior t o  transform a t  higher ra tes  and infer ior  a t  laver 
ra tes ,  and i n  tha t  variable r a t e  entrapy coding gives performance near the r a t e  
dis tor t ion baunc?. 
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SECTION D 
SEL 32 c m E R  PROCW 
A M I  VIDEO DATA 
. c 
1 
This report describes the computer progrems and compressed video data 
developed on the SEX 32 computer under contract NAS2-903. 
reported i n  the interim f i n a l  report, Section B, Appendix D. 
report indicated that nearly a l l  of the original data four frame sets, moa3ochrome 
sequences, and color sequences had been transferred t o  the SEL 32. 
Pmvious work was 
The interim final 
All computer programs are  i n  Fortran, but they use assembly language routines 
The prugraa8 described here, and p r e l h h a r y  versions found i n  the Video Library. 
and minor variations, are  all. files under USFZUUME JQbiBs or IISlBUWB LMB(EB. 
programs have a l so  been saved by username on two tapes. 
ava i lab i l i ty  of these f i l e s ,  no Ustin@ are attached. 
The 
Because of the rea* 
Table I indicates the six major functions 09 video porocessing that have 
The individual programs been performed in  the NASA-Ames V i d e o  Research Lab. 
a re  l i s ted  under these functions. 
1. Video Data Record 
(none) - records monochrome and color video on d i g i t a l  tape 
- currently unavailable due hardware modifications 
- see old DREC and EREC, format information b e h i  
2. Test Video Disphy 
JRAMP -Tests the display link, using a p a r t i a l  frame ramp on frame 1 
- ACTIVATE JRAMP 
KCOL - t e s t s  the display l ink,  using horizontal color bars and l e t t e r s  
- ACTIVATE KCOL 
3. Video Display 
- a l l  programs display both D and E format, color or monochrome 
- 5 for W ~ C ,  6 for  M t U  
DISP 5,6 - displays a l l  frames on a tape up t o  a double EOF 
- ACTIVATE DISFLAY5 ACTIVATE D I S P L A Y 6  
1 
JDISP - displays frames from selected Cape onto selected frame 
- requires both tape mounts and TYXX 
- ACTIVATE JDISP 
-pAQErS 
OF POOR QoALrn 
Table  I. SEL 32 Program Functions 
1. Video Data Record 
2. T e s t  Video Display 
3. Video Display 
4. Video Digital Tape Reformat or Copy 
5 .  Video Compression 
Transform ProgramS 
Differencing Programs 
6 .  Video Data Analysis 
2 
(Video Display continued) 
(none) - reformat tape for DICOMED 
- not available 
\ -  
I+. Video Digital  Tape Reformat or Copy 
DORE - converts D t o  E, E t o  D formats 
- ACTIVATE DTOE. ACTIVATE EXaD 
- t o  catalog, USE DORE, CH/DORE/~TOE/, RUN 
EC OPY 
ERTOY2 
- copies a D or  E tape, with video display 
- catalog in to  JQNESMO 
- converts YIQ t o  RGB, RGB t o  YIQ 
- option t o  select frames - requires TY60, 1 d i sc f i l e  3 
- catalog in to  JONESMQ) 
- converts DIm (frame) t o  DSTD ( f ie ld) ,  DSTD to DINT 
- requires TY60, discf i le  
- catalog in to  JONESMOD 
DFMT 
5. Video Compression 
Transform Programs 
E8X8 - 8x8 Hadamard transform, monochrome and color 
- input E tape W10, output E tape M'7 l l  
- requires ~ ~ 6 0 ,  discf i le  1 9 3  
4 - uses CR78 cards t o  def ine b i t  assignments and quantizations 
- catalog in to  JONESMOD 
- l i ke  E8X8, includes cosine and quasi-cosine transforms 
- additional cards t o  define post Hadamard vector transform matrix 
- catalog in to  JONESMOD 
- 8x8 Hadamard conditional replenishment 
- use E88FA for  multiple tape input 
- l i ke  E8X8 
- additional cards for  refresh l ists ,  change threshold, mode threshold 
- catalog in to  JONESMOD 
T8X8 
E837 
3 
i 
(Video Compression, transform, continued) 
FRAVG - averages E frames i n  time 
- for  output of 
- requires ~ i 6 0 ,  d i se f i l e  '93  
- requires tape input, tape and/or display output 
E8&, =OY 
Differencing Programs 
1x0~8 - adaptive prediction 
- D tape input on w10 - requires ~ ~ 6 4 ,  discfile 1Y3 
- catalog in to  JONESMOD 
- prediction and adaptive entropy coding 
- l i ke  DCOR8 
- predictiob and best theoret ical  quantizers 
- D input on W10, D outplit on W l l  
DC ORC 
DC @P 
- requires ~ ~ 6 0 ,  d i sc f i l e  1 9 3  
- catalog into JONESMO 
DC 0M.I - i terat ive,  interactive quantizer selection 
- l i k e  DCOMP 
- adaptively selected fixed quantizers 
- l ike  DCOMP 
- s ubsampling , predict ion, adaptive quant iea t  ion 
- like DCOMP 
DC OMK 
KOML 
6. Video Data Analysis 
LC! OR - measures in-line and between l i n e  correlation 
- l ike  DCOR~ 
TQUAN - design optimum quantizers, as i n  DCOMP 
- place i n  workfile, RUN 
- requires TnQC 
- measrires MSE between D tapes 
- not debugged 
DDIF 
4 
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Not.es : 
1 TYXX assignments may be changed by recatalogging 
2 Files above ERTOY a re  i n  WERNAME IMAGE, ERTOY and belaw a r e  i n  
L E E R W O N E S  
3 Discfiles must be created before program me. 
i n  subroutine WRDISC to create the discfiles. 
so use the one i n  the program t o  be run. 
Use the job outline 
WRDJSC has maw versions, 
4 The cards t o  run the transform compression programs a re  i n  the card f i l e  
drawers. 
We next consider the video tape formats. These have been transferred 
basically unchanged from the SEZ 840, bu t  the data is nbs i n  eight b i t  format 
rather than s ix  b i t  format. 
i n  the interim f ina l  report, expanded the data b i t s  bu t  retained the original 
formats. 
The video data tape conversion programs, discussed 
Video Tape Format Definition 
The -..*ideo data d i g i t a l  tapes consist of 1) t i t l e  records, 2) data records, 
and 3) end of f i l e  marks (Em's). 
1. Ti t l e  Records 
Each video tape f i l e  has one standard t i t l e  record of 25 words. A computer 
word is 32 b i t s .  
F i r s t  word 
Words 2 t o  10 - miscellaneous alphanumeric and integer information, including 
- tape identification (44) 
date, etc. (15A4) 
5 
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Words 11 t o  25 - descrjptive t i t l e  
Wcrd 25 - format identification, DSTD, etc. 
(l5A4) 
(Ab) 
2. Data iiecords 
Each video data d ig i ta l  tape has mew data records based on the D format 
F i r s t  word - number of data words ( always 1&), an Lteger  
Second word - l ine  number (6 t o  237, or slightly higher), an integer 
Third word - video f i e ld  or color number (0  t o  7) an integer 
Words 4 t o  107 - Two's complement data, packed eight bite per picture elewnt, 
video line. A D format l i ne  has 10'7 words of 32 bi t s  each. 
. four elements per word 
A D format tape record consists of one D format line. An E format recl-:d 
consists of eight I format video lines, joined i n  sequence. 
3. End of f i l e  marks (EOF's) 
Each video tape f i l e  is marked by an EOF. Each tape has a second EOF af ter  
the l a s t  f i l e .  
A f i l e  may contain one, three, or four video frames. The f i r s t  monochrome 
data gathered t o  simulate 4 by 4 by 4 Hadamard transforni operation, has four 
monochrome frames i n  time sequance i n  each f i l a .  
and longer sequences made using the video disc analog recorder, have only one 
monochrome frame in each f i l e .  
each primary color. 
Test images taken from these, 
Color f i l e s  always contain three frames, one for 
4. Video Line Order 
I%STD/ESTD. For both D and E format tapes, the standard l ine order is i n  
the order of the temporal video scan. 
then 6 t o  237 i n  f ie ld  1, and so on t o  f ie ld  5 or 7 i f  there are three or four 
frames i n  the f i l e .  
The lines are ordered 6 t o  237 i n  f ie ld  C, 
6 
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(Video Line  Order continued) 
nI;J"/EIWT. 
ort:auized by frames, rather than f ie lds .  
fol lmed Ly the corresponding (same numbered) l i ne  i n  the second or odd f ie ld .  
Helatively feu data f i l e s  a re  i n  the  interlaced format, but  conversion is simple, 
and t.he compression programs accept interlaced input. 
For both D and E format tapes, the interlaced format is 
Each l i n e  i n  the first or even f i e l d  is 
5 .  uriginal Video Data Tapes 
Many monochromc f i l e s  (D101-125, D151-170) consist of eight f i e lds  i n  
time sequence. 
par t  of a seauence of about 85 frames (ETO1, ET03, ET&, ETO7). 
color sequences of 59 ( E C 0 9 , 1 O , U )  and 46 (EC12,13) frames exist .  
been reformatted i n  reverse f i e l d  order. 
have a l so  been obtained. 
which had a l i n e  given i n  each color sucessively, instead of by frames i n  each color. 
The f i l e s  DCl3-22 have been converted from old DINT, RGB t o  new l i n e  order EINT, 
Y I Q  u s i n g  DFM" , DTOE, and ERTOY. 
wi-h current compression programs. 
Ottzr monochrome files ere a single frame (.two f ie lds)  forming 
Color f i l e s  a re  e i ther  RGB or YIQ i n  frames 1,2, and 3, respectively. Two 
The f i r s t  has 
Single frames of higher color quali ty 
They were recorded in  the or iginal  D color format, 
DCO1-1C could be similarly converted for  use 
6. Compressed Video Data Tapes 
Several demonstration tapes were p?epared for  a review i n  mid-January. These 
a re  described here by tape label.  
T 1  - DC'.3-22, EIm, processed by ,r8x8 
- frame interlace,  8x8, cosine, color 
- 2 bpp, 1.5 Y ,  0.25 I and Q 
- Man and Tool, 85 frames, E88F 
- 1/8 bpp, monochrcme, Hadamard, 8x8 
- 1/4 bpp, color Hadamard, 8x8 
c 1 
i12 - Wheel, 59 frames, E83F 
t .I 
7 
I 
, I  
! 
I 
AI. t o  A8 - Wheel, 234 frames with reversal and two runs, E88FA 
- 1/2 bpp, color Hadamzlrd, 8x8 
- new 2.5 bpp Y edge mode, new edge threshold 
DEMO22 - Reasoner, monochrome 
- results of 21 wavefkrm compression tapes 
- original, Hadamard 3 and 1.5 bpp, DPCM 3 and 1.6 bpp 
- adaptive DPCM and subsampling 1 .5  bpp 
8 
I 
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SECTION E 
CONFERENCE PAPEB 
I 
c i . .  
c 
i. s 
Two conference papers 
.-. - . . ~ .,.. .." ..-_.. 
have been presented since the interim f i n a l  report. 
The topics were "Comparison of Video Fields and Frames for  Transform Cmpre~sion,"  
by Harry W. Jones and Larry B. Hofman; and "The Karhunen-Loeve, Discrete Cosine, 
and related Transforms Obtained Via the Hadamard Transform," by H. W. Jones, 
D. N. Hein, and S. C .  Knauer. 
i n  the interim f i n a l  report, a8 appendices A and B of Section B. 
papers from t h e  proceedings a re  included here. 
Original draf ts  of these papers were included 
Copies of the 
Q 
\ -.. 
'i 
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Abstract 
--;Because of the interlaced'television scan, the two fields that form an interlaced video 
If the two i'ields are cwpressecl inde- 
The transmission rate can be 
Four test imcrges-ere 
frame are generated 1/60 of a second apart. 
pendently, the correlation between adjacent lines is unused. 
reduced by using a field memory to form an interlaced frame. 
processed as fields and as interlaced frames, using both theoretical and experimental 
compression designs. For comparable mean-square error end subjective appearance, field 
compression requires about one-half bit 
the overall transmission rate - the n u d e r  of bits per image time- the number of images 
per second - is more meaningful than the number of bits per sample. When transform 
compression at low transmission rates merges the adjacent lines, frame compression becomes 
similar to field repeating, and the memory can be reduced. 
er sample more than frame compression. 'However, 
Introduction 
This paper describes the results achieved, and the hardware required, for video com- 
pression using either fields or interlaced frames. Interlacing the video fields, and the 
inverse operation, requires substantial digitel memory, but achieves a given compressed 
image quality using a lower transmission rate. 
In television transmission, the scene is repeatedly scanned to form a field image of 
about 256 lines. As shown in Figure 1, each field consists of every second line in the 
full frame, and the alternating fields (r-presented b solid or dashed lines) are displaced 
vertically by one line. 
lines. Fields are transmitted at the rate of 6Q times per second, to avoid the objection- 
able flicker effect w' 'ch occurs at lower fates, even though 30 or fewer images per second 
are sufficient for motion representation. ( 1 
It is possible to transmit sampled images at reduced bit rates because much of the in- 
formation in samples taken at the Nyquist rate is redunoant. The successive samples ar 
not independent, and the video process can be described by a first order Markov model.( 
This Mxrkov model fits the measured correlation of the four test images used here, as shown 
in Figure 2 for the image of newscaster Harry Reasoner, and in Table 1 for all four test 
images. The image frames usually have tiie highest correlation between adjacent sawples in 
I adjacent lines in a frame (different iields), the next highest correlrt'.,i between adjacent 
samples in the same line, and the lowest correl*ttion is between correspoiding samples in I 
the closest lines in a field (separated by an alternate field line). This is as expected, 
from the 4-to-5 width-to-height aspect ratio of ?he video frame, and because the four test 
frames have low motion or change between fields. 
Because higher correlation allows more transiaission rate compression, the correlation 
values indicate that it is most effective to usc. samples in the adjacent lines of alternate 
fields, next most effective to use samples in the current line, and least effective tc, use 
ssmples in the clo-tst lines of the same field. The cost of using these samples is the 
memory required to store them. Using samples ,111 the same line requires a few E 3 ples to a 
lires of memory; and using samples in the adjarmt lines of the alternate f i e l d  requires a 
full field of memory. Obtaining the lowest pos.;jhlc transmissioii rate can re uire much 
more memory than less efficient systems. 
rcplunishnent systems, which use the corrclatio.1 between successive frnmcs in time. ( 4 )  
Two successive fields form tie full video frame of about 512 
i 
i 
f 
j 
:I line of samples to be stored; using the closest lines in the same field requires several 
I 
This tnffcct is also apparent in conzitiona 
Y 
! 
* (. 
I . t  The research work leading to this paper was performed under co.:ract NASZ-9703, sponsored 
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administvat ion, Ames Research Center, Moffctt Field, 
C; I i f orn i ;I 94 035. 
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COMPARISON OF VIDEO FIELDS AND FRAMES FOR 1RANSFORM COMPRE-'ION 
. . *, I .  Transform Compression Systems j ' . i :2. 
' *. 
Computer simulations of video in..ige compression systems were undertaken to compare the L.;:' ' ' ,a- * performance of field and frame compression. All experimet; involved single image 
compression of monochrome television images. Qigitized images were obtained by sampling a 
standard NTSC baseband signal at 8.064 x l o 6  samples per second. 
sented b** a six-bit integer. The visible area of the images has 416 samples per line and 
464 lines per frame. The nominal 512 samp?cs and 512 lines includes samples in the 
dacl, sample was repre- 
? horizontal retrace and lines in the vertical interval. The television images were com- 
pressed both as fields of 232 lines and as interlaced frames of 464 lines. 
The compression experiments used Hadamard transforms of 8 by 8 subpictures. The co- 
effi%rientr; of the 64 tladamard vectors are uced to represent the subpictures. 
Hadamard basis vectors are shown in sequency order in Figure 3. Sequency is defined here 
as the total number of white-black and black-white transitions, in *!le horizontal or 
vertical directions. If the Hadamard transfo-m is not normalized, the vector coefficients 
have a possible range of 12 bits, since each i.; the result of 64 ndditions or subtractions 
of 6 bit numbers. 'The vector coefficients were first rounded to the 8 rost significant 
using fewer than 64 quantizer leve:s, and indici.ting each using a code word shorter than 6 
bits. In the final tompressed picture, each sanple is represented using a 6-bit intoger, 
as in the original image. 
The 8 by 8 
& bits, and then quantized to an 8-bit integer. "ransmission rate compression is achieve.? by 
4 
, 
i 
t 
4 
* 
t . 
b 
6 
Figure 4 shows the hardware organization of tne independent field transform cJmpressor. 
The input lines are converted to digitai samples, stored in an 8-line memory, transformed 
in 8 sample by 8 line blocks, and quantized. The quantized bit stream IS transmitted, and 
the inverse process is used to generate analog videt,. The field compressor uses the 
correlation between the samples in a line and between tile iiiit's in a field. Some correla- 
tions are not used, since each 8 by 8 subpicture is processed independently. 
functions as the field processor. It differs because t,ie 8 by 8 subpictures are taken from 
an interlaced frame, rather than from one field. Thc ii by 8 flame subpictures have one- 
half the height of field subpictures. In order to interlace a frame, the first field is 
held in memory until the second field is being generated. Tht fields are then interlaced 
and the subp,ctures are transformed. Information on the two fields is partly transmitted 
and partly stored during the second field time, and the stored information is transmitted 
during the next field time. The receiver output displav ir; not sychronized to the data 
transmission, as it was in the field compressor. To provide the co .e:[  display, the 
receiver requires a compressed melnory to hold the frame in the transmitted form. This 
memory is decoded twice, to provide the two fields. The memory required is one field at 8 
bits and one-half of a compressed frame (assumed to require i bit per sample) at the 
encoder, and one compressed frame at the decoder (assumed to require 2 bits per sample), or 
the equivalent of one frame at 7 hits (i.e., 7 bit frames). This is the cost oi using the 
correlation between adjacent lines in a frame rather than the correlation between the 
closest lines in a field. 
Figure 5 shows an interlaced frame transform compressor, which performs the same 
The interlaced frame compressor of Figure 5 uses transmitter memories which are 
alternately fully written, and then fully read once, so that th emory informatcon is of 
no further use during one-half of the memory cycle. 
devised a frame interlace system which improves memory efficiency by reading four lines 
from memory, and then immediately replacing them with four current lines for future use. 
This is made possible by redefining the concept of an inter:.lced frqme; rather than using a 
frame of two successive fields, the frame definition is Lhanged every four lines. "3r the 
current input field, the first four lines are coabined with four lines from the ; ;oi:q 
field, the second four lines are placed in memory for combination with the f o l l w  1. fie1.q 
and so on alternately every four lines. This improved design requires one-half f i .  L of 
uncompressed memory at both the transmitter and receiver, for a total memory requirement o 
4 bit frames. 
A reviewe1-7~7 of this paper has 
System Simulation Results 
F i g l i r e  6 shows thc mean-square error results obtained (in units of * IP 1c.1st significan 
of the six original hits) whcn the Harry Reasoner test imsgc was comlirvssc'd i isin,:  
theoretical comprttssion designs. The diffcrcnt compression design.; ~.ilr.sict 01' tlir hit 
assignments and quantizers f o r  each of thr b4 Iladamartl vector ~ - o c f f i c i . - c r ~  flit thco- 
retical designs assumed thc  first order Narhov coriclation mmicl ( w i t h  thc  " i iss i i i  rtl in 
design" values o f  'Table I ) ,  an exponential distr;:u*.on f p r  the tr:insform vrctor co- 
efficients, and the mean-sq:iare crror mea:+ure. A t  r same r a t e s ,  l irlcl  comprcssiori 
produces larger error thaia frame compression, or, equivalent I v ,  f ici11 c~onilirt-~~i:7n requircc 
morc rate for a given error. However, there are two c:iscs in *.11r C i r l d  d : i t ; i ,  iintl ?ne c a s e  
in the  frame data, where 1 / 2  or 1 hit per sample incrcas.-s in t h t .  tr.insnii~.~iciii I ' t i *  produce 
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i, ,fttle or no reduction in error. The theoretical designs 8Bwieusly do not make the best 
pssibie use of the transmission rate. 
compressed using experimental campression designs. The curves are smooth, a d  added rate 
always reduces error, 
designs. The field compression curve for t\. experimental designs (Fig. 7) is nearly 
identical to the frame curve for the theoretical designs (Fig. 6). from 4 bits per sample 
down to 1 bit per sample. 
trial and error, but were generated using a formalized procedure based 011 the requirement 
of good representation for both the edges and the low detail areas in video images. For a 
full discussion of the theoretical and experimental designs used. see Ref. 6. 
requires a transmission rate about 50% greater than frame compression, for the same mean- 
square error. A t  the highest rate shoun, 4 bits per sample, the mean-quare error is 
caused by rounding all the transform vectors to 8 bits, and all methods give about the same 
error. 
Figure 8 s h o u x a r e  error Qbtained using the experimental campression designs 
on all four test imagesI in both frme ana! field coepression. Because of the wide range in 
the detail and correlation of the test ima&es, the mean-square error at each transmission 
rate ranges over an order of aagaitude, and the mean-square error is plotted on a log 
scale. Even though the test ioeees differ greatly, the parallel curves of Figure 8 show 
that the increased rate requit . %  field compressior. is nearly constant, about 1/2 bit 
per sample, for these images range of transmission rates between 1/2 and 2 bits per 
sample. It seems that the fraw. or field compression trade-off can be summarized as 4-7 bit 
frames o f  memotv for 1/2 bit per ;ample in transmission rate. 
mean-square rror results. Figure 9 shows the originpl image of Harry Reasoner. Figure 10 
shows this image compress4 using 1 bit per sample in the frame, and Figure 11 shows it 
-ompressed using 2 bits t ' r  sample in the field. The compressed irages exhibit edge 
regradation, especially at the sho:ilders, lips, collar, and tie. The field image at 2 bits 
per sample has somewhat higher quality than the frame image at 1 bit per sample, as ir 
dicated by the error values of Figures 7 and 8 .  (Originals of all the test images ark  
shown in ? - f .  6.) 
Figure 7 shows the mean-square error obtained d e n  the Harry Reasoner test image was 
The experimental designs give much lower error than the theoretical 
The experimental designs used are similar to designs obtained by 
Figure 7 shows that, over most of the range of transmission rates, tield compression 
- _  
The subjective impressions of the compre-..;ed images agree in quality ranking with the 
Time Effects 
The above comparison of frame and field video compression considered only the quality of 
the individual images, and ignored the effects of motion and the tin2 sequence of images. 
The two fields in a frame are generated i/60 of a second apart in time, and motion tends to 
make the correlation between adjacent lines in a frame lower thhn ?he correlation between 
the closest lines in the sane field. A fifth test image, of a bllrired hand moving rapidly 
over a writing pad. was :ompressed in the same way as the four other test images. Because 
of the motion, the mean-square error was I w e r  for field compression. (An original of the 
pad imagc is shown in Ref. 7.) Transform compression, especially at lower transmission 
rates, t e d s  to average adjacent samples and lines. Two fields processed as a frame become 
similar, and high motion areas where the original iields differ become blurred. In frame 
comprcssix nf high motion scenes at low transmission rates, the motion update rate is the 
frame rate, 30 per sxopd, rather than the field rate, 60 per seconi. Because the frame 
rate is adequate for representing motion, this is not an impairment. 
processing tends to average the cwo fields at lower transmission rates (which would reduce 
t'i? vertical -esolution and the 3otion update rate t o  one-half their original values), 
.-lame compression is mare similar to field repeat compression than to independent, two. 
field processing. In field-Repeat compression, only one-half the fields are traa3formed 
and transmitted, and each tran5mitteE field is displayed twice at the decodrr. Figure 12 
shows the block diagram of a field-repeat compression sys-em. *.s the fieli to be trans- 
mitted is genriated, hal. '1 current information is transmitted and half - >  stored. The 
f u ; l  compressed field is r:t.iined in the decoder, for repeated display. The total memory 
requirement for  fizld-reneat compression is 1 1 / 2  bit frames, rather than 4 or 7 bit frames 
f,r irame compression. A real time hr:  tiire system using the Hadamard transform and field 
repeat has been previously described. ' I  
'These observations suggsst a third approach to video compression. Since frame 
Since a single f i e l d  h3s only one-ha-.f or t!ie samples in n frame, thc same overall 
?raiismission rate is obtained when the 111 .er L.' bits per transmitted sample is doubled for  
field repeat. ?he overall rate is the .luinber of bi?> per image multiplied by the number of 
images per s,conrl. Field repeat comprt**-sion transmits only one-half the field indges used 
in frame 01' field compression, as discllssed above. The previous mean-square error results 
. .  
I 
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also indicate the performance of field-repeat. since the same error in each transaittd 
field is obtained if one or two independent fields are transmitted. 
compression at 2 bits per sample has the same error as field ctmpression at 2 bits 
sample, but the overall transmission rate for field-repeat corresponds to that for EL at 
field compression at 1 bit per sample. Field-repeat compression can Be compared to frame 
or field compression in Figures 6-8 by moving each pint on the field compression curve to 
a point having the saae mean-square error and one-half the transmission rate. This shows 
that the error is slightly lower for field-repeat compression than for C r a w  compression. 
and much lower than for field canpression. 
Figure 13 w s  a field-repeat image of the first field of Figure 11. This field-repeat 
image requires ., e same overall transrission rate as the frame processed i u g e  in Figure 
10, having one t eld at 2 bits per sample rather than one frame at 1 bit per sample, and 
the subjective qbJlity is similar. The field-repeat image has lowr quality than the field 
corpressed image. but that i r a p  has two independent fields at 2 bits per sample and 
requires twice the overall trawsrission rate. In field-repeat, vertical resolution is 
noticeably reduced in detailed areas, and quantization noise and contouring are aore 
apparent in background areas. It should be reemphasized that field-repeat compression is 
appropriate at the lower transmission rates. where it is not possible to provide the full 
potential resolution of uncoapressed video. 
Field-repeat 
Conclusion 
Experimental simulations of interlaced frame and independent field cnmpression systems 
icdicate that frame compression can achieve a transmission rate about l/2 bit per sample 
lower than field processing at a given image quality, with the added requirement of 4 or 7 
bit frames of memory. Frame transform compression can be used at lower transaission rates 
than field compression, but replaces the two fields in the frame with two similar cambi- 
nations of *he original fields. If it is decided to use only one field in field-repeat 
compression, performance similar to frame compression at low transmission rates can be 
obtained using only 1 l/2 bit frames of memory. A conditional replenishment compressor. 
which uses e correlation between successive frames, can be implemented using 7 bit frames 
of memory.( 8 
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l i n e s  and t h e  second f i e l d  g i v e n  by 
dashed l i n e s .  
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MslnAcl 
The Karhunen-Loeve tramform for s ta t ionary  data. the d i s c r e t e  cosine tra..Eorm. the Ualsh- 
Hadmrd transform. and most other  c o m o a l y  used transforas have one-half even and one-half 
cdd traneform wectors. 
Hadamard transform by a sparse  matrix mult ipl lcet ton.  as previously reported by Hein and 
A b e d  for the d i s c r e t e  cosine t ransfom. The d i s c r e t e  cnsine transform provldes da ta  com- 
preesinn nenrly equal t o  tha t  ot the  Karhunen-Loeve t ransfom. for t h e  f i r s t  order rlarkov 
cnrrelation model. 
s ion for  t h i s  correletion -1. but  i t  always provides less data  compression than the  dis-  
c re te  cosine transform. Evenlndd t ransform can be designed to approach the performance of 
the Karhunen-Loeve or discre te  cosine transform. while meeting various r e s t r i c t i o n s  whlrh can 
simplify hardware imppeaentation. The perfo-ce of  some eveadodd transform is compared 
theoret ical ly  and e x p e r i m t a i l y .  About one-half of t h e  performance dlfference between the  
Ualsh-Hadaurrd end the discre te  cosine t ransforas  is obtained by simple post-processing of t h e  
Halsh-Hadarsrd tranefonn coeff ic ients .  
& 
Such even/odd transforms can he implePented by follovInR a Ualsh- 
The Welsh-Hadamrd transform provides mat of  the poten t ia i  da ta  compres- 
i IPSTRODUCTION 
Xt I s  vel1 knovn tha t  the Rerhunen-Loeve. or e i e n v e r t o r  transform (KLT). prmtdes  decorre- 
lnted vpctnr rne l f ic ien ts  with the maxianap enerRy rompactinn. and tha t  the discre:e cosine 
trannfnnn {mi is a close approximation co the  KLT ?or f i re t -order  flarkmr data  (;). W e  w i l l  
show that the general claee of e w d o d d  transfotms Anclimes t h i s  par t icu iar  KLT. as w e l l  as 
the IKT. the  Wnlsh-HadePard transform (UHT). and other  famil iar  transforms. The more complex 
evenlodd transfcrme can be computed bg co&ininR a s1op:vr evedodd trensfom with a sparse 
matrix nul t ipl$car ion.  
fo rnn ,  end two ilnarre colpteaeion experiaents are reported. 
evEN/OlWl TRANSFORMS 
Orthogonal t ransform a r e  f-equentlv used to compress rorrelated sampled data. Host coumnnly 
ueed transforms, includi.lg the  Fourier, s l a n t .  Mz;, and WHT have one-half even and one-half 
odd transform vectors. Several propert ies  of such evenlodd transforma are Riven In t h i s  sec- 
tlon. The even vector coef f ic ien ts  are uncorrelated with the odd vector coef f ic ien ts  for a 
dete  correlat ion c l a m  which includes s ta t ionary  data. 
t h i s  c lass  of dnta correlation. 
only mult ipl icat ion by a eparee matrix, having one-half oC its elanenta equal to  zero. 
I f  N, the  number of data poin -. .. an even number, a vector 
( 
A theoretical performance measure is computed f o r  so- evenlodd trans- 
The KLT is an wenlodd ttennform for 
A convereion from one evenlodd transform to  another requires  
' i o  sa id  t o  be even i f  
v ' V  1 9 1, - - -, N I 2  1 w1-i 
end in add I f  
__I------ - 
*Port lme of t h l s  renrerch were pPrfnrmed under NASA rnnt ra r t  NAS7-9703 and NASA inrerrhnnpe 
ARracnrnt No. NCAZ-OR-363-7702. 
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For a dace vector of leagch N 
H - (x,xz - - 
the mbcw corre la t ion  matrix is given by 
Ex - E(XXT) 
Since Ex 1s a m t r i c  matrix, i t  can be par t i t ioned  i n t o  four 
the followlag 9.Mer: 
Nl2 x W/2 eubmatrleee in  
i 
I t  le  next shown that the even and odd vector coeff ic ients  of an evenlodd transform a r e  uncor- 
related, for  a gmera l  c l a s s  of da ta  correlat ion matrlcee. 
tranmfotled da ta  vector. Y - HX, la given by the  eicailari ty traneform. The correlat ion mat r ix  for the 
, . 4  . _  
! .  
L 
uhere 
and c -  cT 
The geoeral form f o r  a trarmform mmtrlx with one-half even and one-half odd b m i e  vectors 
(called ao ewenfodd tramform). can be written ne a pr t t i t l oned  matrix 
E k f  
D -6! 
H I '  
where E and D are N/2 X HI2 orthogonal matrices, and e end h are formed by reversing 
the order of the colmna i n  E and D. that  16. - Ei and 5 - Di 
where the perrutation aatrix f ie the  oFposite d18gonal i den t i ty  matrix. The matrix H 
can then be factored i n t o  the product of two metricee 
/E(A + B t  + i B T  + i C i ) E T  E(A - S i  + i B T  - tCi)DT/ 
- I  
ID(A + si - isT - ici)eT O(A - si - iaT + i c i ) ~ ~ ,  
The even and odd vector cueff ic iente  a r e  uncorrelated when the oppoeite diagonal eubmatrlces 
are identical!y zero. Thio l a  obviously t r u e  i n  the  c.?ecial caee where 
A - fCt and B - f B T i  
There equations atate that  the data corr 'a t ion matrix cx 
d l a ~ o n a l  and the oppoelte dleRona1, 
the m p l t u d e  of 1 - 1. tt.dt l a ,  if the process is ntatlonsry.  For etatlonarv datn.  the 
coirelnt lon u t r l x  le a evmmetrfr Toeplit t  matrix (1. 2 ) .  
Thfa dernrrel8tlon property of evrnlodd cranefame le  uned t o  e h w  that the K1.T l a  an wen/  
odd trrnefnm. For K. a r*ordrrrd m a t r t x  o f  the KLT vertorn,  the transformed vwcor I n  
2 .  Z - KX. 
le eyrmetric about both t h e  main 
E(x1nj) i n  e function of This condition le a r t i s f l e d  i f  
The correlat lon m t r f x  for the traneformed vector I s  qlven by 
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Suppose that the  da te  are f i r s t  transformed by the ratrtr 8 ,  W e .  .od tbt the data are 
such char the  even and odd coef f ic ien ts  are mcorrelaced by c h i s  even/odd transform: 
~ W A  + B I ) ~  
IZ I 
I O  
I I 
p1 o !  
10 112; 
Since H is invert ible .  K - AH, f o r  A - lo1'. 
Suppose that 
Since the KLT produces N f u l l y  decorreleted coef f ic ien ts ,  E, is a dingonel mntrlx. 
Either both A2 end A3, o r  both A1 end \4 must be ident ice l ly  zero. For A2 - A3 I 0, 
the f i r s t  
interchenged i n  K. 
N / 2  vectors remein even, while for A1 - A, - 0. t h e  even and odd vectors am 
K - A H  
0 '  i 
D(A - BI)D~! 
The KLT is an evenlodd trensform for  the  c h r s  of correlat ion matrices for vhlch evenlodd 
tramforms decorrels te  the even nnd odd vector coeff ic ients .  
If H end J a r e  two cwnlodd NXN trensforms, the mult ipl jcet lon matrix for  conversion 
between them is spereo: 
' e  
" -80 - a *  
' F  FT 
J -  
r, -G  
, I
I 
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The cmulwrslnii I s  deflnod by 
H - 9  
s H.1 T 
I t  fo l love  t b t  
Iha conversion behraao nny tuo even/odi; trnnsfom requlrar  $/2 r8tlnr t b n  No 
~rmltlpllcations.  
Ue hare eham thnt  t h e  clsle of evenlodd t r ans fo rm b e  no corrdatiao b.Cveen t b  eMsI a d  
odd vector coefflclente,  fo r  a clner of data c n r r e h t l o n  matr!ces IncludlnR the ec8tlorwry data 
matrtti. 
trannforms. 
rult!plfcotlon of t h e  c w f f l c l c a t s  uf any other even/odd tranaforn. 
hrsls of a prwloua implenentarlon of t he  !WT and suggested the  lnwsrtlgation of evenlodd 
t r a n e f w u  deacrlbed below. 
THE D I S C R R E  COSINE ?RANSFOW OBTAINED V I A  THE HAMFURD W S F O p #  
Mein and Ahmed have shown how the  DCT vectors can be obtazned by 6 epnree u t r l x  ~ l t l p ~ ~ C 8 t l O O  
on rhe W w r f o r r  ( 3 ,  4). Since the  DCF. unllke the  general KLT. hns a conatant Yector nnd a 
ehl f ted  eyuare-wave vector I n  c-n with t h e  WHT. t he  number of r n t r l x  .ultlpllc~tlons l e  lese 
than N'/:. Ihr A mat r ix ,  which gener.-+ee the  DCT vectors  for  N - 8 from the  WHT vectors. l e  
glven by Heln and Ahmed. nnd le reprod. -ed here an Figure 1. 
the DCf require- mr- operntlona for  large Y than t he   MOB^ a f f i c t e n t  DCT lmplementotlon (5). 
I t  Is verv ea?Ir lnct , . .  j fur  W equal to 8. 
I f  a t r ans fom haa t w n  and odd vectors and h6a a conerant vector, ne 10 C y p i u l ,  i t  CUI be 
uhtn)nrc! vla  the UHf In the  name way a s  the  DCT. The d a n c  trannform l e  en eample (1. 6 ) .  A 
hardwart lmplementeclon of t he  DCT v l 8  tlic WHT l e  belng comtructed a t  Ales Research CenterI 
u*!ng Y - R and the  matrix of  Piuure I .  Since tlile laplmentar lon contalne the  Patr ia  ml- 
t ' p l f e a f l u n  f a r to re  i n  inexpenalve read-unlv memories. i t  w i l l  be poeolble t o  consider t he  
rrd!-tlew quclnttratlon deeiRn and evaIu6tlon of a large c l aes  of transforms. Trsnrforcla ulth 
rwh*pt?am prrfawmance a r c  rrceprable onlv i f  they Lan be impleaenced with reduced complexity. 
Tranrfom pcrforcunce cnn br d e t c m i n d  theorrt lc81lv from the  vector energy coanpectlon. while 
*he Inp ' rmnrdt ion cowlex l ty  can br cstlmnta) frnm the nurbnr an& type of opernilonu added 
.ulOr- t!w W. 
COW'ARISOW OF "RANS~W.5 VSINC THE FIRST-0RDF.R UAWOV CORReLATlON MDBL 
I t  l e  grncrs!!v ar~*epted that  t h e  eample-ro-sample correlar lon of an lamgo l i n e  .can 1s approx- 
!mared bv t'w t l rnt-order  % r b v  model ( 7 ) .  
The QT for t h i s  da t a  correlrtlon class. 8nd P n y  fmlllar trWSfOrW, nre eV€?n!Odd 
The coeff lc lento of any even/odd transform can be obtn iwd by 8 sparse t u t r i x  
Thle obeervatien -8 t h e  
Altho-h t h i s  i a p l ~ n t 6 r l o n  of 
The corrolat ion of adjacent mmlples, r ,  v a r l u  from 0.99 for low d e t n l l  lengeo t u  0.80 for 
hlgh d e t s l l  I r j e a ,  w i t h  an avrraRr of  ebour 0.95 ( 8 ) .  The *orrelnt!on matrln, was gen- 
eracod w l n i  fhc flrot-order Ltsrkov model. for varloul r,  snd the correapondlng Rh'o  and 
9@ 
I 
1 
, 
ver'tor eiiergies were n-rically computod. 
.iddirton, the matrix E, vas me8 to -to the  t r m o f o a  -tor enemtar md cornlatiom 
il-r the WHT, UCP, and other  tranebras. 
.h L H  wll known. the  K1.T vectors f o r  r - 0.95 are very similar to the  OCT vecters and have 
iw.miv i d r n t t r a l  vectnr energies  (1, ¶). The most apparent d i f fe reace  betwuan the DCT an6 the 
C.T I n  that  the U T  vertor  cotreapondim to che constant DCT vector is not exact ly  constant. 
but U V I K I I ~ R  the  eent ra l  samples i n  a fixed t raaefora  block mre than samples near the  e d y  of 
rhc. h i d t .  AH r approaches 1.00, t h i s  U T  Vector approaches the constant vector, a d  a11 
the K1.T vectors  approach t h e  correspondinR Dcp vectors. The vector eaergies of the KLT and 
the 1)CT a r e  nearly ident ica l  f o r  r 
Krentcr than 0.50. The KLT and D(rp vector eaergiea f o r  )o - 8 &ad r - 0.50 are plot ted i n  
Figure 2. The enem compaction a t  r - C.5 is much lees than at  t h e  typ ica l  r 0.95. 
The riatr-dtsturtion performance of a transform depends on the  t r a n s f o a  energy compaction. 
if the  d i s t o r t i o n  d is lees than the coef f ic ien t  variance oi2 f o r  a l l  i, a11 N tram- 
form vectors are quantized and transmitted. 
(%he & y t L  eolut&os 0. komm (P).) la 
Rreater than 0.90, and d i f f r r  only s l i g h t l y  f o r  r 
The number of  b i t e  required i a  (10): 
The f i r s t  tern of b can be used as a f igure  of merit f o r  e tramform. 
l n  
f - - c log2 oi2 
1-1 
The f igure of merit 
rejuct ion achieved by t h e  trensforn. Table I gives  f 
odd transforme the- w i l l  be described below. A t  cor re la t ion  r - 0.95, t he  KLT p i n s  0.014 
h l t e  more than *.T and 1.183 b i t e  more than t h e  WHT. The WW achievee m e t  of  the  
avai lable  data  , esslon, and the  DCT achieves nearly a l l .  Aa t h i s  rate reduction 1s 
obtained for  el ' vectors. the  increased eompreesion of t h e  Dcp over t h e  UIIT. for  
r - 0.95. is 1. f >  A, or 0.15 b i t s  per e q l e .  
f is a negative nuabet; the  larger i t a  -tude, the  greater the rate 
f o r  t h e  KLT, OCT, WIT, and hro owen/ 
EVEN/ODD TRANSFDRnS JBTAINED V I A  THE WALSH-HADAMARD TRAlSsspoIuI 
'me sequrncv of a craneform vector is defined as t h e  number of s ign  changer i n  the vector. 
The vector seqcencies of the  vectors  corresponding to the matrix of  Figure 1 are i n  b i t -  
reverse order, as indicated (0 ,  4, 2, 6 ,  1. 5, 3, ?). The energy compaction of the  WHT and 
W T  for r - 0.95 and N - 8 is shown i n  Pilprre 3. In t h e  conversion from WT to DCT, t h e  
two-hy-two matrix operatinn on vectors  2 and 6 trcmefers energy from 6 to 2. 
l o u r  matrix nperation on the  vectors of eequency 1, 5, 3, and 7 reduces the  energy of 3. 5, 
and 7 and increases the  energy of 1. 
t b f  che HIT vectors. 
fac tors  (15 fac tors  including s ign  differences). 
We first  conslder a e i w l i f i e d  operation on the  2 and 6 and the  1 and 3 sequencp vectors. 
n i t s  operation consis ts  of multiplying the WHT vectors by matrix B (Figure 4). 
transform L R  deaigned t o  reduce cnrrtrletion end to generate new t-aiisfom tors in  a vey 
niimwhar s imilar  t o  the A matrix mult ipl icat ion which produces the DLT. . d e  are two identl- 
aa: oro-by-two operations. and a t o t a l  of e ight  mult ipl icat ions by two d i f fe ren t  factnre  
( three inrluding s ign) .  The encrsy conpaction of the B-matrix transform is shown i n  Figure 3, 
vl th  the enerRies of the  WHT and DCT. 
atid 7 a r e  ident ical  t o  the  WHT vectors. they haw ident ica l  enorgy. 'Ihe B-matrlx t ranofom 
ucrtcirs o f  wsquencies 0 ,  1, 2, 3 ,  4. end 6 e r e  ident ica l  t o  the  corresponding DCT vectors 
(0 ,  & )  ur very s imilar .  For example. the B-metrlx vector of dequency 1 is s slanted vector 
1 1 1  step vle th  2 and s t e p  s i r e  2 (3,  3 .  1. 1. -1, -1, -3, -3) .  The performance of the 
R-matrln transform, in terms of  the f igure of merit, i o  Liven in  Table 1 above. The R-metrln 
trannfnrm has something more than one-holf o t  the  Rain of the DCT over the WIT, with Something 
Ienn than one-half of the multfplIcations. and lens then o n r f o u r t h  the hardware i f  the  tw- 
I * v - t m  trenafarmer I n  wed twlre. 
AR (I srrond example, quppnsc that  I t  I n  desired YO approninate the DCT hy nddlne tnteuer prod- 
I N ~ S  o f  the H I T  vectors. For nmnll inreuers. t h i s  operetion can be Implemented hy d i u i t a t  
The four-by- 
Three operations remove most of the  residual  cor re la t ion  
The matrix nul t ip l ica t ion  requiree 20 mult ipl icat ions by 10 d i f fe ren t  
This fur ther  
As the  B-mecrix trcurefom vectors of sequency 0. 6 ,  5 ,  
' ,I . .  
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i ehlftu-and-edde, and require# fewer r@#lflCM9t bit .  te b0 retall&. The U t r l X  c, 81- h Ugure 5 .  i a  an orthonoma1 trannform matrix that is u(al1.t to the  MZ. The tw-bp-tw 
w t r l x .  operatfnR on the vectors of seqwncy 2 and 6,  l e  a e p e e l a l l m t l e a  of the WWral  tvoI 
by-two matrtx IiavinR urth0R-l r m  with ident ical  factor.. 
the vectors of cdd . eyencv  is  a spec le l ioa t ion  of the  general four-by-four fMtrl& w l t h  
orthoRonel rows, Identical  factors .  anti the additIrma1 requlrcaent of a poaltlve diafwwl. 
?%e s twcia l i ta t ione  of t he  general matrices w e r e  Mde by requlrlcyl t h t  the m - b y - t a  M t C i l t  
integers have approximately the r a t i o s  found i n  the second (and th i rd )  CQ# of t h e  
atid chat the four-byfour matrix inteaera hawe approximerely the  r a t h  foud in the f l f t h  
(and eiuhth) rown of the A mtrix. Since the A-metrix traneforn le the DCF. i t  1s eneurd 
that the C transform  vector^ of eeqwncy 2. 6. 1. and 7 w i l l  approxicute the cotreopondln8 
UCT vectors. 
The energy coqmctlon rasrrltr of the C 
given in Figure 6. f o r  r - 0.95 and Is - 8. 
and 7 is very similar co the  energlr of the DCT vectore. but tho vaecom of oequency 3 an3 5 
nre different .  
matrix factore  t o  the average of the fifth and s i x t h  rots La t he  A mbtrlx. but there in little 
potent ia l  data cornrawion reaeiaing. 
of the f igure of merit ,  l e  given i n  Table 1. 
gain of the UCT over the WT. 
C-matrix transform were ueed, the cmqmtation would require 16 l u l t i p l l c a r h e  by 4 d i f f e ren t  
tactors  ( I  factors  including eign differences).  
the implementation of matrix A. 
XXPBRIWNTAL IMAGE COWPRESSION UJISULTS 
Experimentel r e su l t s  were obtained for two-d-ioat@l. tbt8 .cuplo bloek i . l p l ~ ~ i o r u  of 
the t ransforre  coneidered above. Four video test iuaM -Be t ty  w@iDmr. tVD ai t l8 ,  two Mn, 
and band -*re used i n  a l l  tests. There imngea have corre la t ion  of 0.97 t o  0.98 bet- ele- 
ments i n  the scen line, and f i t  ttm f i r s t  order HarlroP m d a l ,  -apt for thm wry dOC@iled 
band image. which deviatee from the Harlw model and haa an average in-line cor re la t ion  of 
0.85 (11). % d i f f e ren t  compreeaion experLFente w e r e  d e .  
The teat begee were f i r s t  compreaped by . eprmenring o i the r  thirty-two or ahtom of the 
slxty-four &E transform vectorr. rdnu an r Lght-bit uniform. f u l l - r m  quantloar. l lm 
other vectors were neglected. rh* , .atcerw 9: the  vectors cranemittad and neglactod are 
Riven i n  Figure 7. 
i n  the upper ?e f t  corner of the :attern. t h e  nun-square e r r o r  f o r  t h i r  compreeeion method 
and the four cranefor- i a  giveq i n  1Jk 11. The B-mstrix craneform e r r o r  ir  i n c e d i a t e  
between the WH? and DCT errute .  a d  the C-matrLr e r r o r  i e  vary clone to the DCT error. 
LE consistent with the Markov mdel energy compaction reaul te  above. 
To obtain t h e  Rreeteet craneform comproaeion. the traacrmitted b i t e  rhould be a r e Q d  to the 
vectors according t o  the equa t iw  given above, and t he  coef f ic ien t  quaaci8err rhould be 
designed fo r  minimum er-or Siven the coeff ic ient  energy and anplicudo db t r ibu t iOM.  
optimum theoretical  b i t  aea1gmwr.s and quantizers depand on t he  pa r t i cu la r  tcnneform uwd. 
The t ea t  imagee. and m e t  typical imagee, contain low-contrmr, high-correlation background 
areas, and edqee where cor re la t ion  is low. Tha b i t  aeaigmente and qurncioar derigru b u e d  
on the statio.mry b 'WV mod.1 i m r e  t h i n  n o n s t a t i o ~ r i t y ,  and designs thnt coneidat low- 
contrast  mrees and edges gfve improved mean-square e r r o r  and subjective perforasence. Such 
improved Ceslgne have been dev-sed f o r  t!ie WiT (11). and have been tested with the DCT. 
B-matrix, and C-matrlx *ranafmms. The tranenioeion rate end man-square e r ro r  cerul te  a re  
glven l n  FlRure 8, f o r  the tent images empressed in the video f i e l d .  
e r ro r  yerfo-nence, and the B and C m a t r i x  tranefonm a re  intermediete, but the  8 and C 
matrix reeu:rr are relatively poorer than thnse i n  Tsble 11. The 3CT ~ i v e o  more r a t e  reduc- 
Lion than r!ie W i t  - a b u i  0.:  t o  0.5 !,its p r +  sample. M 8 two-dimansional trCl)efrwr .as twice 
the Rain o *  a we-dimeneional transform ( .L)), the theorer ical  gain of chn DCT over th. WITT, 
f o r  
The lower error 2f the DCT, &matrix,  and C-rmrt-ix transforme does indicate  subjactivu 'mprove- 
ment i n  t h o  comreseed Wigas. Thie rub_'rctive improvelaent 11 larger  at lower torel b i t  
rates, due  t c  the r e l a t ive  increaoe of larger.  more noticeable e r ro r s  a t  the l o w r  racee, and 
due to the mor* obfrrr?unable,  blocky nature o r  larRe WHT e r ro r s .  The B and C aa ' r lx  
error-  a r e  nJh4ect'vc'y more a b f l l l t  to the DcT errore  than t o  WT ertorn.  becauee the higher 
rneruy vector# sopruximste the  DC? vectorm. 
I t  is n o t  surprfs!ng that a deaign optimized f o r  t'*e WIT glvsl, good r e o d - r  ' 
ntmilsr cransfomn. The Craneform compreasion introducar orrors  i n  t h r t  Wb t * not cranr- 
rs1cil.ng vector coefflciescs. by uoinp quantizers chat are  too narrow, acd , , r iaat ion 
The four-by-four 0,pbrati- QII 
A matrix. 
t r ~ f o r m ,  with t h e  rewltr of the WllT and DCT. aro 
The energy of the vecterr uf 6.p- 2. 6. 1, 
The energy correepondeace could be improved by . rechin8 the four-by-four 
The cheerecica: perfmaonce of the C matris. i n  teru 
The C-amtrix Cranafom obtalru naerly o l l  tha 
If the ration81 form, lneterrd of t he  i n t e C r  form. of the  
There is some reduction i n  comp~enity from 
The vectors a.e '1 9aq4.mcy order, rich the loweat eequurcy svsryle vector 
Thhi. 
The 
Tt.0 DCT giver Loproved 
r - 0.95. ahouh! be twice the 0 . ' 5  b i t e  per sample of Table I, or 0 . J O  b i t s  per samph. 
+e DCT end 
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errore w-thin the p u g t l a e r  r v .  The DCT, becauw of its sup.t;rr enemy campaetion, 
reducee the Ifrat two 8awtcea of error .  
thev do k a w  ecgsller qumtisetion atepa for  leu cneff ic ient  vnlue6, M) the  th?rd source Of 
error le a lee  reduced. 
rrom t h e  eimilorlcy in  .new corapectim, n m d  C e s l ( ( l r  for  the WHT ehecild be reaeQaeb1y 
e f f ec t ive  for the BCT. 
t>e +matrix and C-mstrir craneforme, by optim. 2.g the C R ,  :d.aion Buigaa P e t  t he  t m f -  
used. 
'%e er' r r t a t l a t i c s  eheu t ke t  t he  lover mearequare error of the OCT le dW bath te fetmr 
farge err(  cs. uhich W r l p  n lmys  occur at eduee, end to fuwer emall errom, orklch occur La 
t r 4 t  nrees end edqes. Y h  subjective appearance of t h e  compreoaed confiram that th. 
DCT produces both antmthet lao contrmt areme and lees dis tor ted  dur. S i a m  the Ler, a- 
t r a s t  areas how very high correbtioa, and s ince  the  eddgee - tho& not aoi.blik. - cam k 
npprorlmted by e hu-correletLsa Harlrmt .odrl, the mean-aquere error me .bjeeclw ruulta  
ngree u l t h  the t h e a r e t i c r l  raoult tha t  the DCT is superior t o  the WHT fa. . : :  vahmm et t- 
relution (see Tnble I). 
C0NCI.US I ON 
The Kerhunen-mewe transform for b t a  wi th  e ta t ionary  correlation. the d i sc re t e  calm eraas- 
form. the W-Leh-HBdBrrmrd trnneform, end other f e d l i n r  tran8for-w are -/odd victor cram- 
forms whore coeff ic ients  can be obtained by epnree matrix mul t ip l ice t ioM of the coafficicmL. 
of other evenlodd ttanefocms. Of t he  f a a i l i n r  treneforns, t he  Veleh-Hda;.nltrenefom is 
the rlr .plert  to implemeOr, kt hm the emalleat compreeeion w i n .  
transform followed by n sparse matrix multiplication el!owe inpiemenention of my wedodd 
amform. The d i sc re t e  coeine tr.cuform hne n d l f f l c u l t  implamentrtioa, but WFI closely 
approochea t h r  opttcnm perfocmunce fo r  firet-order Harkov dote. Ae the foraa of rhe veccore 
is nodtfied t o  approach that  of t he  discrete  eosins vectors,  the Vector f i r e ra  e m p a c t h a  
and the theoretical  nnd espe r imnte l  imege cocaprerrion r e s u l t s  epproech tmm of the  d i sc re t e  
cosine transform. 
expertumnral PPI .,:-we fo r  these craneforma. About one-half of the perfermnce d i f f e r a c e  
betueen t h e  Welsh-Hsdmnrd end the J iscrete  cosine tramforme cen be achLeoad by simple p e t  
proeeosfnR of t he  Wleh-Hadraarrd coefficients.  
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